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PREFACE

In introducing my eleven chapters to the

pubHc I have to apologize for including some
old ones which have already appeared, and
I am greatly obliged to Messrs. Wisden for

allowing me to reproduce the appreciations

of R. A. H. Mitchell and W. G. Grace; to

the London and Counties Press Association

as regards " Evolutions," which appeared in
'' Imperial Cricket " (P. F. Warner) ; to M.C.C.

as regards '' Lord's/' which appeared in " Lord's

and the M.C.C"; to the Kent C.C.C. as regards
" Kent/' which appeared in the " History of

Kent Cricket "
; and to the proprietors oiBaily's

Magazine as regards Fred Gale's chat with

Fuller Pilch.

I realize that both those which have appeared
before, and those which have not, relate mainly
to a period which to many may seem to have
passed into ancient history. But just as I

loved to read of periods long antecedent to my
own, so I hope there may be a few who will

tolerate this digging up of the buried past. So,

too, I can imagine the experts exclaiming of my
theories: " Oh, these platitudes !" But I venture

to hope that as " The Cricket Field " was new
to me sixty years ago, so I may chance on some
readers young enough to find some novelty and
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some instruction in the lessons I am so presump-
tuous as to fancy worthy of thought. If

amongst these I successfully instil a veneration
for the traditions and the proprieties of the

great game, which has been to me through life

such a happy recreation, I shall be well satis-

fied. I hope the facts and quotations, in

accordance with the familiar maxim, have
been adequately verified. In this I have had,
and am most grateful for, the kind help of that

eminent cricket statistician, Mr. F. S. Ashley-
Cooper.

I apologize for the conceit of including a like-

ness of myself taken from a photograph kindly

supplied by the Central Press Agency. I had
to give way to the importunity of my old friend

and schoolfellow, John Murray, without whose
encouragement to publish my reminiscences I

should not have faced the benches of the critics.

It seems almost inexcusable that I have said

nothing about South Africa, the nursery of the

googly; but though I have played there and,

indeed, made a century at Krugersdorp against

the garrison some twenty years ago, the ap-

pearance of the South African Elevens in Test

Matches was too late for me to have any active

experience of their cricket.

HARRIS.
February, 192 1.
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A FEW SHORT RUNS

CHAPTER I

ETON AND OXFORD

Eton
" What idle progeny succeed

To chase the rolUng circle's speed

Or urge the flying ball."*

Etonians of the present day ought to be very

grateful to the Governing Body for the magnifi-

cent additions that have been made to the play-

ing-fields of Eton; not to the Upper Shooting

Fields, as they were still called in the sixties

(so named from their being used for archery

practice in earlier days, though the only shooting

that was done in my day was occasional firing

with blank cartridges by the originals of the

gallant Eton College O.T.C., led to the attack

with much vigorous encouragement by that most
reverend officer and most gallant divine, Dr.

Warre) : for the new playgrounds are not, I

imagine, included in that time-honoured title.

What would they say to this, which is a fact,

* A gross libel. Whatever the faults of public-school-

boys, idleness is not one.
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that in the early sixties there were only two
lower-boy games, and very few Lower Boy
House Matches till well on in the sixties ? If

a boy was not " picked up " in the Sixpenny or

Upper Sixpenny game, he had Httle chance of any

match cricket at all. He had to be content with

the dreary monotony of practice without a net

day after day. Small wonder that the river was

more popular than the cricket-field. Out of

800 boys, 500 might have been safely classed as

Wet Bobs, and of the 300 not so classed, not

more than two-thirds had much chance of match

cricket; and such wickets as lower boys had to

practise on ! The favourite place was against

the garden wall of the house then occupied by
Mr. Wayte, which opens on to Slough Road.

If the roller ever touched that particular spot

it was only by accident, and the trickiness of

the wicket was not the only danger, for the en-

thusiastic batsman, intent on " watching her

from the pitch," had every chance of being
" cut over " by a neighbour who had no com-

punction about hitting to leg. It was only on

the main part of the ground that the saturnine

"Mr. Warde.

Who tended the sward

In the Shooting Fields," -^

was occasionally seen with horse and roller.

In 1865 Sixpenny game was not played in Six-
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penny proper, or, as the learned Billy Johnson
tried to call it, Timbralls, and with that object

in view presented several seats with that name
painted on them. It was played close to The Wall

in Upper Sixpenny near good calx ; Aquatics had
theirs close down to the path; and Middle Club

or Collegers played nearer to Fellow's Pond: so

things were a bit mixed when all three games
were going on together. Still, although until

i860—when the House Cup Matches were

started, and were an encouragement to Cricket

—there was an entire absence of attention to

promising youth, the capable players distin-

guished themselves somehow or other, and learnt

to play on rough wickets. According to modern
ideas, that is not the way for the young idea

to learn: he must practise on a perfect wicket

in order to learn how to stand up to the ball

without serious risk of being hit. Did W. G.,

and Richard Daft, and C. B. Fry, and A. Mac-
Laren learn on these perfect wickets, and has

the modern pupil developed a finer style and
more successful execution than those great

masters ? I don't see any evident sign of im-

provement. Still, the theory is sound, and to

repeat, the young Etonian Dry Bob ought to be

very thankful for the generous provision of

cricket-grounds and match cricket available

nowadays.
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Besides the above games and Upper Club, there

was in 1865 only Lower Club, which played in

the triangular piece of ground between Upper
Club and the river. In 1866 Sixpenny game
was moved into Sixpenny, and Upper Sixpenny

was played between the Wall and Aquatics.

This ground was called, but I think only for a

short time, and not generally, Twopenny. There

was also, at John Hawtrey's, next to Babylon,

a nice ground, and well secluded for the very

small boys who went to that House. This

paucity of games was very bad ; there was ample

room in Sixpenny for one or two more games

—

ample room for any number of House practice

nets. Of course, we did not in those days expect

the luxur}^ that latter-day youth regards as an

ordinary contribution to his requirements; e.g.,

no boy in Eton in my earlier days thought of

wearing a greatcoat, unless it was some tre-

mendous " swell." But there was obviously

an utter lack of organization, and apparently

indifference as to whether or not lower boys

had the opportunity of playing game cricket.

We were, however, desperately keen—some of

us, anyhow—and worked at it as if we were

going to make it our profession. The first

practical encouragement was given to the lower

boys about 1866 by the institution of Lower Boy
House Matches, for which Mr. Edward Austen-
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Leigh gave a challenge cup. I took great

pleasure soon after in coaching Warre's Lower
Boy Eleven, and amongst my pupils who subse-

quently got into the Eleven were Napier Miles,

F. J. Bruce, and A. C. Miles. A humorous
incident in an Eton v. Harrow match is worth

recording. My dear friend Napier was not

a very good bowler, but he had a very high

action, and for some obscure reason a shooter

from a high is more deadly than from a low

actioned bowler. E. P. Baily,* of Harrow,

had done a notable performance in 1870, nearly

effecting our defeat, and every Etonian was
praying for his early downfall. Those were the

days when Mitchell for the Eton Captain and
Donny Walker for the Harrow Captain used

to send out advice through the medium of

Long Leg. To everyone's astonishment, Napier

was put on to bowl to Baily; the shooter came
early and got him out. It subsequently trans-

pired that Long Leg had blundered over Mike's

instruction whom to put on ! and a belated

message, so it is said, reached the Captain,

G. H. Longman: "Who is to manage the

bowling—you or I ?"

In his '' Eton in the Seventies," Mr. Gilbert

Coleridge alleges that " on one occasion, when
Mike was then directing affairs, a messenger

* His son was Captain of the Harrow Eleven in 1903.

2
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arrived at the wicket with a glass of water and
a message from Lord Harris to take off C. T.

Studd. . . . Under the circumstances this

advice was dechned, and fortunately Studd
got a wicket in his next over."

This is the first I've heard of this interesting

incident. I was never an advocate of advice

from the ring, and thought the Captains should

be left to themselves: so much so, that during

my Captaincy I got a sharp reminder that if

I wouldn't accept advice during matches I

would not get the coaching between matches,

and I was not going to sacrifice the enormous
advantage of the latter for a fancy of my own.

My colleague in the keepership of Sixpenny,

W. H. Hay, and I were responsible in 1866 for

introducing Sixpenny colours. The colours of

Lazzaroni—a club that was intended apparently

to rival the Eton Ramblers, but never did or

could do so—were crimson, white, and purple;

we substituted a second crimson for the purple,

and appeared one day resplendent. We were

promptly called to account by the Captain, but

it was allowed to pass.

The match cricket that gave promising

youngsters a chance of proving their worth were

the House Matches, which took place after

Eton V. Harrow; and there were always a few

who 'passed straight on to Upper Club from
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Sixpenny. They gave me my chance; I got

a long score against Durnford's^ and followed

it up with useful ones which contributed to

Warre's winning the House Cup, and impressed

the Captain of the Eleven, Edgar Lubbock,

enough to result in my name appearing in

" Choices/' much to my astonishment. That
morning of the match against Durnford's I

had been so busy with early school, preparing

for eleven o'clock school, fagging, and a Volun-

teer drill, that I had had no time for any break-

fast, which perhaps accounted for a clear eye

after twelve. It also accounted for my having

to retire to Fellow's Pond in the middle of my
innings and being violently ill. A marked
change took place in 1867. The Eton Elevens

had been lamentabty weak for a number of

years, partly due to a lack of match cricket

in the lower clubs, and partly to a lack of good

coaching in Upper Club. A Cambridgeshire

professional, F. W. Bell,* had been the coach

for years, and had not succeeded in turning out

many good Elevens. What produced the marked
change in and subsequent to 1867 was the

advent of R. A. H. Mitchell, well known to all

Etonians and Oxonians of his day as Mike. I

* He used also occasionally to go up to Windsor Castle

to bowl to the Royal Princes, but complained he " couldn't

make a job of 'em at all."
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had seen dear " Mike "—as he was to every

cricketer who played with him—play before

he took up a tutorship in Eton. I lived in

London two years before I went to Eton in

1864, and saw many great matches at Lord's,

the Oval, and Canterbury, and knew most of

the crack players by sight. I saw Mike play

for Oxford at Lord's in 1863 and 1864 certainly,

and possibly in 1862; and I also saw him play

at Canterbury in 1862, and remember very

vividly his being caught at long leg on the bank
by Baker, high above his head.

It would have been a fourer nowadays, for

Baker was standing in the crowd, there being

no boundaries then.

I believe he came to Eton first as private

tutor to a bo}^ at my tutor's. At any rate, one

night at Eton, before he took up his mastership,

Mike came down to stay with my tutor. Dr.

Warre, and slept in one of the boy's rooms.

How he managed to stow away his great frame

into a boy's bedstead, I cannot imagine; it

must have been very sound on its forelegs to

carry his weight. Haygarth's ** Scores and
Biographies " (vol. vi., p. 86) records that at
" 18 years of age he was 6 ft. 2 ins. and weighed

13 St. 2 lbs., afterwards 15 st. 3 lbs." I was
greatly excited over his visit, for I knew his

cricket history far better than most of my
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school-mates, and my reverence for him even
then was great. He took up his residence at

Eton in 1866, and all cricketers at Eton looked

forward with confidence to his making a great

improvement in Upper Club form. And it

was needed, for Eton had fallen on evil days
just then: not that she did not turn out some
good cricketers, for the Elevens of 1861, 1862,

and 1863 contain some great names; but it is

recorded in " Scores and Biographies " in 1862

that Eton had not beaten Harrow since 1850;
the 1863 match was drawn, and Eton lost 1864,

1865, and 1866; so that the distinct change that

took place in the School's fortune in the

Lord's match, by which the " form " of Eton and
Harrow cricketers must be judged, synchron-

izes exactly with Mike's advent. I submit
that statistics bear this contention out unmis-
takably. Out of fourteen completed matches,

1868 to 1887 inclusive, Eton won eight; and
out of eight completed matches played in his

first ten years of " coaching," Eton won six.

It may be said that those twenty-one years

do not include the whole of his career as a

master at Eton, which is true; but they were
the years in which his physical capacity enabled

him to show what his mental faculty could pro-

duce; and surely twenty-one years is a suffi-

ciently long period over which to judge of a
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man's ability by results. That Mike fell off

after that was a view very generally held, and
possibly correctly. It is quite possible that as

age crept on, his " steady for the first hour
"

became intensified, and that he discouraged

hitting more than was necessary; but for

play on sticky wickets I cannot but think

he must still have been as good a coach

as ever. Of his pupils it could not be said

that the style of any one of them followed

Mike's very closely, except in the use of full

height. There was no crouching in the style he

encouraged.

Possibly those who approached nearest to

it were Walter Forbes, Alfred Lyttelton, A. W.
Ridley, and Charley Studd, but this is a matter

where quot homines, tot sententice, particularly

applies. The above were, of course, four of his

most distinguished pupils ; but there were others,

also distinguished, whose style bore no resem-

blance to his; and yet their styles were very

sound, and in one case, C.J. Ottaway, quite as

sound as Mike's, but Ottaway was an excep-

tionally good School bat. Mike himself would
have wished that it should be put in the fore-

front of any record of what he did for Eton
cricket, that his success could not liave been

what it was but for the co-operation, the daily

co-operation for a long series of years, of the
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Rev. G. R. Dupuis,* and the very valuable

help of Mr. Edward Austen-Leigh, f Mr.

Dupuis, indeed, had commenced giving advice

in Upper Club the year before Mike's arrival,

at Edgar Lubbock's request. Mr. Austen-Leigh

did not do so much coaching, but he was con-

stantly at the nets bowling to us. The other

two devoted practically the whole of their spare

time to us: after twelve, after four, after six

o'clock, there they were, either at the nets

bowling, advising, teaching, or standing um-
pire, and giving us equally valuable lessons

during games. Every Eton cricketer of those

times must have felt that everything we ac-

quired, which went to improve natural aptitude,

was due to those great cricketers and great

masters of the game. He and Mr. Dupuis did

not take long to get to work, for in the Easter

term of 1867 they got down Jemmy Grundy
and Chris Tinley (lobs) to bowl to the Eleven

and '* Choices.''

" Jemmy Grundy's cool and clever, almost always on the

spot;

Tinley's slows are often telling, though they sometimes
catch it hot."

W. B. Money had been very successful against

us at Lord's with his lobs, which accounts for

* Eton Eleven, 1851-1853; and Cambridge Eleven, 1857.

t Subsequently Lower Master.
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the selection of Tinley. The ground was, of

course, dead slow, and run-getting, except to a

big hitter like C. I. Thornton, almost impossible,

but we youngsters learnt our first important

lesson for battingin first-classmatches—patience.

It is told of Mike that in one of the University

matches, when Mr. Voules joined him at the

wicket, he said: "Now, Rat, steady for the

first hour," and that advice was ingrained in

our minds in those days.

Mike was a deep student of all that goes to

turn out a sure cricketer—that is to sa}^, a

cricketer who leaves as little as possible to

chance: he could turn the most unpromising

material into something useful, and from promis-

ing material he produced many very perfect

cricketers. He taught us to hit all round, and
yet to be careful at off balls until we had got the

time of the ground. One sees, nowadays, young
batsmen who evidently do not know how to hit

correctly on the off side. Caution has been

overdone; they not only do not hit to the off,

but they also do not know how to. That was
not Mike's way; we were taught every possible

stroke, and shown by him how it ought to be

done; and also in other departments of the

game.

I have seen a practically certain victory lost

by one hand being put out to a catch which
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could have been reached with two. " Two
hands," in a deep bass voice, was dinned so

often in our ears that we deemed it criminal

to extend only one. He was a master at running

between wickets, and had brought it, in his

own case at any rate, to as near an exact science

as is possible in anything to do with cricket,

and woe betide the boy who failed to back up,

or to go when he was called. In bowling, too,

though he was not difficult, notwithstanding

that in his earliest days in the Eton Eleven he

had to do a good deal apparently, he could

teach certain tricks of the hand or foot which

served to improve; and he certainly had an

eye for a bowler: witness his unearthing—or

would " dewatering " be a more correct term ?

—of S. E. Butler. Sam Butler used to bowl

slows in " Aquatics " with a high action: Mike

brought him to Upper Club; he got into the

Eleven the following year, and thence passed

to the Oxford Eleven, and in 187 1 effected the

unrivalled feat of getting all ten wickets in one

innings of j:he Varsity match. It is worth

recording that the exact opposite occurred

when F. G. (Bunny) Pelham, afterwards Lord
Chichester, was also brought up from Aquatics;

he was converted from a fast into a slow bowler.

Mike left no stone unturned to fit us for the

Lord's wickets, which were very different from
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the Upper Club pitch. Lord's was not only

very fiery in those days, but dead shooters were

constant; I really believe that in 1868 we had
to play an average of three shooters in every

eight balls. The slope was supposed to be the

cause, and that the slope at Harrow gave the

Harrovians an advantage, so we were put to play

on a slope. The Upper Club match pitch had
been raised some time before 1867 from the

surrounding level somewhat abiniptly, leaving a

short slope on two of its sides, and on this we
were made to play against a fast, low-actioned

bowler, in the hope of shooters resulting. If I

remember right, they did not, but the incident

shows how our tutors were constantly thinking

how to give us experience of all kinds.

Then for the nervous ones, when we were

about to go in, there was the mysterious bottle

of " Pick-me-up " exhibited immediately after

a wicket fell.

I saw a good deal of Mike's Cricket, too, away
from Eton; in the Rambler matches, organized

in those days by Alfred Lubbock and his

brothers; in I Z. matches, especially at Wool-
wich and Chatham; and in the Canterbury

Week I played with him frequently.

It was at Canterbury that he received the

injury to his knee, which brought about his

retirement from first-class cricket ; he was called
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for a short run, sent back, and in turning

sprained his knee so badly that he was con-

stantly very lame afterwards. It did not

matter of what class the match was, he played

the game with all his mind, and all his strength,

and all his heart, and I consider he was the most
earnest cricketer I ever met.

He abhorred all sorts of slackness, and every-

thing that tended to throw away a chance of

winning: and yet in the matches I am thinking

of he was a boy to us boys; there was nothing

of the pedagogue about him; he was a kind and
jolly friend to us all, however junior one might

be.

His style of batting was very commanding
—more forward than back, for his great reach

enabled him to " smother " (as they used to

say of Fuller Pilch) a good length ball; and he

could, and did, hit all round. W. G. once said

to me that he considered he was next best to

himself, and there was nothing conceited in the

way the " Old Man " put it, for he knew he had
far better opportunities of playing first-class

cricket than Mike; but that Mike was facile

princeps among the amateurs before W. G.

appeared can, I think, hardly be questioned,

and I doubt if there was any professional who
would have been ranked above him. He was
very proud, and justly so, of the fact that he was
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invited—when still a boy at Eton—to play

for Gentlemen v. Players.

It was very sad for us, who remembered his

mighty form, to see it slowly shrinking, and to

know that he could not be much longer with us

;

but to the last he could devote some of his

time to the great game he loved and admired

for its many and its sterling merits. He served

on the Committee of the M.C.C. for some years,

and though not as vigorous in debate as in

earlier days, his advice on the administration

of the game was as sound as ever. It is no secret

that he would have been nominated to the ofhce

of President of M.C.C. if he had lived but a few

days longer; it is a matter of regret that he

never filled that high position ; but it is a consola-

tion to know that he was aware and very proud

of the intention, and rejoiced that he thought

he had the strength to fill it. He was a great

Etonian, a great cricketer, and a great master

of the game; but more than all these he left

behind him the memory of a great man who,

whether on or ofi " the field," went straight

for what was right, and was not afraid to con-

demn what was wrong, and thereby, as well as

by his natural geniality and friendliness, at-

tracted to himself everyone he met. His por-

trait, by Chevallier Tayler, always hangs in the

Pavilion in Agars Plough in the summer term.
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I think the example of my tutor, Dr. Warre,

must have fired his ambition when circumstances

compelled him to take up a profession. My
tutor was for years the coach of the Eton Eight,

and night after night previous to Henley could

be seen and heard on the bank—his grey-blue

eyes gleaming through his gold-rimmed spec-

tacles—shouting his instructions. It was firmly

believed by lower boys that after this exertion

he was always violently sick, and always at

dinner drank champagne out of a silver cup

—

both, 1 should think, quite untrue. I suppose

he was one of the first of the " games masters,"

who are nowadays, I believe, regarded as in-

dispensable at our Public Schools. However,

whether or not Mike took Dr. Warre as his

example, he at once took up, on coming to Eton
as a master, the improvement of Eton cricket.

He had, of course, some very good natural

material to work on. C. J. Ottaway was one

of the most careful and correct bats I have

known : he was quite a genius at games. Whilst

he was at Eton, a Public Schools Challenge Cup
for Racquets was given by the Messrs. Prince

who had the Tennis and Racquet Courts, and
subsequently for a few years the cricket-ground

known as " Princes," where are now Cadogan
Gardens and the surrounding streets. Otta-

way' s parents lived at Dover, where he had the
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Opportunity of playing in the Military Racquet

Court, and consequently, although it was only

in or about 1867 that the two courts were

built at Eton, he was already a most skilful

player, and with W. F. Tritton won the Pubhc
Schools Challenge Cup in the first year it was
played for. He was equally good at fives and
football. At Oxford his athletic career was
most distinguished. He played for the Univer-

sity at tennis in 1870, 1871, and 1872; at

cricket in 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1873 (Captain)

;

at racquets in 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1873; at

football in 1874; and won the 100 yards in

1873. He took a first in Mods, and a third in

Greats.

Another great player ready to Mike's hand
was Charles Inglis Thornton, though I do not

pretend that the latter' s style, so free and inde-

pendent, was founded on Mike's. He was the

biggest hitter I have ever seen—that is to say,

he hit the ball very hard (sometimes very high)

more often than any other big hitter, and has

probably hit the ball as far as anyone. He was
a magnificent field and very sure catch, and was
also subsequently so good a sneak bowler that

he bowled in, and was successful in, matches

of the highest class.

I might here interpolate that sneak bowling

seems to have altogether died out, yet besides
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Thornton there were several who bowled them
successfully. Burton and I. D. Walker bowled

them for Harrow v. Eton in i860 and 1861.

Frank Pickering, who died young, took to it,

and was most successful for Sussex in 1875,

more particularly with the tail-end of the oppos-

ing Elevens. There was also an extremely

fast underhand bowler, mostly along the

ground, from Chislehurst, Crowhurst by name.

He played once for Kent v. Notts, and got a

wicket or two, but he was no use against Richard

Daft with " his sure and graceful play." One
ball hit Richard on the foot and hurt him con-

siderably, and he turned to me and said in his

most superior way: " This is not cricket, my
lord, this is not cricket \" Edgar Lubbock

bowled them regularly, and for Eton at Lord's

in the years he played for the Eleven there;

and the Harrow boys devised a new form of

chaff, " G-r-r-r-r-ub !" It was quite as effec-

tive as the " Bub, bub, bub bowled " which was

aimed at some other bowler, I forget whom,
who danced up to the wicket, and took the

popular fancy so much that it was used for

some years after he had left.

Gagrat, a Parsi, was, however, the best of

the fast underhand bowlers I have known:

he was very fast, with a strong bias from leg,

but he bowled a good pitch, not sneaks. His
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best performance was in 1887—5 wickets for 3
runs for Parsis v. Bombay Gymkhana. I am
surprised that sneaks should have died out, for,

with a curl from leg all the way, they are difficult

to score off and quite dangerous to poor bats.

A third very good player was the Captain in

1867, C. R. Alexander, never in the Cambridge
Eleven, but good enough on several occasions

to play for Kent, as did also Ottaway and
Thornton until they migrated to Middlesex;

and these were followed by such first-class

players as G. H. Longman, J. Maude, S. E.

Butler, and A. W. Ridley—all of whom Mike
might have fairly claimed as his and Dupuis'

pupils. Butler and Ridley were unquestionably

taught the first to be a fast, the second a lob

bowler. I only mention the above by name
because they distinguished themselves subse-

quently in first-class cricket; there were others,

extremely good cricketers, who had not the

same opportunity, but whose style was formed

by Mitchell.

In the early sixties the only accommodation
for the boys was such as they could get in

the Lodge at the entrance to the Upper
Shooting Fields, and a curious old Eton "cad,"

Old Jack Joel, used to wheel the cricket bags

and boxes of the Eleven up in a barrow and
dump them under the trees. Additions were
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subsequently made to the back of the Lodge

which introduced some approach to comfort,

but, until that was done, arrangements were

distinctly primitive. On the other hand, the

luncheon arrangement was luxurious. A very

fine circular marquee was erected for all School

matches, with the Eton arms emblazoned on the

front above the entrance; and, in addition,

when Eton v. Winchester was played at Eton,

a light blue scroll with the words, " Cum omni-

bus Wykhamicis Floreat Etona !" A table was
arranged in almost a complete circle round the

tent, with fine linen, glass, cutlery, and china

supplied by the College, which also provided

a most excellent luncheon; for which, however,

they did not omit to charge, and as the members
of the visiting team had to pay not only for

their own but also for the boys' luncheons, a

visit to Upper Club was somewhat expensive.

On one occasion this custom of the visiting

team, in effect, providing the luncheon led to

somewhat untoward results.

A match was suddenly arranged, after Lord's,

with the Garrison quartered at Windsor, and

after it had proceeded for some time the visitors

became somehow aware that there would be

no luncheon unless they sent for it, which they

most hospitably did; but, owing to the demand
being unexpected and urgency imperative, the

3
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Regimental Mess of the Horse Guards was only

equal to a moderate ration of food, but an un-

limited supply of champagne: and after lunch

the Eton Eleven was not at its best. The
Garrison had secured the services of a little pro-

fessional, Martin I think by name, who could

bowl an extremely fast yorker. One stalwart

member of the Eleven used to draw himself up
to his full height, and hold his bat almost as

high as his chest ; and it was still there when his

wicket was shot down. He walked away quoting

the hackneyed " ^Equam memento !" Subse-

quently, having to return the ball from among
the trees behind the wicket, there were so many
of these in his mind's eye that he was successful

in hitting one of them in his effort to throw the

ball up.

Which leads me on to a humorous story of a

very distinguished member of a County Eleven,

who was summoned before the Committee to

explain what had caused him to insist on fielding

in a recent County match on all fours ; and his

excusing himself by insisting that he could field

better on all fours than any other member of

the team could standing upright.

The departure of the Eleven for the Lord's

match in my days was quite ceremonious.

The Eleven had breakfast with Mr. Dupuis,

who was probably as anxious as any one of us,
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and then we drove to Slough in a coach with

four horses and postilions in white silk high hats

and sky-blue jackets. There was no ceremony
about the return journey, and after Eton's

long experience of failures it was as well. When
a victory or a good drawn game was the result

the glorification took place some days later,

when the Eleven were " hoisted "
!

I have often heard it said that no one is ever

so great as when Captain of the Eleven at a

great Public School. I am not sure of that,

but surely there can be few moments more
glorious to an Eton Captain than when,
after years of disappointment, his Eleven

wins the Lord's match. I was one of the lucky

ones.

In 1867 Alexander's Eleven indicated what
Mitchell's teaching was doing, played a fine

game at Lord's, but only drew the match. In

1868 Thornton's Eleven were a little short of

bowling and tumbled up against a good batting

side, including that first-class bat and shot,

F. E. R. Fryer, and lost. In 1869 (W. C.

Higgins's Eleven) we won after a long and weary
wandering in the wilderness, and with such
a good Captain and player as my right trusty

friend and comrade, Willy Higgins, and such
great bats and bowlers as Ottaway (who got

108), G. H. Longman, A. S. Tabor, Frank
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Rhodes, S. E. Butler (7 wickets for 75 runs)

and John Maude (7 wickets for 44 runs), we were

pretty sure of victory. In 1870 we had not

such strong bowHng, but with the help of M. A.

Tollemache (9 v/ickets for 83 runs), and some
good fielding, we won a most interesting match
by 21 runs.

During the late war it was feared we should

never see Eton v. Harrow played at Lord's

again. It was argued that if the Eton v. Win-
chester match could be played on the School

Grounds, why not Eton v. Harrow ? And there

was, to my mind, a lot of nonsense talked about

the boys getting upset by so much attention

being paid to them, and that the picnic side of

the meeting was not appropriate to cricket.

To my mind there is no harm done to boys by a

realization of responsibility, or facing the pubHc
at an early age; and as for the picnic side of

it, there is never any culpable excess, and
people bring their luncheons to other cricket

gatherings besides that at Lord's. It is a great

meeting-place for old School friends, and I

do not think the School authorities who decided

to revert to the time-honoured practice need

be under any misgiving as to their verdict

having been other than wise.

Wiser than that of one eminent educationist

and divine, who advanced three reasons for
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objecting to Eton v. Harrow being played in

the same week as Oxford v. Cambridge:

(i) It was bad for the boys to be in London
at the same time as the wild undergraduates !

(2) It was bad for Lord's, as the ground could

not be got ready after the Varsity Match ! !

(3) It was bad for Society having two such

exciting matches in one week ! ! !

Public School boys and masters and Society

have been through something more trying than

the publicity of a school match in London, and

were not found wanting in an awful crisis, so

I submit they will not be spoilt if the match
continues to be played at Lord's.

Oxford
" And through all the strife and the turmoil of life

Be he Parson, Lord, or Squire,

He's as well known to all in the Cottage and the Hall

As the Vane on the old Church Spire.

You'll ne'er find his match, though you search the whole batch

That have been since the world began,

Be he sober, be he mellow, you'll ne'er find a better fellow

Than the thoroughbred Oxford* JIan."

The contrast between cricket at Eton and at

Oxford did not strike me as forcibly as it prob-

ably would many migrants: I found at Christ

Church several comrades of the Eton Eleven

—

its Captain of 1869, W. C. Higgins, J. P. Rodger,

Frank Pickering; and the camaraderie of the

* In the " House " we sang it " Christ Church Man."
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Eton Eleven was carried on in the " House
"

Eleven. I found it there, and was well content. I

do not think I should have found it in University

cricket. There was not—how could there be ?

—the same companionship; Colleges are not so

closely connected as are " Houses " at a Pubhc
School. There was, I am sure, an equal ambition

to maintain the honour of the institution we
represented, but the close friendship and com-

panionship one had enjoyed in the School Eleven

were not possible in a University Eleven, so

that incidents of University cricket have not

fixed themselves on my memory as tenaciously

as those at Eton. The " House " ground, too,

was by itself, just across Christ Church meadows
and the Cherwell; whilst the great majority of

the other College grounds were on Cowley

Marsh ; and all matches with other Colleges were

played on the " House " ground; not, I am sure,

because we were fastidious or exclusive, but

because there was plenty of room, a very fair

pitch, and an entire freedom from interruption

by proximity to other games. I once had the

luck to hit Russy Walker for seven on Cowley

Marsh, and the fieldsman had to pass through

the game going on in the next ground, and to

penetrate a third before he reached the ball.

Oxford University cricket was, and is still, under

the very great disadvantage that in those days

on Cowley Marsh, and to-day on the Parks, it
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is impossible to take a " gate "
; but occasionally

a match was arranged with some peripatetic

Eleven, such as the All England Eleven or the

United All England Eleven, which obviously

was not " United/' or there would not have been

two All England Elevens touring the country,

and on such occasions the " House " ground

was borrowed because a " gate " could be taken,

entrance being blocked on one side by the

Cherwell, and on the other by the erection of

canvas along the road. It was in one of these

matches in 1874 that occurred two incidents

which have left a vivid impression on me: one

the stumping on the leg side of A. W. Ridley

by Pinder off a dead shooter from Allan Hill.

He was an extremely fast bowler with a level

action. I was in with Ridley, and can therefore

vouch for it: the ball shot absolutely dead;

Ridley in playing forward drew his toe over the

crease, and George Pinder, in one and the most
graceful action, took the ball, tipped off one

bail, and swung his left leg over the wicket.

I have never seen anything more neat.

The other was a ball from Allan Hill of a quite

different sort. I have said that the " House
"

ground was a very fair wicket, but it could be

fiery, and one of Allan's flew past and in much
too close proximity to my nose to be pleasant,

and first bound into long-stop's hands. As
Tom Emmett passed me at the end of the over
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he said, " A reckon you smelt 'er." That was
my first acquaintance with dear old Tom, to

be subsequently cemented through years of

cricket together into a very close friendship.

I do not know whether I happened on a wet
cycle at Oxford, but the impression left on me
is that cricket was pursued under the coldest,

dampest, and most disagreeable climatic cir-

cumstances, yet one worked at it to improve

oneself just as assiduously as if the surround-

ings were most genial. In those years I made
a practice of long-field catching off the hat—
let me remind cricket tutors, not from a throw—

-

with the result that in 1873, from doing this in

cold weather, I bruised a bone in my right hand
so badly that 1 could not bear the jar of the bat,

and had to stand out of the Varsity match.

I suppose at School they make a practice of

catching from the bat; they ought to: at that

age, with ordinary practice, one ought to make
a certainty of holding everything one can get

two hands to. I do not know, I honestly affirm,

so great a joy, in any part of cricket, as the

absolute certainty that you can hold a catch,

and the justification for the constant prayer

that every catch may come to you. And then

one day something fails—care or eye, I do not

know what, but something fails—and you drop

your first catch, and you are never the same
again. You may remain a very good catch,
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but you now know that you are not a certainty,

and the thankfulness is not that you see a catch

coming to you, but after you find it has remained.

One very cold Easter term I heard there was

some practice to be got at a net in a small

field attached to a public-house on the other

side of Folly Bridge ; anything more discouraging

it is difficult to imagine—cold, wet weather and

a horrible black soil. The saving grace was that

I found Fred Morley there, who shortly after-

wards succeeded J. C. Shaw as left-arm fast

bowler for Notts; and got to know his bowling

so well that at some subsequent date, when put

on to bowl at me in a match, he remonstrated

that he knew he could not get me out. Not a

highly intelHgent man; but a very good and

regular bowler, and an absolutely dead shot

at the wicket in the field. Alfred Shaw and

Morley were household words for a cricket

generation, as had been Grundy and George

Wootton in the generation before them.

Getting into a University Eleven is rather a

matter of luck: I had had as fair a chance as

any other freshman in the preliminary matches,

but had not been successful. I happened,

however, thanks to my father's foresight and

keenness that I should have every chance of

good cricket, to be a member of M.C.C. ; and Mit-

chell wrote strongly urging me to ask for a place

in the M.C.C. v. O.U.C.C. match at Oxford,
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and arranged, I expect, for my request to be
granted. 1 got o first and a century second

innings—and centuries were not as common
then as now—and so got a trial in a subsequent

match, and came off. I had to play S. E.

Butler in the M.C.C. match, and I think he was
on the whole the most terrifying bowler of my
experience. He was a tall, lissom man, with a

very high action, and rushed up to the wicket

like an avalanche: his remarkable performance

in the Oxford v. Cambridge match in 1871 was on
an extremely difficult wicket, some balls flying

shoulder-high and others shooting dead. I fear

it spoilt him ; he never did anything like it again,

and in a comparatively short time, in order to

keep up his pace, his action became very

suspicious.

Brasenose had an extremely strong Eleven in

the early seventies, and not unnaturally fresh-

men there had a better chance of being tried

for the Eleven than at other Colleges, because

their performances were seen by a majority of

the Eleven, and there was some jealousy over

the selections in consequence. It must, however,

be extremely difficult for the Captain to try

everyone—and in those days perhaps more
difficult than now, when young amateurs have

a far better chance of showing what they are

worth by playing in County matches—there are

so many clubs and their grounds are somewhat
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widely separated. In the initial instance, the

Captain had to depend largely on School per-

formances, and it is a pretty good test. E. F. S.

Tylecote was a case in point; he had made,

besides other long scores when at school, the

extraordinary score of over 400; his great

proficiency, both with the bat and gloves, was

proved in many great matches after he left

Oxford. Ottaway was, of course, another; and

Pauncefote, who went to Ceylon and died there

quite young, was a most finished bat. Of the

bowlers of those years, besides S. E. Butler

C. K. Francis came up with a great reputation

as a bowler from Rugby, and kept it up; and

my comrade of the Eton Eleven, J. Maude, did

another notable performance:

First Innings. Second Innings.

B. R. W. B. R. W.
In 1868 for Eton v.

Harrow he bowled 24 8 128 36 7

In 1873 for Oxford v.

Cambridge he bowled 36 15 o 96 39 6

He was a slow medium-paced bowler, with

very accurate pitch, but not, I think, much
spin. Fate did not bring us together again for

many years after that cricket season. When we
did meet it was at the " Pop " Dinner in about

191 1, and we sat opposite each other for five

minutes, and then each asked his neighbour

who that fellow opposite was; " nos mutamur."

x\mongst the professionals at the Cowley
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nets was the notorious Jack Platts, a very fast

bowler with a marked swing in the air. He had
the misfortune to hit Summers, a Nottingham
professional, on the head in a match at Lord's;

and poor Summers—who ought, of course, to

have been sent to a hospital, but was allowed

to travel home—died of concussion. It has,

perhaps, happened to few cricketers to have had
as much experience of similar accidents, but
with no fatal results, as have I. I was knocked
out by A. G. Bovill in a match at Eton just

before the Varsity Match of 1871. The ball

was heavy from wet, Bovill a very fast bowler
with tremendous spin. I played forward at a
shortish ball, and remembered nothing more
until I found myself in the dressing-room. I

saw Bill Oscroft knocked out by Colonel Fel-

lowes, R.E., who was not a fast bowler, at

Canterbury, and Frank Hearne by either Ulyett

or Harrison at Gravesend.

Another Etonian who came up to Oxford
during my time, and there developed into, for

a time, one of the greatest cricketers in England,
was A. W. Ridley; his great height and reach

produced the finest possible forward play, and
his lobs were often most successful—in especial,

when as Captain he had the courage to go on
himself in the Varsity Match of 1875, when Cam-
bridge had four runs to get and two wickets to

fall, and secured both.
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The Inter-University matches about my time

were somewhat curiously in and out, and the

fast bowlers had every opportunity of showing

their worth; and the Cambridge fast bowler

Powys was perhaps as fast as anyone that has

ever bowled, left hand, a level delivery and
good break from leg. Ottaway used to declare

that he won the 1871 match when at an early

stage of his innings he had one on his toe from

Powys, but bat and toe were so close together

that the umpire had difficulty in replying to the

appeal, and, Ottaway's expression disclosing

no agony, he could only conclude it was a hit,

and gave " Not out." Powys was too fast for

me in 1871 and 1872, but I had my revenge

in 1874, ^^<i 3-1^0 a bit of luck. I never did

bet about cricket, but that year my father-in-

law (to be). Lord St. Vincent, asked me to get

£20 on for him. Cambridge went in, and Tabor
had put up about 50 when rain fell, and we took

luncheon early. Charley Thornton wanted to

back Cambridge, but would not give as much as

6 to 4, and I refused less. When it cleared up
I was fielding close to the Pavilion, and he ran

down to the paling and called to me that he'd

lay 6 to 4, and I took it; and the first ball Lang
bowled got Tabor out, and we won in one

innings. I have the ball now that finished the

match; I caught the last man out at long leg,

and W. Law, the Captain, had it banded with
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silver and the score inscribed thereon, and gave

it me as a keepsake.

Besides University and College matches, there

were the matches played by the Bullingdon

Club. The A.D.C. from Cambridge, I Z., and
other peripatetic clubs used to pay us visits.

BulHngdon is a very ancient institution—^it

played M.C.C. as early as 1795—and in its time

has done much for the game at Oxford, but

I must confess I never appreciated its cricket.

Its conviviality and hospitahty could not be

questioned, and its uniform was most tasteful

both on the field and at the dinner-table; but

a club which always in my time adjourned for

luncheon fifteen minutes after play commenced,
and interspersed hack races, pony-cart races,

and usually unprepared dog-fights with its

cricket, was hardly earnest enough for me;
whilst one's anticipation of the camaraderie

of the banquets in the Barn was qualified by
apprehension as to a safe coach-drive there and
back with the ribbons in the hands of some
amateur Jehu who was yet in the stage of

pupilage. Still, they were merry times; one

formed the friendships of a lifetime, and certainly

I, and I should hope many others, can look back

to those days as the merriest, the least careworn

of our lives.



CHAPTER II

LORD'S

" Then there's Lord's with its crowded Pavilion:

' Well Fielded !' ' Well Bowled !' and ' Well Played 1'

The chafi when a wide is delivered,

The cheers when a good hit is made."
Eton College Chronicle.

" Lord's !" It seems to me that my life has

always pivoted on Lord's ; even if separated from

it for years and by thousands of miles, thoughts

of it could not grow dim, and the prospect

of revisiting it was a beacon to encourage one to

live through the years of absence.

In my earliest days Bob FitzGerald, the Hon.

Secretary, was the presiding genius, or so it

seemed to me. Whether it was the magnificence

of his swagger, the luxuriance of his beard, the

fun that rolled out from him so easily, or the

power of his swiping, I do not know, but as

regards each he could not escape notice. He was

a power in the land in those days, as indeed the

Secretary of M.C.C. should always be, and in

addition he introduced a vein of joviality into

the matches he played in which the spectators

were as well able to enjoy as the players. A
favourite joke of his was, when a wicket had
fallen, to pretend to be trying to catch a mouse

35
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in the grass. He had a facile pen, and his

accounts of I Z. matches which he wrote for Bell's

Life were really witty. Here is a specimen:

" I Z. AT CHATHAM.
" SUAVITER IN MODO, FORTITER IN RE.

" I Z. motto on August 27th: Sweetly win the
toss: stoutly defend your stumps. Hospitable
REception : Sun REsplendent ; Breeze REfresh-
ing; Band REsounding ; Claret Cup REinvigorat-
ing ; REid bowling ; REckless hitting ; REsolute
defence; Two Eton Colts REmarkable; I Z. 234;
REmorseless Ponsonby; Three wickets in three

balls; New hat from REid; Three REmoved
by runs out; RE total 73; Innings REnewed;
fate still REfractory; All REtired for 99; Ex-
cellent REfection; Midnight REvels;

" REfreshing slumbers; I Z. REturn REjoic-
ing and grateful; Success to RE; REverse to

railway; three hours REtention on REturn
journey."

But what changes have come over the old

ground in sixty years of unbroken friendship

and welcome. The Pavilion might well have

been " crowded " when Mike and Alfred Lub-
bock, Donny Walker and Charley Buller, were

the champions of the great schools, for it had
not perhaps a quarter of the accommodation
the present Pavilion provides; and I dare say

it was large enough in the sixties of the last
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century, for even at a match so popular as

Eton V. Harrow the ground was not so crowded
but that equestrians could ride up, enter the

ground, and view the match from their saddles.

Up to a quite recent date the members of the

Four-in-Hand and Coaching Clubs drove a few

coaches on to the ground and the site selected

for them behind " A " block. I knew Lord's

well in the early sixties, for people were allowed

to practise on the ground now reserved for

matches for a fee of two shillings or two-and-

sixpence. The ground-man was an ancient,

familiarly addressed as Steevie, who was always

ready to find a practice wicket for one, well

away, of course, from the club practice pitch.

The members used to practise towards the centre

of the ground, two nets being provided as long-

stops for the two wickets that were pitched

opposite each other. Subsequently the practice

took place at the north side, and as the ground

there is of particularly heavy clay and in hot

weather liable to crack, wickets were pretty

dangerous, very different from the easy lawns

on which members are nowadays deceived into

believing themselves first-class bats. The
match ground even now is fiery in an east wind,

and occasionally a shooter has to be encountered.

1 have elsewhere recorded how Richard Daft

in a Gentlemen v. Players Match in the seventies

4
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had as first two balls two rasping shooters from

C. K. Francis which he successfully stopped: the

cricket reports said that Mr. Daft did not seem
quite at home ! In my first Eton v. Harrow
Match I calculated the batsman had to stop

something like three shooters every eight balls,

and at the same time one had to look out for

poppers. Some of the wickets were quite

dangerous, but I do not remember any serious

casualty besides that already mentioned of

poor Summers of Notts. Perhaps if he had been

wearing a " billycock/' as some cricketers did

just after the ridiculous (for cricket purposes)

top-hat had disappeared, it might have saved

him. In the first match I ever saw at Lord's,

All England v. The United All England Elevens,

Carpenter and Hayward were wearing black
" billycocks " and black-and-white check shirts,

rather a contrast to the spotless garb of the

present day. I can see Tom Lockyer now,
coming on to the ground knocking his yellow

wicket-keeping gloves together to get the dust

out of them. Gloves then gave very poor pro-

tection compared to the well-padded articles of

the present day; and wicket-keepers' fingers got

badly knocked about. Herbert Knatchbull-

Hugessen, who used to keep wicket in our local

matches round Faversham, fitted some rubber

caps on his gloves, which improved them.
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How horrified would the purists nowadays be

at some of the customs of those days ! There

was an aged pot-boy arrayed in white jacket

and apron, who used to perambulate the ground

crying to the crowd, " Give your orders, gents,"

and supply the thirsty ones with pots of beer

poured out of a pewter can; and I have even

seen one of the fieldsmen in a big match sum-

moned by a friend in the ring during an interval

to have a drink. I wonder what a County

or M.C.C. Captain would say nowadays if he saw
one of his team blowing the froth off a pot of

porter preparatory to a long pull. The Pavilion

I have referred to above was the second, the

first having been burnt down with, alas ! all

the club records in 1825. I hope, however,

that not much has been lost that was of real

moment. Mr. Waghorn's industry has secured

for us the scores of a number of matches which

had escaped Lillywhite's " Scores and Bio-

graphies," and many other extracts about

cricket, though without the scores of matches,

which are to be found in his " Cricket and vScores,

1730-1773," and in his " Dawn of Cricket."

The second Pavilion was replaced in the sixties

by a third much larger and more comfortable,

much on the same lines, but not so large as the

present Pavilion, which was built in the nineties.

It was over the third Pavilion that C. I. Thorn-
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ton hit a ball in the Eton v. Harrow Match of

1868; 1 was in with him at the time. He had
just previously hit one against the old Armoury,
which occupied the site of the members' luncheon-
room, and one over " D " block, and when he

followed these big hits—very big for a boy—by
that astounding drive over the Pavilion, I

thought it was all right for Eton, but he was
bowled by a shooter almost the next ball.

This exploit was all but repeated in 1877 by
H. E. Meek, who hit a ball on to the top of the

Pavilion, whence it bounded over; Thornton's

hit went clean over. Boundaries were not intro-

duced before 1866, but in that year an untoward
incident in the Eton v. Harrow Match showed
the need of them when a large crowd is assembled.

Edgar Lubbock and Foley were in. A ball was
hit to the feet of the spectators sitting on the

grass: one of them picked it up and threw it

to the fieldsman. Either an umpire called four,

or Foley, assuming that he would call four,

ceased running; the ball was thrown to his

wicket, which was put down, and that umpire

gave him out. Of course, there were protests

and confusion, and the game had to be stopped.

Boundaries are not a modern institution.

In the early part of the eighteenth century,

when Frederick, Prince of Wales, was the great

patron of the game, immense crowds used to
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assemble, and the grounds had to be roped in.

Some years after boundaries had been introduced

at Lord's, the Committee consented to try

a net as an experiment, and to satisfy those

laudatores temporis acti who want to see hits run
out. If the ball was stopped by the net the hit

had to be run out ; if it hopped over, or dropped
over, four or more were allowed. It was one
of the very hot, dry years, and both batsmen and
fieldsmen were intensely bored with this arrange-

ment, and did the extra running entailed very
leisurely. The spectators, of course, saw no
advantage—what they want nowadays is quick

cricket, which is not secured by exhausting

either batsmen or fielders—so the experiment

was not confirmed.

Until 1887 most of the space between the path-

way at the east end of the match ground and
the Wellington Road was occupied by market-
gardens and the Clergy Orphan Asylum, and I

was present at a Committee meeting in the

seventies when the purchase of the lease of one

of the market-gardens was discussed. Guy's
Garden was purchased in 1869, and was the first

of the great improvements that have by degrees

been carried out; another was the removal of

the old tennis court and the erection on its site

of the mound stand. This change had been
talked of, but of course there was naturally
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much reluctance to destroy a time-honoured

tennis court where Barre had been seen at his

best; and these objections might have proved

insurmountable but for the regrettable incident

in the England v. Australia Match in 1896.

An enormous crowd presented itself at the

turnstiles, and when the later arrivals of the

afternoon did get on to the ground they found

every point of view already occupied. Conse-

quently spectators by degrees invaded the match
ground, and eventually the ring encroached

so much that cricket was almost a farce. It was
a dreadful sight for those who love the strictness

of first-class cricket as played at Lord's; and
the Committee felt that every effort must be

made to prevent the repetition of a scene so

deplorable. The only possible way of providing

for the large crowds that we evidently might

anticipate was to utilize the site of the old tennis

court, and in due course the mound stand was
erected and a new tennis court built behind the

Pavilion. With the tennis court went, of course,

the great clock on the outside of the windows,

which set the time for play, and was once,

and only once I believe—hit by a cricket-ball.

It was that very fine cricketer the late F. M.

Buckland (" Peeler "), if I remember right, who
put a ball through the face with a square-leg

hit in one of the big matches. At the same
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time the means of ingress and egress were greatly

improved; we have not as yet had to cope with
another such crowd as that in 1896, but the

crowds that have been attending County
matches this year (1920) warn us that there may
be difficulties ahead. It is manifestly unfair

that the ring should be contracted in the after-

noon; it may make all the difference in a most
important match. Crowds are very difficult

of control; they surge over the boundary and
waste much space, and the question may arise

on such grounds as Lord's and the Oval whether
it may not be necessary to erect a fence such as

there is at Old Trafford. On some grounds
there is room for more stands, but both at Lord's

and the Oval there is not much room left for

permanent buildings.

The enlargement of the property in the

nineties was due to the attempt by railway pro-

moters to get a Bill through Parliament which
threatened not merely the old market-gardens

part—now the practice ground—but, if not

successfully resisted, might have led to an attack

on the sacred match ground; for land for

sidings for what is now the Great Central Rail-

way was not to be had easily, and an open space

like Lord's was naturally tempting to the

covetous railway promoters. M.C.C. fortu-

nately had three most competent guardians

—
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the late Lord James of Hereford; Mr. S. Bircham,

whose intimate acquaintance with ParUamentary
and Private Bill procedure was invaluable;

and the Secretary, Henry Perkins, a most de-

voted buttress of M.C.C., Lord's, and cricket

generally, and a most shrewd judge of the game.

So successful were they that they secured for

M.C.C. immense advantages from an attack

which at first seemed fraught with danger

to the headquarters of cricket. It is highly

unlikely that Lord's can ever be successfully

attacked with a view to its playing-grounds

being reduced, for, though it is the property of a

private club, it is really a public cricket ground

;

and provided the M.C.C. adheres to its time-

honoured policy of doing all in its power to

enable the public to view the best cricket com-
fortably and economically, the public will take

care that its own privileges shall not be curtailed.

During these sixty years that I am writing

of the space available for cricket has been

nearly doubled in area, and the accommoda-
tion for both the members and the public greatly

increased. The members can now practise

from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., whether a match is being

played or not, and what was held as leasehold

is now freehold. At the same time, I hope and
believe that M.C.C. has immensely strengthened

its position as the headquarters and the legisla-
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ture of cricket. Competitors unthought-of in

i860 have found their way on to the national

arenas; there have been incidents and oppor-

tunities that might have led to declarations of

independence, but the common sense and the

sympathy of a club committee, and the inherent

loyalty of cricketers generally to tradition, have

resulted in M.C.C. being perhaps the most vener-

ated institution in the British Empire. It

assists cricket clubs all over the world in various

ways, and its decisions are accepted as sensible

by cricketers everywhere. In these latter days

a fresh and important responsibility has been

undertaken by M.C.C, not of its own seeking,

but in response to the soHcitation of the cricket

associations of the Great Dominions and of the

Colonies. They have preferred that cricket

Elevens visiting their shores shall come under

the aegis of M.C.C, and the Club, therefore,

has the anxious task of selecting teams, in the

case of Austraha and South Africa, as nearly

representative of the best English cricket as is

possible, and also of arranging the terms upon
which the cost of these visits shall be defrayed.

Teams of lighter calibre are also formed to visit

other parts of the Empire, and even places out-

side the Empire, where cricket has not reached

the high standard that it has in Australia and
South Africa. There have resulted conferences
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of great importance from a cricket point of view
between the representatives of the Club and of

the Great Dominions which have perhaps
strengthened the cricket associations of the

latter, and have certainly served to introduce

a spirit of harmony which cannot but be of

advantage to the game. Neither does M.C.C.

neglect youth. They provide during the Easter

holidays practice nets and wickets, bowlers,

and tuition for schoolboy sons of members.
Our indefatigable Secretary might have been
well content to shoulder only those burdens
which fall to the lot of secretaries of busy social

clubs, though I doubt if any social club under-

takes and carries out such multifarious responsi-

bilities as does M.C.C, but that would not

satisfy such an enthusiast as he is. He pro-

posed years ago to the Committee, and it

was approved, that he should organize Easter

classes in the holidays. Small beginnings have
grown into a quite important undertaking. The
weather at that season is somewhat inclement,

and in wet weather every covered place is

utiUzed. The professionals who are employed
to bowl at the nets are specially instructed by
Mr. Lacey himself what they are to teach, what
special points in style they are to insist on,

what faults they are to criticize most severely.

The demand for admission to the classes grows
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annually, and much gratitude is expressed for

the opportunity offered, and the care and atten-

tion given to the pupils. The credit for the

establishment of this institution and for the

system—unquestionably a sound one—is solely

due to Mr. F. E. Lacey, though he has, of course,

been helped by other enthusiasts, thereby

adding to the obligations under which he has

placed M.C.C. and promoters of cricket the

world over.

To some it might appear that M.C.C. is a

highly aristocratic and autocratic body. I

venture to assert that it is thoroughly demo-
cratic in the trouble it takes to consult the units

that go to make up the local councils as distinct

from M.C.C. in General Meeting assembled,

the legislative authority. The instance cited

above of its communications with cricketers

outside of these islands is one proof. The other

is that within these islands it does its best to

ascertain the opinion of the public by means
of the Advisory Committee, through which the

cricketing Counties are able to advance their

views on many matters appertaining to the game.

M.C.C. will certainly not be carried away by
hectic fancies for alterations of the laws; and
though occasionally its attitude as regards

amendments, recommended by thoroughly re-

presentative bodies, sometimes even by its own
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Committee, has been such as to tempt impatient

people to describe it as obstinately obstructive,

that would not be a just criticism, for M.C.C.

has found by experience that alterations in the

laws proposed but not approved in one year

are not subsequently pressed, and that the evil

which the alteration was to cure has been some-

how overcome without legislation. Thus Lord's

is looked up to with respect and affection as

the home of the great game, to which all its

votaries hope some day to find their way ; on its

turf, which was brought a hundred years ago

from its former site in Dorset Square, have been

seen the greatest players of a century, and on

the walls of its Pavilion are to be seen the por-

traits of many of them, and pictures of the game
as it has been variously played for nearly two

hundred years. M.C.C. has above all en-

deavoured—may we hope successfully— to keep

alive the honourable traditions of the game;

that its laws, amended very cautiously from

time to time to suit undoubted requirements,

shall be respected; that no prize other than

honour is needed to enhance its natural attrac-

tions; and that it shall continue to deserve that

highest encomium which is to be heard in ParHa-

ment, in the pulpit, on the platform, and is con-

stantly used in the Press, that anything dis-

honourable, mean, or savouring of sharp practice

" is not cricket.''



CHAPTER III

W. G. GRACE
" Oh ! it is excellent

To have a giant's strength."

Measure for Measure.

It is thirty years since I ceased to play regularly

with W. G., and a period such as that plays

havoc with one's memory of particulars; but

as one of the few left who played with him in

the great matches of the seventies and eighties

I feel that, though one's thoughts are concen-

trated on a far different field, I ought to try,

before it is too late, to leave on record my
recollections of him and his play.

I well remember the first time I saw the Old
Man—as all cricketers loved to call him: it

must have been about 1867 or 1868 that a few

of the Eton Eleven were taken up to Lord's

by Mr. Mitchell, on a holiday, for the express

purpose of seeing W. G. bat, and thereby having
our own ideas improved. It was a drizzly, cold

morning, and W. G., in a thick overcoat, had
a spirited argument with " Mike " as to the

weather and the ground being lit for cricket,

the former, caring little about standing as a

model for us, thinking it was not ; and the latter,

49
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caring little as to the particular match, thinking

it was.

I suppose it has been difficult for the present

generation, who have seen occasionally at

Lord's or in some country match his massive
form, to realize that in the seventies he was a
spare and extremely active man. My old com-
rade, C. K. Francis, reminded me, when we
attended his funeral, that in 1872, when Bob
FitzGerald's team of Gentlemen visited Canada
and the United States, W. G.'s playing weight

was no more than 12 stone 7 pounds.

I must have seen but little of W. G. between
then and 1872, except at Canterbury in the

Week, but in 1872 I had a two months' experi-

ence of his comradeship during the tour in

Canada and the States of the first amateur
Eleven that crossed the seas on a cricketing

tour, and a right good Eleven it was, the best

strictly amateur team, 1 should say, that has

ever been made up for that purpose. W. G.

and Ottaway went in first, and generally put on
a hundred before the first wicket fell—a pretty

good start, with " Monkey " Hornby, Alfred

Lubbock, and Walter Hadow to follow on; and
then what a bowling side it was—Appleby dead
on the off stump every ball, and Billy Rose,

about the best lob bowler I ever saw, at the

other end, and W. G. and C. K. Francis as
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changes ! But the history of the tour, is it not

all written in " Wickets in the West," by that

prince of cricket reporters, Bob FitzGerald

himself ? So I will not reproduce the time-

honoured allusion to W. G.'s speeches, but con-

tent myself with bearing grateful witness to

the kindly, sympathetic consideration which

characterized his comradeship. The tour com-

menced and cemented a friendship between us

which I value at the highest.

From 1876 to 1886 I saw a good deal of the Old

Man's play in the big matches, and I shall never

see such all-round play again. There may arise a

bat as good, and at point and to his own bowling a

field as good, and, of course, there have been and
will be bowlers as good, but I doubt England

producing a second such all-round cricketer.

And remember that this superexcellence was
not the result of eminent physical fitness only;

it depended a good deal also on the careful life

the Old Man led. He did not play brilliantly

despite how he lived, as some, whose all too

brief careers I can remember, did, but he regu-

lated his habits of life with such care and modera-
tion that his physical capacity was always at its

best, and lasted in the most marvellous manner.
I shall always hold that W. G. was the best and
pluckiest field to his own bowling I ever saw.

He was a magnificent field in any position, but
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more especially in fielding his own bowling he

was unsurpassed. For a long time during his

career he fielded regularly at point, and though
those who had seen both considered his brother

E. M. far the better of the two in that place,

he was quite first-rate. He was a long thrower

in his earliest days, but quite early in his career,

when he sometimes went long-field, preferred

to bowl the ball up to throwing it. He was
always when at point on the look-out for a

batsman being careless about keeping his

ground, and you would see him occasionally face

as if about to return the ball to the bowler, and

instead send it underarm to the wicket-keeper,

but I never saw him get anyone out that way.

And then the hot 'uns I've seen him put his

hands to—half-volleys hit straight at ten yards'

distance, low dow^n, with all the momentum of a

jump in and a swinging bat, catches that looked

like grinding his knuckles against the sole of

his boot, but I never saw the Old Man flinch.

And that reminds me of a rather humorous

incident when England played the Australians

at the Oval late in the year 1880. We had seen

very little of them that year, as, in consequence

of the omission to make previous arrangements

and other disturbing circumstances, they could

get no good matches arranged, but late in the

year the sore was healed and a match arranged.
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Alick Bannerman went in first and Fred Morley

started bowling, and for some reason, obscure

to both of us I should think ever since, W. G.

and I agreed that he should go silly mid-off,

for the wicket was not a slow one; and, pre-

sently, Fred bowled one of his half-volleys on

the off, Alick timed it perfectly, and the first

thing that everyone realized subsequently was
that it had hit the Old Man. He had no time

to stoop, or dodge, or move a finger, but, luckily

for him, it hit him on the heel of his boot, and

he was none the worse. I saw W. G. blink his

eyes and look at the batsman in that searching

way that others besides myself must have

noticed, I should think, and he stayed there till

the end of the over; after that we thought he

might be more useful farther back.

He was originally a medium-paced bowler

without peculiarity, meeting occasionally with

considerable success, but in the seventies he

adopted the delivery, slow with a leg break,

by which he was known for the rest of his great

career, and added to his otherwise extraordinary

capacity as a cricketer. He must have been
by nature a great bat and field, but he made him-
self, by ingenuity and assiduity, a successful

bowler ; and though I never knew anyone keener

on having his innings, I am by no means sure

he did not prefer the other department of the

5
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game; at any rate, it was very difficult to take

him off once he had got hold of the ball. It was
'' Well, just one more over," or, " 111 have him
in another over or two," when one suggested

a change. The chief feature of his bowling

was the excellent length which he persistently

maintained, for there was very little break on the

ball, just enough bias to bring the ball across

from the legs to the wicket; not infrequently

he bowled for catches at long-leg, and when his

brother Fred was playing was often successful

in trapping the unwary, for with a high flight

and a dropping ball it is difficult to avoid skying

a hit to leg. Fred Grace was as sure a catch

as I ever saw; he caught the celebrated skyer

hit by Bonnor at the Oval, certainly a very high

one. But a better still I thought was one he

caught on a very cold September day at the Oval

in a match played for the benefit of the Princess

Alice Fund. G. F. was bowling and a tremen-

dous skyer went up, which obviously belonged to

mid-off, where I was standing. I was not parti-

cularly keen about it, and there was plenty of

time for me to say, " Who's going to have this ?"

" I will," said G. F., and he held it sure enough.

The success of W. G.'s bowling was largely

due to his magnificent fielding to his own
bowling. The moment he had delivered the

ball he took so much ground to the left as to be
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himself an extra mid-off, and he never funked

a return, however hard and low it came. I

have seen him make some extraordinary catches

thus; he had also the additional chance of the

umpire making a mistake over an appeal for

l.b.w. He crossed over to the off so far and so

quickly that he could not possibly see whether

the ball would have hit the wicket, but he gener-

ally felt justified in appealing. On one occasion

at Canterbury, with a high wind blowing down
the hill, he was having much success, and asking

every time he hit the batsman's legs. He could

not get me caught at long-leg, for I always hit

him fine, but he asked every time I missed the

ball. I kept remonstrating, and he kept respond-

ing indignantly, until at last I put my left

leg too far to the left, the ball passed through

my legs and hit the wicket, upon which he

argued that all the previous balls would have

done the same, whilst I argued that that and

all the others had not pitched straight. He
always had his mid-on very straight behind him
to make up for his crossing to the off. He
seemed quite impervious to fatigue, and after a

long innings would gladty, if allowed to, bowl

through the opponents' innings. It is right to

dwell thus much on his bowling, for though not

a brilHant he was a decidedly successful bowler,

and with a wind to help him actually difficult.
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Another reminiscence connecting him with

Canterbury Week is that weary day—or day and

a half, I might say—when he made his 344.

We had got a big score in our first and only

innings, and had got M.C.C. out for something

small. 1 thought it rather odd, for the wicket

was all right, and our bowling was not very

deadly, and my forebodings were well founded.

It did not matter what we bowled for that day
and a half; most balls went quite impartially

to the boundary.

Foord-Kelcey always declared in after-years

that about 5 o'clock on the Friday evening, all

our bowHng being used up, he and Mr. C. A.

Absolom went on permanently.

But, of course, he will go down to fame as the

greatest batsman that ever played, not as the

greatest bowler; and I should judge that that

description of him is justified. I happen to

have seen and played on the average wickets

we had to play on before the days of the very

heavy roller, and also on the wickets batsmen
now enjoy and bowlers groan over. I was too

long after his time ever to see Fuller Pilch bat,

but I fancy it would be a very fair comparison

to pit W. G.'s performances against Fuller's,

and, great batsman as the latter was, I cannot

beUeve he was as great as W\ G.

But here is a much better opinion than mine,
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that of Fred Ponsonby, the Earl of Bess-

borough, who played with Fuller, saw W. G.,

and might indeed as an old man have played

with the latter.

The Earl of Bessborough to the Hon.

and Rev. E. V. Bligh.

August '^rd, 1888.
** My dear Bligh,

" Rain has, as you say, shown up the

faults of modern cricket, still I think the diffi-

culties of safe play on very dead wickets affected

very much the old players, and shortened
innings very much, but not to the extent we see

or hear of now. The fact is that the mechanical
hit forward, which perfectly smooth and lively

wickets justify and encourage, makes men almost
helpless when grounds are dead and heavy.
I always put Pilch and Grace in a class by them-
selves, and I put them very much on a level,

giving Pilch a superiority in playing the slower
style of bowling, and Grace in playing the fast

—

both quite first-class in both styles. I am some-
times amazed and amused to hear men who can
only just remember Pilch, talk as if Pilch had
no hit, whereas he was one of the safest and
hardest forward hitters I ever saw. He was not
strong in the regular leg hit, because through
most of his time the law of l.b.w. made it dan-
gerous to do much in that line.

" Yours very truly,
'' Bessborough."
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The great feature of Fuller's batting was his

forward play. He used a bat with a short

handle and abnormally long pod, so that,

whilst he could smother the ball, and drive and
play to leg, he could not cut; whereas W. G.

could hit all round. He used every known
stroke except the draw, which had become all

but obsolete when he commenced first-class

cricket; and he introduced what was then a

novel stroke, and one more adaptable to the

break-back bowling which he had as a rule to

meet than the leg-break bowling which was
common m Pilch's time—viz., the push to leg

with a straight bat off the straight ball, and his

mastery of this stroke was so great that he could

place the ball with great success clear of short-

leg and even of two short-legs. It was not the

glide which that distinguished cricketer Ranjit-

sinhji developed so successfully, or a hook, but

a push and a perfectly orthodox stroke. In his

prime he met the ball on the popping crease,

neither the orthodox forward nor the back

stroke; it was a stroke entirely unique in my
opinion, needing remarkable clearness of eye

and accurate timing. It is easy enough to play

thus when one's eye is in, but when at his best

he commenced his innings with it. He stood

verv close to the hne from wicket to wicket, and
made great use of his legs in protecting his
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wicket, not, be it understood, by getting in

front of the wicket and leaving the ball alone,

for no batsman left fewer balls alone, but bat

and legs were so close together that it was
difficult for the ball to get past the combination.

So much so that the unfortunate umpires of

those times were constantly being grumbled

at either by the bowlers for not giving him out,

or by him for being given out. J. C. Shaw, in

particular, who remarked once: " I puts the

ball where I likes, and that beggar he puts it

where he likes," was constantly appealing to

Heaven—as he had failed in his appeal to the

umpire—that he had got him dead leg-before;

and W. G. remonstrating in that high-pitched

tone of voice, " Didn't pitch straight by half

an inch." I cannot remember his ever—when
in his prime—slogging; he seemed to play the

same watchful, untiring, correct game as care-

fully towards the close as at the commencement
of a long innings: and there was no need, for

he had so many strokes and could place them
so clear of the field, and with such power, that

when runs had to be made fast his ordinary style

was enough to secure all that was wanted.

He was quite untiring during the longest

innings, and just as anxious and watchful for

every possible run whether he had got to save

his duck or had already made 200; and he was
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very fast between the wickets, and just as re-

luctant to leave the wicket whatever his score

was as was Harry Jupp, but more observant
of the rules, practice, and etiquette of the game
than that stolid player.

On the whole I think in those days Kent
used to get rid of W. G. pretty luckily when
we met him; but he gave us a severe taste

of his quality at CHfton one year, over a century

each innings. When he had got 98 second

innings, I thought perhaps a bad lob might pro-

duce results. Henty was no longer a member
of the Kent team, or he would have gone on, as

he always did when we were in serious difficulties,

without taking his pads off; but either W. H.
Patterson or I could bowl quite as bad a lob as

he ever did, so one of us, I forget which, went on^

and sure enough something did result. The
Old Man hit a fourer, scored his second century

in the same match for the second time in his

career, and stumps were drawn.

Some people said I did this on purpose to let

him get his second century, but that allegation

was not founded on absolute knowledge, and a

bad lob when a man is well set is sometimes

luckier than a good ball.

W. G. was desperately keen for his side to

win, and consequently was led, in his excitement,

to be occasionally very rigid in demanding his
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full rights; but he was so popular, and had the

game so thoroughly at heart, that such slight

incidents were readily forgiven him, and indeed

more often than not added to the fund of

humorous stories about him. When the luck

of the game went against him his lamentations

were deep, and his neighbourhood to be tem-

porarily avoided, except by the most sympa-

thetic. Alfred Lyttelton used to tell a delightful

story of how, in a Middlesex v. Gloucestershire

match, W. G., having been given out for the

second time caught at the wicket for a small

score, retired to the dressing-tent with his

shoulders so humped up and his whole aspect

so ominous, that the rest of the Gloucestershire

Eleven were to be seen sneaking out of the

back of the tent to avoid an interview. His

ability to go on playing in first-class cricket

when age and weight had seriously increased

was quite remarkable. He was a most ex-

perienced and skilful anatomist of his own body,

and knew how to save the weak points, but in

addition he was always a most plucky cricketer.

Standing up, as he had to, to the fiercest bowling,

sometimes on most fiery wickets, and putting

his hand to everything within reach no matter

how hard hit, he had, of course, at least his share

of painful contusions, but I cannot in the years

that I was playing with him remember his ever
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standing out or flinching, and I have seen him
playing with badly bruised fingers.

Who that saw it will ever forget the first

ball bowled to him by Ernest Jones in England
V. Austraha at Lord's in 1896 ? Jones was a

very fast bowler, and this ball in addition got
up so quickly that it went through the Old Man's
beard, just touching the top of the bat handle,

and going for four to the canvas. As he reached
the bowler's end he asked, " Whatever are

ye at?"
He was so immeasurably above everyone else

for many years that the lines about Alfred

Mynn naturally occurred to one as appropriate

also to him, substituting '* batting " for " bowl-
ing " and " Gloucestershire " for " Kent ":

" But the Gentlemen of England the match will hardly win
Till they find another bowler such as glorious Alfred Mynn.

And—
" Till to some old Kent enthusiast it would almost seem a

sin

To doubt their County's triumph when led on by Alfred
Mynn."

I am sure it seemed to us who played with

him in the great matches of the seventies and
eighties that with W. G. to start the batting

both the Gentlemen and England must be in-

vincible, but Australian bowling took down our

pride somewhat and taught us some useful
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lessons. He was then and always a most

genial, even-tempered, considerate companion,

and of all the many cricketers I have known
the kindest as well as the best. He was ever

ready with an encouraging word for the novice,

and a compassionate one for the man who made
a mistake.

The sobriquet *' Old Man "—and it was a very

affectionate one—was an abbreviation of "Grand
Old Man," copied from that given to Mr. Glad-

stone by his admirers; and, indeed, he was the

Grand Old Man of the cricket world and the

cricket field. It is, I suppose, natural, if the

present generation, who have never seen him
play, cannot realize what he was to the cricketers

of mine. He was a landmark, a figurehead, a

giant, a master man, and to most of those who
are left I imagine it must be as difficult as it is

to me to imagine cricket going on without W. G.

He devoted his life to it, and was perhaps as

well known by sight to the public as any man in

public life; for he played all over England, in

his younger days with the United South of Eng-
land Eleven—managed, if I remember right,

by Jim Lillywhite—against odds; later, as

County cricket increased, the Gloucestershire

matches took him to all the great cricketing

Counties. But I think he would have said that

his home in first-class cricket was Lord's; he
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was a most loyal supporter of M.C.C. cricket,

and the admirable likeness of him by Mr. Stuart

Wortley shows him batting on that historic

ground, the combination of man and place

surely most appropriate: the greatest cricketer

in the history of the game batting on the most
celebrated ground in the world.

He has gone, and it is difficult to believe that

a combination so remarkable of health, activity,

power, eye, hand, devotion, and opportunity

will present itself again ; if not, then the greatest

cricketer of all time has passed away, and we
who saw his play, were encouraged by his in-

variable kindness, and gloried in his over-

whelming excellence, may well think ourselves

fortunate that a few of our cricketing years fell

within his long cricketing life. It was a shock

to hear that W. G. was no more; the crowd at his

funeral, at a time when many of his greatest

admirers were occupied with war work, was the

best proof of the respect, admiration, and affec-

tion he had won. The well-known lines in

remembrance of Alfred Mynn pray that the

Kentish turf may lie lightly on him; it now
provides a calm and honoured home to the

remains of W. G. Grace.



CHAPTER IV

KENT CRICKET, 1871-1889, AND SOME
REMINISCENCES

"Fur in Kent, as you know, dere be many a lad

As is famous for Bat, Barl, or Wiket."

The Kentish Cricketer.

I CANNOT remember when the success of my
County at cricket was not a matter of interest

to me; but I suppose there was some initiatory

impulse, and I think it must have been a visit

to Lord's ground about 1861 with my father,

only to find the match over, and Kent beaten.

I think the double disappointment impressed

itself on me. Next I can recollect a hot dis-

pute with a schoolfellow about the merits of

various County players, and my claiming—

a

very successful shot—X^'illsher for Kent. At
last I saw a County match—Kent v. Sussex on

the old Brunswick ground at Hove. This was
situated about one-third of a mile west of

Adelaide Crescent and Palmeira Square, and
had only a road between it and the sea. The
incidents that stand out most clearly in my
memory were: (i) The bowling of Wells, the

T
to

-
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father of the distinguished author H. G. Wells,

and Willsher; and (2) the red ''uppers" to

Mr. G. M. Kelson's boots. \^'ells was a level-

actioned bowler of moderate class; but bowling

from the sea end he found a spot and got more
than a moiety of wickets. Young as I was

—

about eleven— I could not understand why
Willsher was not put on at that end, and
plumed myself hugely when in the second

innings I found the change had been made,

Willsher this time getting the lion's share, and
Kent winning easily.

It was years before I had the honour of playing

with those mainstays of Kent County Cricket,

G. M. Kelson and Edgar Willsher, but I may as

well now as later on set down what I remember
and knew of them. Mr. Kelson was a very fine

bat of the first class, and a terrific hitter, only

too prone to lift them. I saw him, and, in

many years' experience of Canterbury Week, I

have seen no one else, hit a ball high into the

top of the tree that still stands on the ground,

though I have no doubt it has been done by
others, and if C. I. Thornton has not done it,

he could have very easily. I played with G. M.

Kelson for the County at Old Trafford v. Lan-

cashire in 1871, the first time I ever went there,

and I suppose the last time he played there.

He played consistently for the County from
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1859, so giving the most loyal and encouraging

service at a time when the County was very

hard up.

There is a story told of him and another

amateur of the greatest distinction about the

same period, with what truth I cannot say.

These two, though not playing on the same side,

had to share one bedroom one crowded Canter-

bury Week; and in the morning, as G. M.

Kelson was having his bath, the other occu-

pant's head appeared over the bedclothes and
an astonished voice exclaimed, " Whatever are

ye at ?" " Having a cold bath," was the answer.
'* A cold bath ? Ye make me shudder !"

With Edgar Willsher I played quite a number
of times. He had, I fancy, by then lost a good
deal of the spin that had once made him the

most dreaded of bowlers, for on his day he could

bowl any side out, but he was still one of the

most accurate bowlers I have known. I may as

well interpolate here that such sweeping remarks

as the above will please be read as applying

only to the twenty years when I was actually

playing first-class cricket. I do not presume
to hazard comparative opinions about cricketers

with or against whom I have not played.

To illustrate Willsher' s accuracy, I saw him
and C. L Thornton twice get Harry Jupp out

in the following way:
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In those days playing under the leg was
fashionable, and Jupp did it regularly. It was
a useful, but very dangerous, stroke, as one

might be very badly injured trying it, though

I do not remember ever being hurt myself,

and I used it till quite late in my career. It had
superseded the draw, a much safer stroke in my
opinion, except to a leg-break bowler, but only

used in my recollection by old Tom Hearne.

Thornton was at short-leg, and, ball by ball,

crept closer and closer until at last, and without

Jupp knowing it, he was crouching down so

that his outstretched hand could nearty touch

Jupp's pads. At that moment—no sooner,

mark you—Willsher bowled the ball; Jupp
cocked up his leg, and the ball dropped off the

bat into Thornton's outstretched hand. Re-

member, O sceptical ones, if you please, that I

saw this done twice, so that it was no fluke.

The confidence of the fieldsman in the bowler's

accuracy is the best evidence of the latter.

Jupp was a stolid person, without a vestige

of humour, I should think, and had to stand

a certain amount of chaff. One day, however,

he had the laugh of Thornton. The latter was

at short-leg, and was just finishing an apricot

as the first ball after an interval was bowled to

Jupp. It was a leg ball, but " Juppy " merely

looked round. " Wliy didn't you hit it,
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'Juppy'?" said someone. '"Cos I thought

Mr. Thornton hadn't finished his apricot."

Jupp loved batting, and was quite difficult

to get to leave the wicket if there was a chance

of the umpire deciding in his favour. I caught

him once close under his bat, quite a foot from

the ground, but " Juppy " stood there uncon-

cerned, and my friends say that I spoke in a

voice so terrible, " Jupp, go out ! I am not

going to ask that," that he had to go. I believe

myself it was persuasiveness, not force.

Another story told of him is that, going in first

at some country match, he was bowled first ball.

He stooped, picked up and replaced the bails,

and took his guard. " Ain't you going out,

'Juppy'?" said the opponent's Captain. "No!"
said Jupp; " not at Dorking "

; and he didn't.

When he and Tom Humphrey came out for

Surrey as colts they created quite a sensation.

Humphrey was a brilliant little player, Jupp
as steady as a rock. The former was not very

steady, I fancy, and did not last long, but Jupp
played for many years.

Willsher was said to have had only one lung

from boyhood, and certainly he was an attenu-

ated, consumptive-looking man. I do not think

he had much idea of the science of the game,

and beyond his own bowling never struck me as

taking much interest in it, though he was quite

6
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a good bat and made some capital scores in his

time; but he was, of course, ageing rapidly

when I joined the Eleven. He had a curious,

far-away look in his eyes, and used to look up
at the sky as one talked to him. There were

once considerable doubts as to the fairness of

his delivery, apart from its height over the

shoulder. It was for the latter breach of the

law that John Lillywhite no-balled him at the

Oval ; but my father always thought there was a

fling as well. I doubt if he was ever the same
bowler after the no-balling incident, though the

accuracy was there, but some of the '* devil
"

had gone. He came from Rolvenden, in the

Weald of Kent, from which district came many
of his noted predecessors in the " Old Kent
Eleven." I followed him to his grave in

Lewisham Churchyard in 1885.

Until I left Eton, in 1870, I had but little

chance of seeing the County play, except in

Canterbury Week. I can see now in my mind's

eye, as clearly as I could then in reality, the

appearance of the dear old St. Lawrence ground

the first time I journeyed to its historic " Week."
The one tent provided for both amateurs and
professionals was bulging and flapping in the

gale which frequently ushers in the Week ; the

scorers, perched high up in a wooden box at

right angles to the wicket, were usually watched
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over by the presiding genius of the Week,
WilHam de Chair Baker, who was devoted to the

game and to his County. The most friendly of

companions, the kindest of souls, he had the

gruffest of voices and a most laconic habit of con-

versation. Meeting him one morning, a friend

addressed him, and received the following replies

:

" Good-morning, Mr. Baker."
" Morning, morning."
" It is a lovely day for cricket."
" Fine day, fine day."
" I hope you're well ?"

" Well, well."
" I hope your brother is, too ?"

"Dead, dead."

He was sole manager of the Week in those

days, but arranged the programme in communi-
cation with R. A. FitzGerald on behalf of M.C.C.,

and Fred and Spencer Ponsonby on behalf of

I Zingari, and, of course, had a voice in the

selection of umpires. Harry Fryer, a most
sterling Kent cricketer, a very fine leg hitter,

and useful wicket-keeper and bowler, had the

misfortune one winter to lose an eye through

a carriage accident; and, though he played for

many years after that, it naturally expedited

his omission from the County team, and Baker
gave him one year an engagement as umpire
during the Week. His decisions did not give
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satisfaction, and Spencer Ponsonby wrote to

De Chair Baker that it was hoped he could find

a better umpire another year, as, though every-

one respected Fryer, and was convinced of

his honesty of purpose, it was impossible for a

man who had had no practice, and had only one

eye, to be a skilful umpire. To this Baker's

reply was simply

:

" Dear Mr. Ponsonby,
" A good umpire with one eye is better

than a bad one with two.
" Yours faithfully,

" W. DE C. Baker."

Harry Fryer played for the Mote Cricket Club

till 1878. He was supposed to be very artful

by his admirers, and if he changed the place

of a fieldsman they would be heard to remark
hopefully, "Look at 'Arry; he's scheming."

One day he had to take a very weak Mote team
against some very strong neighbouring Eleven,

and the secretary had already calculated on a

defeat. But meeting Harry next day and en-

quiring. Fryer replied, "Oh! all right, sir;

drew it." " How on earth did you manage it ?"

" Won the toss, sir, and put them in." Of

course, this was before declaring was the law,

and it was very troublesome when your side

had got ample runs and a number of wickets

to fall. I never had any compunction myself
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in getting out, and could chip off a bail very

deftly and look very astonished as I walked

away, or in telling my team to get out, but

their efforts were often quite ludicrous. Once
at the Oval we were doing this; I jumped in

and missed a slow on purpose; Pooley took the

ball, but would not put the wicket down, and
there we stood, I yards out of my ground, looking

at each other. At last, to solve the difficulty, I

walked away, the pavilion being fortunately

behind the bowler; of course, if it had been be-

hind the wicket-keeper I must have returned to

my ground. Such incidents increased as time

went on, and when the bowlers took to bowling

wides on purpose an alteration was indispensable.

The St. Lawrence ground still retains much
of its rural character; there have been innova-

tions, all introduced for the comfort of players

and spectators, such as a pavilion and stands,

but in the sixties there was but little attempt

at comfort for either. There were but few seats

even for the general public, perhaps two rows,

and those not all round the ground. Of course,

boundaries had not then been introduced, and
the bank was some yards closer to the play than

it is now; we enlarged the area for play some time

in the seventies by putting it back several yards.

The wicket was for many years after I first

knew it prone to be fiery, and even of late years
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some of the very fast bowlers have been a Uttle

awkward, and some County Elevens, accus-

tomed to play, always at home and generally

away, on wickets spoon-fed with Nottingham
mixture until there would be no more life in

them than on a wicket made of cotton-wool,

have grumbled, but it is a billiard-table to

what I remember it. I recollect Bob Lipscomb
bowling there, for the first time I believe, and
soon after the hand was allowed to rise above
the shoulder, and George Parr getting a crack

in the ribs from that fiercest of bowlers, cheeriest

of companions, and gentlest of men. I can
imagine those who brought out Bob Lipscomb
hoping he would take the place of Alfred Mynn.
He was a big, jolly, rosy, bearded yeoman,
extremely active, wonderfully so for his size

and stoutness, with the heart of a lion and the

gentleness of a woman. Never a " sitter,"

I saw him one year, when playing with his left

hand in a sling owing to some accident to it,

go out in the long-field and make a fine running

catch close to the ground with the right. But
I imagine he was not difficult on good wickets.

His son played for the County in the eighties.

Agricultural depression hit poor Bob very

heavily, and I fear he died in circumstances very

different from those he had been born to.

Of course, as County cricket advanced in
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popularity, Kent was bound to fall from that

high estate when she could render a good account

of herself against an Eleven of England, but in

addition she had in the sixties and most of the

seventies to struggle against impecuniosity and
a lack of influence amongst those who managed
County cricket. Those were not the days of

monster "gates," and the subscription list was
small. Canterbury Week paid its way, but it

was an institution by itself, unconnected with

any other County match that might be got up
during the year, and as regards the latter, I

fancy, Mr. South Norton had often to depend
on the sporting support of some one or more who
would guarantee the cost of a match.

Nowadays we look to making a large profit

over the Week, but, as will be seen by the follow-

ing figures relating to the " gate " at Canterbury,

there was very little profit then

:

£ £
In 1864 the gate produced 162, and expenses were 230.

236

249

244

237
182

195

196

217

227
^00.

„ 1865 192,

„ 1866 148,

„ 1867 139.

„ 1868 i5i>

„ 1869 212,

,, 1870 207,

„ I87I 285,

„ 1872 196,

.. 1873 252,

In 1920 we took over £1
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The first time I played for the County at Old

Trafford I suppose the Lancashire Club did not

take £50 in the three days, whilst ten years or

so after the '' gate " ran into hundreds of pounds.

The Beverley Club, or Beverley Kent Club,

was the original, and the St. Lawrence Club was

not formed till 1864, and had a precarious

existence at first, for it could only afford a

subscription of seven guineas a year for the

privilege of playing on the Beverley Club

ground. St. Lawrence was formed for the

purpose of playing more matches than the

Beverley could afford. Fuller Pilch was ground-

man until 1868, and used to umpire. I have

played when he was standing, and remember

that he was seriously affected by hiccoughs,

and the following might not infrequently be

heard: "How's that, Fuller?" (Hiccough)
" Cuss that ginger beer ! Not out."

In 1870 an attempt was made to amalgamate

the Beverley and St. Lawrence, but without

success. Li 1870 several improvements were

made in the approaches to the ground, partly

at the cost of Lord Sondes, the landlord, partly

out of the Club funds. In October of the same

year overtures from the Committee of the Kent

County were made for the amalgamation with

the Beverley Kent Club, which I will refer to in

more detail later on.
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The patriotic keenness in County cricket

which began to evince itself between 1870 and
1880 was still dormant, and our best amateurs

would prefer to play country-house cricket

for some peripatetic club to representing their

County, but towards 1870 some good amateurs

began to appear for the County, mainly at

Canterbury only; but that there was good
material, if it could only be coaxed into playing

regularly, was evident, and gave encouragement

at the moment when the fortunes of Kent seemed
at their lowest. For instance, W. Yardley,

C. R. Alexander, C. I. Thornton, C. J. Ottaway,

H. A. Richardson ('' Jumper "), W. W. Rodger,

were all qualified, and, if they could have played

regularly, Kent could have given a good account

of herself against any Eleven; for, of those who
played regularly, M. A. Troughton was quite

a first-class bat, Willsher, George Bennett and
Lipscomb were good bowlers, and Henty a

very plucky and good wicket-keeper. Mr.

Troughton was a very strong back player and
accurate leg-hitter; my dear friend C. R. Alex-

ander told me he saw him make a long innings

against Tarrant at Cambridge, when he played

back to most balls and hit him to leg constantly;

but, as I have already said, the influence to

induce amateurs to play was lacking, and, as

Mr. South Norton got older, he doubtless felt
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that some effort to bring in the influence of the

County famihes was essential. He had fought

a gallant uphill fight, and it was certainly not

to his discredit that the County Club had fallen

so low. I played with him certainly once, and
saw him play often. He was a very steady bat,

and useful change bowler with a curious cork-

screw action of the arm before delivery, which
earned him the sobriquet of " Old Wriggles."

His brother Bradbury Norton, Monson Shaw,

W. H. Wathen, A. C. Wathen, and H. W.
Barber were those who principally helped him

—

none, I imagine, high up in the first class, if

there at all ; and I should make special mention

of the Hon. and Rev. E. V. Bligh, a devoted

supporter of the game; and of professionals,

besides those already mentioned, Tom Sewell,

jun., Billy Goodhew, and W. (now Captain)

McCanlis, R.A., alone could be so classed.

George Bennett was one of the first slow round-

arm bowlers, and was quite successful. He was
a bricklayer on the Cobham estate, I believe,

and was as stiff in his cricket as a block of wood,

but he used to get runs in some way or other;

indeed, he made a century once in a big match
when centuries were very uncommon. I have

played with him and against him, and never

could see much in his bowling, but he was getting

old then. The way the hard hitters used to run
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in and hit back at him was terrifying, and how
he lasted as he did was a wonder. He had one

stereotyped comment when he got a man
stumped: ''Why, you come out and did nothing."

A very fast runner himself, he was a bad judge

of a run between wickets, and having run

Harry Fryer out badly on one occasion, the

latter, on reaching the tent, threw his bat down
and said: " I can't make out George's running:

'tis like ferreting—sometimes he bolts, and
sometimes he lays by."

Tom Sewell^ a little tub of a man, played im-

partially for Kent and Surrey, but for Surrey

against Kent, and was a good bat and fast,

slinging bowler. The other two I knew well.

Billy Goodhew was a good long-stop and fair

bat ; he always reminded me of the White Rabbit
in " Alice in Wonderland." On one occasion,

after returning from Old Trafford, where he had
been to umpire, he was asked how he had fared,

and replied: "If you pleath, thir, I am very
glad to be back in England again."

With William McCanlis I had a varied service,

for, besides having his valuable assistance in

the field when I took up the County Eleven,

we were both employed at the War Office from
1886 to 1890, and since then he gave for a long

series of years to the Young Players Committee,
to the Nursery at Tonbridge, and to the Manag-
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ing Committee of the County Club, the valuable

support of his high character, keen judgment,

and intimate knowledge of the game, both

theoretical and practical.

For several years before E. Henty was brought

out, after Clifford had retired, there was no

regular wicket-keeper, and I remember one

year a big man named R. Bennett, not to be

mistaken for George Bennett, playing, rumour

said, only because he was bigger than Tom
Lockyer. Certainly on that occasion he did

not justify his selection on any other ground.

This being the position into which Kent

County Cricket had retrograded, it needed

someone to bring together East and West Kent,

to reconcile the differences existing between

the Manager of Canterbury Week and the

Manager of other County Cricket, and to induce

gentlemen of influence to patronize a united

club. Neither De Chair Baker nor South Norton

had the position to bring about so desirable an

end, but the right man was at hand in the person

of my right trusty friend and comrade, Herbert

Knatchbull-Hugessen, a cadet of that ancient

County family of Mersham Hatch, which has

in so many ways given long and varied service

to Kent. Devoted to his County, devoted

to cricket, he prepared the ground and sowed

the seed which has resulted in a strong united
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cricket club, securely based, as I hope and be-

lieve, on a widespread, popular enthusiasm.

In 1870, at his instance, the Kent County

Club made overtures to the Beverley Kent Club

for amalgamation, with the result that the

Committee of the Beverley Kent Club, on

October 22, resolved

—

" I. That the Kent County Club and the

Beverley Kent Cricket Club be amalgam-
ated in one club, to be called the Kent
County Cricket Club; and that the St.

Lawrence Cricket Ground, Canterbury,

be the County Cricket Ground.

"2. That the entire management of the Canter-

bury Cricket Week be retained by Mr.

W. de Chair Baker, the amalgamation
being effected upon the basis that no
change whatever take place in this

Annual Meetmg at Canterbury.

"3. That Mr. W. de Chair Baker act as the

Hon. Sec. of the Club.

"4. That a President be chosen alternately

from East and West Kent, and a Com-
mittee consisting of ten gentlemen from
East Kent, and ten from West Kent, be
formed to conduct the business of the

Club."

And on December 6, at the General Meeting

of the subscribers to the Kent County Club

and the Beverley Kent Club, which was held at
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the Bull Hotel, Rochester, the above resolution

was agreed to.

It was Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen who in-

duced my father, whose long absence from Eng-
land, first on grounds of delicate health and
afterwards in the service of the State, had pre-

vented him taking an active part in the manage-
ment of a game of which he was very fond,

and at which in his youth he had been practically

successful, to come forward and preside at the

meetings which laid down the basis of agreement,

and, when agreement was reached, be the first

President of the Kent County Cricket Club.

I had at that date done with Eton and was an
undergraduate of " The House " (Christ Church,

Oxford), and was paid the compliment of being

put on the preliminary Committee, and re-

member well going with my father one very

snowy day to Maidstone to a meeting at the

Mitre Hotel, on January 6, 1871.

But, though this amalgamation was of great

advantage to the County, much could not be

done without a larger income than the Club

could boast, so that, whilst the amalgamation

was an absolutely essential step, no marked
advance was immediately possible. Being at

Oxford, I could not, even if good enough, have

played for the County until July, apart from

which various difficulties presented themselves.
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In August, 1872, I went to Canada with the

Gentlemen of England, in the winter my father

died, in 1873 my right hand was so badly bruised

practising long catches in cold weather that I

had to stand out of the University Match and
of good cricket for some weeks, and in 1874
1 was married. But I know the intention to do

my best for the County was present ; it had been

aroused by many talks with Herbert Knatchbull-

Hugessen of old County players, and was
specially vitalized thus. In 1873 I was going

up to London to see Eton v. Harrow, and, on
the day before, to play for Lords and Commons
V. I Zingari—a regular match in those years

—and so had my cricket-bag with me. At
Faversham Station was Mr. Knatchbull-Huges-

sen on his way to see Kent v. Lancashire at

Gravesend. Seeing my bag, he was delighted,

supposing I was also on my way there. " Im-
possible," said I, " I'm already engaged to play

to-day, and I can't miss Eton v. Harrow." He
reasoned with me all the way to Strood like a

father, that it was legitimate to throw over an
engagement in a second-class match for a County
match, and that, as for Eton v. Harrow, what
was that now to me compared to the County ?

Reasoned with such effect, too, that at Strood

out I got, wired to Lord's explaining my defection

with profound apologies, and turned up unex-
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pectedly at the Bat and Ball Ground. Some-
one most kindly stood out, I got 26 and 6, and
we won the match. That was the turning-point,

and in the winter of 1874 I was requested to act

as Hon. Secretary for the conduct and manage-
ment of the County matches for 1875, and in

March of the latter year I addressed a letter

to the County papers appealing for pecuniary

support, which was most generously responded

to. The subscriptions collected for 1874-5

amounted to £338, and for 1875-6 to £520

—

an encouraging increase, but some of us were

resolved to get more out of the Canterbury

Week. The charge there, and indeed on all

grounds, I think, in those days, was sixpence;

we put up the entrance price to one shilling on

the Monday and Tuesday in 1875, and in 1876

fixed it at one shilling for each day. In 1874
the gate produced £243; in 1875, £306; and in

1876, £437. In 1914 we had 4,325 subscribers:

2,388 at half-a-guinea, 1,937 at a guinea or more.

I took the field, then, in 1875 as Captain of

the County Eleven and held it until, in 1887,

my work at the War Ofhce prevented my play-

ing regularly, though I was kindly allowed by
my successor, W. H. Patterson, to captain

whenever I did play. It is worth recording

the difference in the subscription list in 1875

and in 1919. In 1875 there were 338 subscribers,
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of whom 244 subscribed a pound or a guinea,

and 44 half-a-guinea ; in 1919 tlie number was

2,491, the subscriptions amounting to £2,244
IS. 6d.

1875.

What perhaps I regretted more than any-

thing else when I took over the management was
tha't I lost the assistance of my old Captain and
comrade, Charles Inglis Thornton. We had
played together in the Eton Eleven, against each

other for the Universities, and with each other

again constantly for Eton Ramblers, and occa-

sionally for the County. I have described in

the Chapter on Eton what a terrific hitter he

was : it was in his day absolutely destructive of

the finest bowling in the world; I dare say

Bonnor and other great hitters may have now
and again hit a ball as far as Thornton did,

but I have never seen anyone hit so many balls

very hard as Thornton did when in form.

We had also been companions in the hunting-

field and out shooting, and I felt his loss as a

comrade in the cricket-field very much. Busi-

ness compelled his residence in London, and,

being there, Middlesex cricket suited him better

than Kent cricket.

The same thing happened with C. J. Ottaway,

7
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who, however, had only played once or twice

for Kent.

There was but little to guide me in the selec-

tion of County players. In the previous year

Kent had played only two Counties—Lancashire

and Derbyshire—and an attempt at a Colts'

match in May failed. In September Mr.

Knatchbull-Hugessen and I arranged a Colts'

match at Tonbridge, but on looking through

the names I can see only one who gained any
subsequent distinction as a County player,

though several were tried; that man was H.

Wood, whom I am sorry to say I made a bad
blunder in losing. George Hearne strongly

advised me to stick to him, but I thought his

hands would not stand Foord-Kelcey's fast

bowling, and also I had hopes of getting E. F. S.

Tylecote. Wood was tried by Surrey and did

fine service for them for many years. But
though I had little to guide me, I was not afraid

to try young 'uns, for no less than thirty-five,

of whom twenty-one were professionals, figure

in the averages. V. K. Shaw was the most
successful, getting in three innings an average

of 51. The gentlemen who then commenced
and continued, as long as they could, to support

me were Frank Penn, whose brilliant batting

career was, unfortunately for Kent, seriously

shortened by ill-health; F. A. Mackinnon, C. A.
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Absolom, and W. Foord-Kelcey, and, in the

following year, W. Yardley. They used to say

of the old Kent Eleven that they were like a lot

of brothers, and I am sure better friendship was
never formed among cricketers than that which
existed among that little band, who helped to

build up from practically nothing the present

County Club and County Eleven.

Those were not the days of ** Travelling Ex-
penses including Hotel Bills " which now figure

in the " Accounts," and in some cases I fear

the cost of trying to regain the credit of the

County was a too heavy drain on slender purses.

But done it was somehow, and the County owes
those gentlemen a heavy debt of gratitude.

I am not criticizing adversely the present sys-

tem of amateurs taking their expenses; 1 think

the change was inevitable, and is well regulated.

I am moved to mention the fact only by an
undying feeUng of the most grateful friendship

to those who backed me up.

This year we played all the home matches at

Catford Bridge, lent us most kindly by the

Private Banks Cricket Club, and, though the

experiment was not a success pecuniarity, it had
one magnificent result. George Hearne, the

father of G. G., of F., and of Alec Hearne, had
just completed two years there as ground-man.
G. G. was, therefore, just qualified to play for
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Kent under the residential qualification, and,

fancying I foresaw his merits, I made a bargain

with his father that if I played him for the

County he should stick to us; how loyally he

and his brothers have kept their promise it is

unnecessary for me to dilate on. So if I lost

Harry Wood, I found a gold-mine in my first

year, for it is quite likely the Messrs. Walker
would have secured the brothers for Middlesex,

for which they were quahfied by birth, if we had
not happened to pitch the County tent at Cat-

ford that year; and G. G. Hearne, who was only

eighteen, got the best analysis—twenty-four

wickets for 9 runs a wicket. Most County
cricketers know George Gibbons Hearne, and
everyone who knows him likes him; but it is

not so well known now that he was for a few

years a very difficult bowler, left-hand with a

very decided break, which produced many
catches at short-slip, most of which used to be

held by C. A. Absolom. A very correct bat,

he was too small, and at first too young, to be

successful, but as he gained strength he im-

proved, and before he retired had played many
fine innings for the County. Some of these

would have been larger, it has been suggested,

if 1 had not so often run George out. Well,

George was always ready to go when called, but
not being a sprinter as Barlow was when in
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with A. N. Hornby, perhaps he did now and
again arrive a bit late; still, we put a lot of

runs on together through the many years we
played for the County, and George never bore

malice.

Frank Hearne was a beautiful field, and a neat

bat, especially on the on-side. His health

compelled him to leave England for South
Africa early in his career.

Of Alec Hearne too much cannot be said; for,

though apparently of most delicate physique,

he stood more than twenty years of County
cricket, doing much bowling as well as playing

many big innings remarkably well, and is now
doing tutor to the Colts at the Nursery. Of
all it may be correctly said that they have been
our friends as well as our comrades in the field,

and that by their conduct and their play they

have added still further credit to the remarkable

family of cricketers of which they are members.
The other successful bowler wasWalter George,

of Badlesmere, fast left-hand, who had hitherto

only bowled in country matches for the Hon.
George Milles's Eleven at Lees Court and in

that neighbourhood. He got twenty-one wickets

for 12 runs each. He was only a stubborn

sort of bat, and in a Kent v. Sussex match,

when Frank Pickering went on with fast curling
" sneaks "—some of the best I have ever seen

—
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caused much amusement by repeating loudly,
" Shan't move my bat; shan't move my bat !"

Frank Penn quickly showed his form with a

splendid 79 not out at Derby against those

brilliant fast bowlers, Hickton and W. Mycroft.

I can see the Derbyshire Eleven—they were all

big men—now and again during that match
solemnly marching off to the refreshment tent,

after getting a few wickets, for a drink.

I tried E. Hickmott at the wicket to commence
with, but eventually reverted to E. Henty, a

very persevering and plucky cricketer. In those

days the gloves, which were of plain buff leather,

no gutta-percha facings, used to get very dry and
hard without constant wetting, and Henty was
perpetually licking his; he was reputed to keep

a sugar-plum shop, and always to have a

reserve of jujubes in his pocket and one in

his mouth; and Foord-Kelcey, when Henty
returned the ball to him, used, with a disgusted

grimace, merely to stop and drop it in the

dust, and roll it about with his foot.

A more earnest supporter than Foord-Kelcey

I have never had. We played together in the

Oxford Eleven, and he was then a fine fast

bowler, but nothing of a bat, and not a very sure

field; but his industry resulted in his being a very

fine hard-hitting bat and an excellent point long

before he left off cricket, which was due, not to
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any falling off in his keenness or his play, but
to the snapping of a tendon in a County match.

He was an extremely accurate fast bowler,

pitching on the leg stump and working to the

middle so accurately that one could safely play

with only four men on the off-side.

We played eight County matches, won two
and lost six, that year : a poor start apparently,

but in reality a most useful one, for the spirit

of enthusiasm in County cricket had been

aroused.

1876.

This year we improved considerably; we
played ten County matches, winning four and
losing six. We Were still very short of bowling,

Foord-Kelcey, forty-seven wickets for 15 per

wicket, and G. G. Hearne, thirty-three for 16,

being the most successful; and dear old " Bos "

(C. A. Absolom), thirty-eight for 22. Who that

has played with him can forget him ? Brown
as a nut, and bearded like the pard, he was the

life and soul of a weak team, always confident

and always cheery. He had been a great

performer on the running path at Cambridge,

as well as in the University Eleven, and his

versatile genius made him as good company in

the pavilion on a wet day as in the field. He was
killed about 1889 by the fall of a crane whilst
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helping to discharge the cargo of a steamer in

the West Indies.

The greatest acquisition this year was that I

induced W. Yardley to play regularly, and he

was high up in the averages with 23. Looking

back now at all the fine bats I have played with

and seen, I say unhesitatingly I have never

seen a better natural or a more brilliant bat

than poor old Bill Yardley. Life was, I fear,

generally an uphill struggle with him, but his

merry eyes never lost their twinkle, and he kept

things going merrily in the field whichever way
the luck turned. He was so good that he

needed no practice before playing the best

bowlers in England, although he might be

meeting them for the first time. I shall always

remember Fred Morley's ejaculation of despair

at the end of one over at Canterbury—all good
pitched balls and each went for four—it was a

paraphrase of J. C. Shaw's notorious remark

about W. G. :
" I putts 'em where I like, and

that beggar he putts 'em where he likes." At
Canterbury, be it remembered. Bill Yardley,

after playing all day, was " on " in important

parts for four nights at the theatre, and was
the life and soul of the " Old Stagers " supper

after that.

He had frequently to play under an assumed
name, and once, v. Notts at Canterbury, having
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made the only good score as " Mr. Courtley,"

some acquaintance met him with, " Glad to

see you in such form, old fellow." " How do

you mean ?" modestly said Yardley. " Oh,

of course, I knew it must be you : no one else in

Kent could get that score against the Notts

bowling;" and the twinkle in his eyes when he

repeated this to us, his comrades, was merriment

itself.

1877.

Our progress continued. We played twelve

County matches—won seven, lost four, drew
one. Frank Penn headed the averages with

40, a fine one in those days: George Hearne got

ninety-six wickets for 11 runs a wicket; and
Foord-Kelcey, fifty for 16. Of young batsmen

we brought out the Hon. Ivo Bligh, whose family

had supplied County players all the century and
before. Second only to Alfred Lyttelton of the

athletes of his time at Eton and Cambridge, he

represented his University at cricket, tennis,

and racquets, and captained an England Eleven

in Australia. It was sad that his health did not

permit him to take on the Captaincy in his turn

;

but in later years he has helped the county in

more serious affairs, and in them, and in the crisis

of the war, displayed the most eminent capacity

for command, and at the same time the suavity
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which soothes the most critical. His great

height and length of limb were no deterrents

with the bat or in the field; the Tykes loved

him, and when in the long-field would address

him as " Thou long beggar." I saw him out

to a curious stroke once, owing to that length of

limb, l.b.w. to Allan Hill: he played forward

quite correctly, straight, and well over the

ball; but unfortunately his long left knee was
bent and got between the ball and the bat.

R. S. Jones also did well; and, of bowlers,

Alfred Penn, the youngest brother, who played

in one match the previous year, and C. M.

Cunliffe: both swervers.

We had not played Notts for some years, and,

when they turned up at Canterbury, a message

was delivered to me by one of the players from

old Captain Holden, secretary of the Notts

County Cricket Club, that if we did not bring a

good team up to Nottingham they would not

play us again. I sent no reply, but I let all my
friends in Nottingham know about it. We were

badly beaten in the first match, being short of

bowling ; I tried one Crowhurst from Chislehurst,

a very fast and straight underhand bowler, but,

what between nervousness and bowling the heel

off his boot, he was of little use.

But in the return match we had the laugh of

old Holden, and he did not hear the last of it
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for many a day. Of course, they were a much
better team than we, but luck favoured us. We
won the toss, made i86 on a mud wicket, and got

two of their best bats caught at long-leg off Frank

Penn by George Remnant—one of the finest

fields I ever saw, and in second-class matches a

wonderful run-getter. It dried up in the night,

the sun came out, the wicket was unplayable,

and we beat them in one innings. We were a

very merry crew returning to town that night.

We had a great match v. Lancashire, return

at Maidstone, winning by one wicket. I only

mention it to refer to an oft-quoted (on Kentish

cricket-fields) remark of mine to my dear friend

and comrade, George Marsham, who was playing

as wicket-keeper in that match.

I had been keeping the ball to myself as much
as I could for quite a quarter of an hour, when
he came in last wicket, three runs to get, and

one ball to finish the over at his end. " For

goodness' sake, don't run this ball," he whis-

pered as he passed me. " Do you think I am
a fool ?" was my impolite reply.

1878.

We played twelve County matches—won six,

lost four, drew two. The young ones began to

come on: C. M. Cunliffe averaged 21; Ivo Bligh,
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17; R. S. Jones, in two innings, 43 ; C. F. Tufnell,

16; whilst in bowling A. Penn got forty-eight

wickets for 14; Cunliffe, thirteen for 17; and
Tufnell, twelve for 16; but George Hearne was
still our mainstay—eighty-six for 10 runs a

wicket; Alfred Penn was an extremely good
natural left-hand slow bowler who worked
hard to get accuracy of pitch. They talk a

lot nowadays of " swerving " as if it were a new
development. I have known swervers since I

first met G. S. Raynor in Eton v. Winchester
in 1868, and I am by no means sure that he was
not the best I have ever met or seen, for in his

case the ball did not curve, but actually broke
in the air. Alfred Penn could always make a

new ball swerve, but Charley Cunliffe always

swerved whether the ball was new or old, and
to such an extent sometimes that I have seen

both batsman and wicket-keeper reaching vainly

for it, and the ball going to short-slip.

1879.

A most depressing year; very wet all through.

We won only two of the County matches and
lost seven, and the team varied so much that

only three members played in all the games.

Two new bowlers were unearthed—O'Shaugh-

nessy, a ground-boy from Canterbury, and
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Bray, an extraordinary little terrier of a man
whom George Hearne found at Lord's bowling

at the nets during his dinner-hour. He had
great command of the ball, making it break both

ways, but was always trying to do something

extraordinary, instead of being satisfied with a

length. Poor O'Shaughnessy was quite a good
cricketer, but consumption had already marked
him as a victim, and he died young. He and
Bray headed the bowling averages; F. Penn and
Foord-Kelcey the batting. Frank Hearne, the

second brother, now settled in Cape Town, came
out this year.

1880.

This was a much happier year. We played ten

County matches—won five, lost three, drew two,

and we brought out some more good young
ones: M. C. Kemp, W. H. Patterson, and James
Wootton, left-hand, as was his namesake George

Wootton, of Notts. R. S. Jones and Ivo Bligh

came to the fore in the averages this year, and
both were of splendid assistance in the field.

Wootton got thirty wickets for 13; George
Hearne, thirty-four for 14; Bray, twenty-two

for 18; and Charley Cunliffe, fifty-four for 12

runs a wicket—a brilliant performance. He
came to us from Rugby as a good boy bowler,

but at first proved himself best as a bat. He
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played a fine innings in 1878 at the Mote against

Derbyshire on a very bumpy wicket. All the

Derbyshire bowlers were fast in those days,

and the ball was flying about dangerously, but he

made 37 and 47 in the pluckiest way. It was
in this match that I saw Absolom illustrate his

quickness of wrists: George Hay bowled a very

short ball which jumped over Absolom' s head,

yet he managed to hit it over the ropes to leg.

When, however, Cunliffe recovered his bowling

he was one of the best slow bowlers Kent has

ever had, the curl in the air and the break back

from the pitch being very puzzling. He and I

used to regard Jack Platts, of the Derbyshire

Eleven, as a certain victim; I think one season

we got him four times in the same place, long-

field off. On one occasion I heard " no-ball
"

called, and was so uncertain what to do that I

missed the catch, and the Derbyshire crowd
yelled with delight, for poor Jack was a great

favourite. But the next ball Charley bowled

was just the same, and Jack hit it to me as

usual, and I held it. It is impossible to conceive

a more charming personality than dear Charley

Cunliffe. He passed away very early from our

ranks and from the world, a victim to consump-

tion. To the last his heart was in the game and
with the County Eleven, and in the last year of

his life, when looking on at the close of a Canter-
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bury Week, he said: " Well, I shan't be here next

year, but I'd like to be buried in the middle there,

to make a good bumpy pitch for our bowlers."

Jim Wootton was one of the cheeriest, most

active little cricketers I have known ; a medium-
pace bowler with plenty of spin and break ; but

his cheerfulness was such that it made him
indifferent to punishment, and he would bowl

half-volley after half-volley in his efforts to put

on a great break, diminishing thereby his very

considerable talent. He had been brought up
in stables and could ride well, and I took him to

Brighton one winter, when I hunted with the

South Down, as second horseman. Chaffing one

day with the Master, Mr. Charles Brand, about

Kent and Sussex cricket, I said: " Well, any-

how, my second horseman and I will play any
two Sussex men in the Hunt." " Done," he

said, and went off in great glee to tell Billy

Keen, then the secretary of the Hunt. " For
goodness' sake, get out of it if you can," said

Billy: " why, it's Jim Wootton, the Kent pro."

We had a grand fielding side about these years:

Frank Hearne, Wootton, and Ivo Bligh on the

off-side were brilliant, and R. S. Jones in the

long-field was both quick and sure. They, and
all in fact, were most loyal to me, and paid me
the compliment of implicit trust, and I could

shift men in the field with scarcely a movement,
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and unknown to the batsman. We were very

hard up for a wicket-keeper, unfortunately, or

should, I am sure, have done still better.

Last, but very far from least, of this little

group comes W. H. Patterson, as sound in his

judgment as in his batting: on dead and difficult

wickets he was perhaps in his time as safe as

anyone after Shrewsbury. A strong back player,

giving the ball the full face of the bat and able

on difficult wickets to get runs on the leg side.

He has, ever since his debut, been giving active

support and wise advice to the County Com-
mittee.

1881.

A disastrous year, of which I saw but little

as I was travelling in the East. Has it ever

happened to any other County to lose their best

bat and their best bowler in one year ? That

is what happened to us. Frank Penn played

against M.C.C., made a century, and, owing

to ill-health, never played for the County again;

and Cunliffe also had to leave England for his

health, which, alas ! was never restored.

We played eleven County matches—won four

and lost seven. On the other hand, we were

fortunate in securing the allegiance of that

fine bat and wicket-keeper, E. F. S. Tylecote,

who headed the averages with 35. Captain
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Renny-Tailyour, R.E., followed with 30. He
had helped us before this, and did so off and on

for a good many years, as also did his brother-

officer, Colonel (Jim) Fellowes, most accurate

of bowlers. George Hearne, Wootton, and A.

Penn had most success with the ball.

1882.

Another most discouraging year: our batting

was excellent, for though we had lost F. Penn,

we had gained Tylecote and that most charming

of men and cricketers, Cecil Wilson, now
Bishop of West Australia. " Who's this young
Wilson ?" said the grumblers when the list

appeared for Kent v. Australians, at Canterbury,

but they loudly applauded after he had scored

57 and 50 in that match. But our bowling was
weak. Wootton—forty-eight wickets for 18

runs per wicket—was the most successful, but

obviously too expensive. F. Lipscomb, a fast

tear-away bowler, son of old Bob Lipscomb,

played several times, and got twenty-three

wickets for 20 runs a wicket. We missed

Cunliffe and A. Penn sadly. With Tylecote

and Mauley Kemp, we were well off for wicket-

keepers, and in addition we tried Pentecost,

who played pretty regularly for some years after

that—a very plucky but not first-class stumper.
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We made a very fair fight against the Aus-

trahans, considering the weakness of our bowl-

ing. They made 307 and 81 for three wickets,

we 222 and 165, Tylecote playing a splendid

innings of 100 not out. I did in this match
what I suppose will never be seen again—ran

out two men from long-stop by throwing over

to the bowler.

1883.

Improvement, if any, was only just distin-

guishable. The batting was disappointing, a

new-comer, the Rev. R. T. Thornton, being the

most successful after myself, and Leslie Wilson
making a very promising debut; but both bat-

ting and bowling were of a mediocre class, ex-

cept, as regards the latter, that Stanley Christo-

pherson appeared on the scene and gave promise

of the success that subsequently gained him a

place for England against Australia. At the

Oval he got eight Surrey wickets in 23 overs

for 41 runs. He and I can look back now on
nearly forty years of comradeship, and in other

fields besides that of cricket. Frank Marchant,

a most brilliant hitter and a magnificent field,

another future Kent Captain, was introduced

this year.

Looking back now, I feel sure that the princi-

pal cause of our scarcely expected deterioration^
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in this and the preceding years, was the heavy

blow we suffered by the loss of Frank Penn and

CunHffe. I cannot remember that there were

any professional bowlers to whom we did not

give a fair trial. Possibly a nursery would have

unearthed some talent that could have been

trained into excellence, but a nursery needs two

essentials: funds and an efficient coach. I can-

not remember anyone fitted, as Captain McCanlis

and Alec Hearne are, for that position, and the

success of our Nursery pre war was almost solely

due to the former's experience and eminent

capacity; and as regards funds we were by no

means wealthy, for though we had got a nest-

egg of some ;f6oo, we were really dependent on

Canterbury Week for making both ends meet.

The accounts of 1884-5 show that in the pre-

vious year the most we took at the gate at any
match outside of Canterbury was £^0 ! Think
of it : and now our gates run into four figures.

1884.

We improved on the form of previous years,

played eight Counties, M.C.C. and Ground,

and the Australians, and scored eight wins,

eight losses, and two draws. Several young
hands were tried, the most successful being A. J.

Thornton, brother of the Rev. R. T. ; Alec
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Hearne, brother of George and Frank ; and Her-

bert Hearne, a cousin. My old friend and com-
rade, F. A. Mackinnon, who had been playing

now for ten years for the County, and was the

only one left of those I had started with, was
in great form with an average of 33. He was an

extremely graceful bat, very steady as an almost

invariable rule, and a good long-field, but very

diffident of his own powers, and it was only with

the greatest difficulty I could persuade him to

take up County Cricket ; indeed, it was only due

to my importunity that he did so. I was deter-

mined to get him, but I had difficulty in ascertain-

ing his whereabouts, till, seeing him driving out of

Lord's Cricket Ground one very crowded day, I

hung on to the trap until, out of sheer alarm,

either for himself or myself, he promised to play.

Wootton got 112 wickets for 16, and Christo-

pherson fifty for 22 runs per wicket. Chris.

Collins, from Cobham, showed considerable

promise at the end of the year, but there was

enough suspicion about his action to cause me
to reject him in the following year, for Kent had

to be above suspicion. Our most meritorious

performance was our win against the Australians

at Canterbury—a very memorable victory

—

for we were the only County Eleven that year

to beat them. It was mainly attributable to

very fine fielding and to Alec Hearne' s bowling.
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His inclusion in the team was severely criti-

cized before the event, but the result justified it.

His was a novel style of bowling then, he and
Allan Steel being the first to break from leg at

something over a slow pace since the days of

Martingell and Buttress, and it puzzled some of

the Australians a good deal. Christopherson

and Jim Wootton also bowled finely in the second

innings.

1885.

A very encouraging year. We played thir-

teen matches—won eight, drew two, and lost

three. The return match v. Lancashire was
not played, owing to our dispute with that

County as to the fairness of delivery of some of

their bowlers. Before the first match at Old
Trafford began I protested against Crossland and
Nash; the former varied his pace a good deal,

but, in my opinion, undoubtedly threw the fast

ball. Nash, a slow left-hander, seemed to me
to throw every ball. Mr. Hornby listened to all

I had to say, but declined to make any promise

to exclude either. After the match I wrote a

letter to the Press, stating my opinions, describ-

ing what had taken place, and intimating my
intention to advise the County Committee to

decline to put a team in the field for the return

match and to allow Lancashire to claim a win
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by default. The Committee supported me,

and Lillywhite's Cricketer's Annual writes:

" Though the action of the Committee gave

rise to considerable discussion, it was generally

supported." In the following year neither Cross-

land nor Nash appeared for Lancashire, and I am
happy to say that our friendly relations with

the Lancashire County Club were never jeo-

pardized. It was either in this or the previous

year that a rather humorous incident occurred.

I had been a member of the House of Lords

Committee which had passed the Manchester

Ship Canal Bill, in which Manchester was keenly

interested, and, whether rightly or wrongly,

Manchester had got hold of the idea that I had

been instrumental in passing the Bill. So when
I emerged from the pavilion for my innings,

yells went up from all round the ground of

*' Three cheers for the Ship Canal !"

I think I may fairly claim to have made the

amende honorable to Lancashire on a subsequent

occasion. I was always very particular as to

qualifications, and very indignant at the lapses

from the straight path into which some Counties

feU. On our Northern tour one year I noticed

that Lancashire had advertised to play against

Kent S. S. Schultz, an old friend and a member
of my team in Australia in 1878-9, but having,

I was satisfied, no sort of qualification for Lan-

cashire. So I wired to Old Trafford that I was
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surprised to see the announcement, as I under-

stood he had no quahfication. On arrival on
the ground, my great friends Albert Hornby
(" Monkey ") and E. B. Rowley came up, and in

the most innocent way expressed their astonish-

ment at my protest, and said that Schultz

always had played for Lancashire. I admitted

that, but pointed out that he had not been born
in Lancashire, and, so I understood, was not

living there.

" Oh yes," they replied, " that is so, but his

family home is in the County."

"Are you sure?" I replied; "for I under-

stand his mother lives at Birkenhead, and that

is in Cheshire."
" Yes," they rejoined triumphantly, " but

Port of Liverpool " !

The audacity of the claim was so astounding

that I never said another word.

I may be pardoned for one other reference

to my own cricket this year, as it should show
young cricketers that even if disabled they can

still be useful sometimes. I quote from Lilly-

white's account of Kent v. Surrey at the Oval:
" Kent went in at 12.45 on the third day,

wanting 486 to win—a very difficult position,

with every chance of getting out, and certainly

not time enough to get the runs. Lord Harris

and Mr. R. T. Thornton put on 108 for the first

wicket, and the former's 37 was the more re-
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markable as, soon after the start, a ball from
Beaumont broke one of the small bones in his

right hand, and he had not only to bat in great

pain, but during the latter part of his innings

with his left hand only." As a matter of fact,

I played all the Surrey bowling, fast, slow, and
lobs, for thirty-five minutes with one, the left,

hand. I had tried this before, and knew how
extremely difficult it is to get round a straight

bat on a good wicket. But you must play for-

ward, and 5^ou must not attempt to get a run;

I got two only whilst playing one-handed, and
those the ball before I got out, but I helped to

secure a draw, which was far more important.

Patterson had a splendid average of 49, and
W. Rashleigh, a new-comer, of 40; J. N. Tonge,
another Colt, of 27; Wootton got seventy-five

wickets for 14; A. Hearne, forty-nine for 15;

and Christopherson forty-one for 18 runs per

wicket. Undoubtedly our bowhng this year

greatly improved, whilst there was a general

excellence of batting all through the team.

1886.

This would have been a more successful year

but for the breakdown of Christopherson, who
seriously injured his arm, leaving us without
a first-class fast bowler, for F. Lipscomb had
emigrated to Australia. We played fourteen
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County matches, winning five, losing six, and

drawing three. We also beat the Australians

at Canterbury, and drew against M.C.C. George

Hearne headed the averages with 38, and

Wootton got ninety-seven wickets for 16 runs

apiece. F. Martin played in five matches, getting

twenty-nine wickets for 9 runs each—a foretaste

of his subsequent success. Always an extremely

accurate bowler, he had a fine spin in his earlier

years, but when he lost that he reminded me
of George Wootton, who, when steadily plug-

ging away good pitched balls on the off stump,

one match in the sixties at Canterbury, which

C. I. Thornton"and Pooley as steadily kept driv-

ing to the boundary, was told by R. A. H.

Mitchell to bowl some crooked ones. " If you
please, Mr. Mitchell, sir," said the ever civil

George, " I can't ;" and really I think Martin

had the greatest difficulty in bowHng off the-

wicket. In the Canterbury W^eek of 1887,

bowling against Yorkshire and Middlesex, his

total analysis was 160 overs, 93 maidens,

160 runs, I wicket. George and Frank Hearne
did a notable performance at Gravesend against

Middlesex, getting in the second innings 142
and 126 respectively.

I cannot claim to have played regularly after

this, but as I did so occasionally, and when I did

was paid the compliment of retaining the Cap-

taincy, I complete my part of the story. My
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political duties at the War Office prevented

my getting away for three-day matches, except

after Parliament had risen.

1887.

This was a dismal year. We played seventeen

matches, including that v. M.C.C.—won three,

lost nine, and drew five, and this lamentable

result is not to be wondered at if the composition

of the teams is analyzed. No amateur played in

as many as even nine County matches, and only

two in as many as eight. In all, twenty-eight

players took part, showing the constant changes

that must have taken place. Messrs. A. J.

Thornton, Rashleigh, L. Wilson, Patterson,

and Frank Hearne made good averages; but

the bowling figures tell the story; nothing better

than 22 runs per wicket. In addition to other

difficulties, we lost George Hearne for half the

season owing to a sprained ankle.

The only j^oungster worth special mention was
Walter Hearne, but his start did not foretell

his subsequent improvement.

1888.

How changeable was our fortune ! In 1887

our bowling was hopelessly weak; in 1888 we had
a first-rate team of bowlers. Captain Hedley,

R.E., took seventeen wickets for 9 runs apiece;
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he only played in three matches, for there was

grumbhng as to his action by some who had

played against him for years in R.E. matches

and had never previously found fault. So I

got Lord Lyttelton (now Lord Cobham), Lord

Wenlock, and another, whom I forget, to watch

him when playing at the Oval, without Cap-

tain Hedley being aware of it, and they reported

that they could not say his action was above

suspicion, whereas Kent had to be, seeing the

strong Hne we had taken about doubtful actions.

So I had with the greatest regret to ask him to

stand down. A. Hearne, forty-one wickets for

10 ; Martin, sixty for ii; and Walter Wright,

sixty-nine for 13 runs a wicket, were the best

performers. Walter Wright had had a difference

with Notts, and having married at Maidstone,

settled there, and as soon as he was qualified, and

we knew that Notts did not want him, he became

one of our regular members. He was a left-hand

medium pace bowler, swerving from the oft.

Only Patterson got an average of 30, and there

was only one other over 20—viz., C. J. M. Fox,

who was introduced that year, and for a brief

space was distinctly useful. We still had a con-

stantly varying team, but the excellence of the

bowling saved us. We played fourteen County

matches, winning seven, losing five, and draw-

ing two, and were beaten by the Australians

and M.C.C. Our experience that year is an
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excellent illustration of how much depends on
good bowling; our batting was distinctly weak,

but the highest score made against us was 234,

and therein lay the secret of our success.

1889.

In this, the last year that I can claim to have

played for the County with some approach

to regularity—though six years later I played

once more in some of the August matches

—

we did well ; we played thirteen County matches,

won seven, lost five, drew one, and beat the

M.C.C. at Lord's. Leslie Wilson had the only

average of 30 and over, and again there were only

two over 20, Frank Marchant and Patterson; but

our bowling was excellent—Martin, eighty-one

wickets for 13; Wright, eighty-one for 12; and
Fox, sixteen for 12 runs per wicket. Also, the

best batsmen played more often. The last

match of the season, v. Notts, at Beckenham,
played on a most difficult wicket, produced great

excitement; they headed us by 16 on the first

innings, but we got them out for 35—Martin,

seven wickets for 18 runs—in the second, and
beat them by 4 wickets.

Though I then passed out of the ranks of the

regular Eleven, I am happy and proud to have

been permitted since 1895 to take an active part

in the administration of the County Club's
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affairs, and especially in two matters, which

may be singled out as of very special import-

ance—viz., the purchase of Canterbury Cricket

Ground and the establishment of the Nursery.

To secure the St. Lawrence Ground for the

County, as soon as we knew that the land was for

sale, was obviously a proper precaution. The
negotiations were somewhat protracted, but

the ground was eventually secured at a price

which cannot be regarded as extravagant. It

is worthy of note that the County is probably

unique in having secured three grounds which

in all probability will be devoted to cricket as

long as cricket is played in England.

The Old Vine at Sevenoaks was left to be a

cricket ground for ever by that distinguished

nobleman and County cricketer, the third Duke
of Dorset. Unfortunately, in making this be-

quest, he made the ground too free; he left it to

the pubHc, and consequently it is a public ground,

cannot be enclosed for the purposes of County

matches, and has, in consequence, deteriorated

from what undoubtedly His Grace originally

intended it should be.

The second is the St. Lawrence Ground, and

the third is the Tonbridge Ground, which in

1905 was secured by the Tonbridge Club.

The establishment of the Nursery at Ton-

bridge was decided on in order to see if there

was any young talent in the County to obviate
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what to some minds appeared to be at the time

a necessity—viz., the importation of cricketers

from other Counties. It has undoubtedly

answered the purpose, and enabled us to put

into the field a group of professionals who have

largely assisted in securing in the Championship

contests a satisfactory position for the County;

but this result would not have been as satisfac-

tory as it is had it not been for the enthusiastic

assistance of Tom Pawley, Captain McCanlis,

and other gentlemen, who have spared neither

time nor trouble in giving the young players

the benefit of their experience and tuition.

Both the purchase of the St. Lawrence Ground
and the establishment of the Nursery have, I

think, served to attract subscribers to the Club

and fixed their continued interest. Though we
continue to play all round the County, whereby

all subscribers get a chance of seeing the Kent
Eleven play on some ground close by—and I

hope we shall not depart from this wholesome

practice—still Canterbury is our home, and the

pavilion is becoming the treasure-house of our

memories, for there are to be seen the likenesses

of very many who have fought for the old

County at the great game during nearly 200

years—the game which, whether its birthplace

was there or not, has always had, and will

always have, the most hospitable welcome in the

County of Kent.



CHAPTER V

EVOLUTIONS

"Experience is by industry achieved.

And perfected by the swift course of time."

Two Gentlemen of Verona.

Dress

What a smart, comfortable, appropriate dress

is that of the cricketer of to-day, but it has

taken fifty j^ears to evolve it from the period of

the high hat. Why that most inappropriate

head-gear should, even for a short time, have

commended itself, it is difficult to understand,

for caps were used in the eighteenth century,

according to the pictures at Lord's ; and, indeed,

there were evidently sensible people in the

high-hatted period, for Nicholas Wanostrocht
('* Felix ") is always portrayed in a cap. 1

am not sure that I ever saw a high hat worn,

but have an idea that a well-known Hertford-

shire player named Hughes was wearing it in

a match at Gorhambury in which I played for

I Z. in 1869 or 1870 ; but in the first great match
I ever saw—All England v. The United All

England, at Lord's about 1863—Carpenter and
Hayward were wearing black billycocks, and

115
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for some years after that white billycocks with

a club ribbon were considered very smart. It

was said of the celebrated Harrovian Charley

Buller that he lifted his bat so high in preparing

to play back at a short ball, that he used to hit

the brim of his billycock; but I expect that

there was more chaff than fact about the

allegation, as there was in W. F. Maitland's

complaint that he had to give up going to

Lord's to see cricket, because, whenever he did,

he found Charley Buller, who became very stout

before he retired from cricket, long-stopping, and
his stoutness prevented all view of the game
from the PaviHon ! Coloured club caps only

became common about i860, when there was
a rapid growth of peripatetic cricket clubs in

imitation of I Z.; but when once they had
been introduced, the players were very proud
of them, and however glaring the colours, were

not afraid to display them. Perhaps the most
startling illustration of this devotion was when
the Oxford Harlequins played the Cambridge
Quidnuncs at Lord's just before the University

match—a regular fixture at one time—when you
might see eleven young gentlemen in caps and
shirts, quartered brown, blue, and red, with a

broad stripe of the same colours down their

trousers. The " Knickerbockers " was a mili-

tary club, and their costume was noticeable
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for white knickerbockers, and red-and-black

stockings. Tom Box,* the celebrated Sussex

wicket-keeper, always wore a high white hat,

but, though I often saw the old man on the

Brunswick cricket ground at Brighton, I never

saw him play. Jimmy Grundy used to wear

a black velveteen cap: he was a rather short-

tempered man, and I have seen him dash it

on the ground when a catch was missed off him.

Candidates for the Eleven at Eton in the earlier

School matches wore white ducks—a very

catch-cold material—until they were given their

" flannels." I introduced grey flannels for

" Choices," which have been worn ever since.

Brown-and-white shoes were the fashion in

my early days, to be ousted by brown lace boots,

and then by the smart white boots of the present

day. The modern practice, so common nowa-

days amongst amateurs, of playing bareheaded

was almost unknown then; the only two I

remember who did without cap or hat were

A. N. Hornby and C. A. Absolom, and when they

played in AustraUa in 1878-9, anxious old gentle-

men used to adjure me to persuade those " mis-

guided young men " to put something on: but

they were never the worse for it.

The wicket-keeping gloves of my early days,

as I have already described, were of yellow,

* " Box behind the wicket only Lockyer can excel."

9
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and subsequently brown leather, which used to

get so hard that they had to be wetted to make
them really useful. The modern wicket-keeping

glove must be comparatively a great protection,

yet Blackham, who I consider was the best

wicket-keeper I ever saw—kept to the old-

fashioned sort, and so fine was his eye that at

the end of his career his hands were as free from

enlargements as a young lady's.

Batting-gloves and pads have not undergone

much change, and were in regular use when I

first saw first-class cricket; but Alfred Mynn's
pads—which are in the pavilion at Canterbury—-'

cannot have given much protection; and how,

just before they were invented, the best bats

stood up to fast stinging bowlers, without

receiving serious injuries, I have never been

able to understand: indeed, it is recorded that

Alfred Mynn was so badly injured one year

by blows on the leg that he had to stand out

of cricket for some time.

All the changes I have seen have been in the

direction of greater freedom and comfort.

Bowling

I put this department of the game before

batting and fielding, because most of the evolu-

tions I have seen have been caused by the
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bowlers. It is, too, in my opinion, the most
important of the three departments; I find, in

comparing the results of thirteen years captaincy

of the Kent Eleven, that the years when we did

best were those when our bowling, judging

by the analyses, was best.

Now, there have been two noticeable changes

in the last fifty years—the first, the height of

the hand ; the second, the pace of medium-paced
bowling; and here I must introduce something

from the story of the evolutions of the game far

earlier than my earUest recollections. The
incident of Lillywhite no-balling Willsher has

come to be regarded as the first attempt to raise

the hand, but before 1830 there had been very

decided attempts to do so. Let us begin with

the deUghtful story of the introduction of round-

arm bowling. Every cricketer ought to have
heard of old Jack Willes, who Uved at Sutton

Valence, in Kent, and kept a pack of hounds
with which he used to hunt anything and every-

thing on the chalk hills forming the backbone
of Kent from Lydsing Street to Challock, until

tradition says that when he put on his green

coat the hounds knew they were harriers for

the nonce, and, when his pink, that they were

foxhounds. We are told, too, how his daughter's

round-arm delivery of the ball gave him the first

idea.
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True, Sussex claims that Broadbridge dis-

covered round-arm bowling ; but I think every-

one with a spark of romance in his composition

will prefer to believe that we are indebted to

Miss Willes for the invention. Like most
innovations, round-arm bowling only estab-

lished itself after much opposition. Mr. G.

Knight, of Godmersham, in Kent, was, I

believe, repeatedly no-balled at Lord's, until at

last, about 1830, he drew up a memorandum
on the subject, stating his intention early the

following year to propose an alteration in the

rules, which would admit of the hand being

raised as high as the shoulder. Some of his

remarks are well worth quoting:

" The superiority of the batting to the

bowling has for years been a theme of universal

complaint, and has never been checked, except

when it has been met by the straight-armed

bowling (erroneously called throwing), which it

is my wish to restore. I say restore, because
the system is none of mine, nor is it a new one

;

but, on the contrary, about twenty years ago
it prevailed to a considerable extent, especially

in the county of Kent. About that time, when
the leading object of interest among cricketers

was to devise some method of putting the

batting and bowling more upon a par, the
straight-armed delivery was invented and intro-

duced by an eminent player (Willes) in Kent,
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and practised by him and a few others so

successfully that their county, not otherwise

powerful, was in a short time able to cope with

All England, which was then at the zenith of

its strength. . . . The straight-armed bowling

being thus introduced, was practised for a

period of eight or ten years with perfect success,

and without any interruption being offered to it

;

nor is it probable that any would have been
(although from the difficulty of playing it, it

had many enemies), had it been kept within

those bounds which at first confined it. But
this unfortunately was not the case ; other

bowlers arose, who quickly adopted the new
system: and observing the effect of delivering

the ball with the hand extended horizontally,

they thought to become more formidable still,

the more they got their hands up; and thus

leading each other on, there being no law to

restrain them, they raised them higher and
higher, till at length in a great match at Brighton

one of the new practitioners raised his hand so

very high above his head, that it was thought
quite time for the Marylebone Club to inter-

pose. Instead, however, of going deliberately

to work, instead of endeavouring to restrain

and regulate the new system by discarding what
was bad and retaining what was good, they
immediately determined that all was evil, and,

with that feeling, hastened to pass the law
under which cricket has so long suffered, and
which it is my object to repeal."
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We must assume, however, that he was un-

successful, and that M.C.C. insisted on the hand
being raised not even as high as the shoulder.

As grounds got better owing to more care

and attention, and the batting began to master

the bowling, the bowler had to introduce some
new development to enable him to reassert

himself. The great bowlers of 1830 to 1850

—

e.g., Lillywhite. Hillyer, and others—depended
mostly upon extreme accuracy and a slight

break from leg: my own belief is that this was
an evolution from an underhand period, the

hand being raised by degrees farther and farther

from the perpendicular. It is said of my dis-

tinguished namesake, David Harris—who must
have been one of the finest bowlers of his own
and every other age—that his hand was nearly

at the level of his armpit; Pycroft maintains

that he delivered as from a catapult, but I

must differ. I defy anyone to deliver a ball

underhand with the hand at that level unless

the arm is stretched out almost horizontally;

and (old Billy) Martingell (well known at Eton
as " Granny "), a very fine bowler at his best,

did deliver the ball with his arm about the

height of the armpit, and the hand as in an

underhand leg-break delivery; and my fancy is

that that is how David Harris delivered the

ball. Now, observe, as long as the bowler
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keeps to the leg-break, he cannot deHver any-

thmg in the nature of a throw; and another

fancy of mine is that the introducers of what
was then for the first time called " round-arm "

bowling merely changed from leg-break to off-

break bowling without raising the hand much
higher than had been customary. But as soon

as they commenced to try to break from the

off, they were tempted to infringe the boundary
which divides throwing from bowling. The leg-

break round-arm bowling held the field until

the bowlers found they must introduce some
novelty to beat the bat, so they dropped the

leg-break and began to raise the hand in order

to make a ball rise. Resistance was offered

and the climax came when John Lillywhite no-

balled Willsher at the Oval. Evidently M.C.C.

recognized this time that it was no longer wise to

resist the demand. As soon as that was done,

the bowlers set to work to evolve the off-break,

but for a long time there were very few who could

bowl at any pace and also break from the off.

There were many good slow bowlers, and in my
humble opinion there might, to advantage, be a

few nowadays; but it was the advent of the

Australian Eleven in 1878 which taught us the

possibility of bowling fast medium with the off-

break, and if one may be picked out as the

originator of an evolution, it was F. R. Spofforth,
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It is quite a mistake to suppose that Spofforth

won his great reputation in England as a fast

bowler. True, he was a very fast bowler before

he came home in 1878, and on occasions I have
seen him bowl very fast here—one memorable
occasion at the Oval he will remember as well

as I—but, so he told me, he found that on our

softer wickets he could do so much that, instead

of bowling fast with an occasional " judgment "

ball, as he called it, he changed to bowling the

medium-paced ball as a rule, with an occasional

fast one, and so became one of the best bowlers

ever seen: in my opinion, the best I have ever

played.

Now, this change to off-break bowling pro-

duced an evolution in the placing of the field:

the bowler put all his field but one or two on

the off-side, and bowled nothing but off balls

with an off-break; and so far was this theory

pushed that you would see many balls bowled

never meant to hit the wicket, but on the

chance of the batsman attempting to hit and
making a mistake. It was humorously illus-

trated by the Melbourne Punch in 1878

:

" ' Which is Lord Harris ?' * Him with the

moustaches.'
—

* And which is Lord Emmett ?'

' Him with the pale face a-bowling the wides.'
"

Dear old Tom Emmett had a most rubicund

countenance, and pushed the off theory to an
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absurdity. But it was still more absurd when

you went to look at first-class cricket to find

the bowler doing this, and the batsman leaving

ball after ball alone. On one occasion at

Melbourne Emmett was " a-bowling " off balls

to Charley Bannerman, who was religiously

leaving them alone, when Tom happened to

bowl a straight one, which also Bannerman
left alone, and of course had to go. The game
in England, at any rate, got so slow that the

public got sick of it, and remonstrated very

effectively.

But what was the batsman to do ? If he

had to make runs in the orthodox style, it was

quite likely he would make a mistake. He
therefore took to pulling.

The latest development in the bowling de-

partment apparently is to over-cultivate the

swing in the air; bowlers seem to me to be

sacrificing length and direction for it, but there

is every excuse for them, or was when marled

wickets gave them little chance of making the

balls rise or break. The M.C.C.'s recommenda-
tion respecting the preparation of wickets (in

some quarters this has long been forgotten) took

the form of a circular issued to the secretaries

of the County clubs in December, 1901, and
was worded thus:

" It is undesirable, in the interests of cricket,
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that the wickets should be prepared artificially

{i.e., in any way other than by water and the

roller, except when patching is necessary)."

Still, Australian bowlers of thirty years ago
did show us what could be done with the ball

even on the best wickets. Palmer, for instance,

would keep on pitching the ball up on the leg

stump with all the off-break he could get on to

it, on the chance of a bowl off the leg or a

catch at short-leg. Personally I have not as

much admiration for the swing as for the break

off the ground, but I know I have no right to

set my feeble experience nowadays against those

who play first-class cricket. I have seen and
played many swingers, and I have not found
them very puzzling. The fast bowler who goes

slightly with the arm is not a new development
;

there always were such. What has made that

style more effective is the evolution in placing

the slips; three short slips were unknown even

to such bowlers as Frank Silcock, W. Foord-

Kelcey, and H. Boyle, the Australian, who
went with the arm and were of very similar

pace respectively to Relf and Fielder; and that

is an evolution which I think may be held to

have been successful. Boyle worked across the

wicket very fast ; and when I played for Gentle-

men of England v. The Australian Eleven in

1884, he got me one innings and Spofforth the
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other. Each time I drew my foot, each time

I was somehow fixed and couldn't get round,

each time Blackham took the ball but so far

through his legs, and was so hampered that he

could not get his hands to the wicket, and we
gazed at each other for an appreciable moment
or two: unfortunately he got freed first.

Finally, there is the "googly"; but what

a rare bird he is ! Are we to see an important

development of this style ? If so, the batsman

will have to look out. By a development, I

mean in pace. Will it be possible to put on

the pace and still conceal the intention ? I

hope so, for anything that will give the bowler

the mastery is for the good of cricket, but I am
afraid the strain on the arm muscles would be

too great.

These seem to me to be the distinctly

recognizable evolutions of my fifty years'

observation of first-class bowling. But before

I leave the department, I should like to add
this: it seems to me a great pity that lob

bowling is not more cultivated. Young
cricketers might well work at it, for it is really

extraordinary how helpful to his side even a

bad lob bowler may sometimes be. Also I

think the really slow off-break round-arm

bowler has now quite a good chance if he were

to reappear. Batsmen seem to me to play more
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within their crease than was the practice when
slow round-arm bowlers were more common;
and it is a type of play that should be practised,

for there is nothing puts a bowler off his pitch

more than to find the batsman occasionally

running in at him.

The Grounds

Whilst bowling has on the whole somewhat
improved, I cannot see that batting has, in the

last ten years. One, and that the most im-

portant, factor that has tended to help the

batsman and to discourage the bowler has been

the vast improvement in the wickets. They are

bread-and-butter wickets to what I had to play

on in my early days. If anyone dubs me an

old fogy, and therefore laudator temporis acti,

let him look at the analysis of first-class bowlers

of 1870-1880 in comparison with those of 1900-

1910, and he must admit that the former were

the more successful. I am sure it was due to the

wickets, not to the greater accuracy of the

bowlers. No one, not even old Lillywhite,

could have been more accurate than Alfred

Shaw, but bowlers of their class are very rare.

Putting prodigies aside, I do not think the

bowlers of the earlier period were more accurate
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than those of the later, and I am quite certain

they were more successful. Something, there-

fore, has tended to give the bat an advantage

over the ball, and that something must be the

wickets. Even now when the wickets are not

marl-fed till they have no more life than a bit

of cotton-wool, as they were for a few years

until M.C.C. issued its practical and useful

remonstrance, they are still very easy compared
with those of the earlier period. Whilst most
grounds had bumpy spots, the Oval always

was an exception, and Brighton was always

fast and easy. The roller is much heavier, and
far more care is devoted to the grounds. As I

have already said, I have experiences of four

serious blows in the face from rising balls: all

in the days before the heavy roller came into

use. As far as I can remember in each case the

batsman was contributory to this extent that he
was coming forward at an under-pitched ball;

but batsmen must occasionally make the same
mistake in these days. Yet I do not hear of

such accidents. But I need not argue the point.

It is indisputable that the wickets, even without
incessant marling, are much easier than in the

earlier period; and this is an evolution which
has compelled the bowlers to resort to every
trick and dodge—legitimate ones, I mean—to

deceive the batsman and get him to make a

ti

CO
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mistake. Consequently, when they do happen
on a difficult wicket, their great command of

the ball and their numerous wiles make children

of the batsmen, and one sees the most doleful

processions.

And just as the grounds are more convenient

for the batsmen, so are the pavilions more
comfortable for the cricketers of all classes.

When I see the palaces which now welcome

them and recall the rabbit-hutches in which we
were crowded, I think those of the present day

have little cause to grumble.

But these evolutions of the grounds and their

surroundings have produced another factor

favourable to the batsman. The light is not as

good as it was, owing to high pavilions and

raised stands on which masses of black coats

make a background so dense that the fieldsman

frequently cannot judge how hard a ball has

been hit, and to be able to do that is the root-

factor of long-field catching, and on some

grounds he can be actually seen starting in the

opposite direction to that which he ought to

have made for. The batsman has been taken

great care of. Vast white screens give him a

good background, and some of them are so

fanciful about line of sight that they remind

one of a Middlesex amateur who always had

some excuse for getting out other than his
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own bad play. One day, having been bowled
out by a plain ball on a perfect pitch in good
light, his friends remarked, "Well, anyhow,
T can have no excuse this time," but on
enquiry he said that a great glaring " butterfly

had flown across the line of sight just as the

ball was delivered "
!

Though not d propos, it is worth while adding
this story of the same individual. On another

occasion, having been bowled out and greeted

by his friends, " Well, there was nothing in the

line of sight that time," he shrugged his shoulders

and replied, " What was the good of my trying

to play ? I could see that ass So-and-so [his

partner at the other wicket] wasn't ready to

run."

Another, and I cannot regard it as a com-
mendable evolution, is the appealing on grounds

of bad light. I cannot remember an appeal

being allowed in my twenty years' practical

experience of first-class cricket in England, and
I am by no means certain that I can remember
one being made. I have a fancy that I did on
one occasion discuss the point with the umpire,

but it is only a vague sort of idea. I did appeal

at Melbourne in 1878-9 against a glaring sun,

low down on the horizon, and it was allowed;

but there was some excuse there; we, being

strangers in the land, were unaware, when we
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arranged the hour for drawing stumps, of the

conditions of Hght in the evening.

I admit that things might be extended to an

absurdity, as when at Hamilton, in Canada,

in 1872, Bob FitzGerald, our Captain, insisted

on going on so late in order to finish the match,

that our fieldsmen had to stoop down and try

to get the ball in the last rim of light that

remained above the horizon—the " chiaro

oscuro," as he described it. A curious thing

happened to me in connection with a glaring

sun in 1883. I was playing in a game on the

pretty Calcutta ground. The sun at that time

of the year sets early, and fielding at mid-off

in the evening, I had it glaring at me; a catch

was hit to me, but at the last moment the ball

got into the sun, I was completely dazzled, drew

away crying " Can't see it," threw up my
hands to guard my head, and the ball stuck

in my left hand.

Now, I do not know whether the stopping of

the game owing to appeals for light has im-

proved the game or not; but two things are

certain : one is that these interruptions are very

annoying to the spectators, and the other is

that they are meant, whether they do so or not,

to favour the batsman.

I feel, therefore, justified in holding that as

regards the above evolutions in and about the
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grounds, and in the conduct of the game as

regards Hght, everything has tended to help

the batsman. On the other hand, the bowler

has been helped by the anxiety of the umpires

not to order a recommencement of the game
too soon after rain. Spectators are often very

fretful over this; but if they knew how helpless

a bowler is when the footholes are full of mud,
they ought to be less disposed to complain,

and they should appreciate the desire of the

ground managers and the Elevens themselves

to play as soon as possible, which they have
evinced by the adoption of the various coverings

to keep the ground between, and close to, the

creases firm.

There remain two evolutions, not connected

with the grounds, but the conduct of the game,
which I regard as of the highest importance,

in that they have been most helpful to the

bowler. The first is the right to call for a new
ball after 200 runs have been scored, the other

is the tea interval. The advantage of the first

is unquestionable, and it is a wonder the change

was not adopted earlier; but cricketers are so

conservative.

I regard M.C.C. in General Meeting assembled

as an institution more highly tenacious of old

customs than any I have ever had experience

of. For years we went on playing with the
10
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one ball, however long the innings, and however
much it had been injured by rain and batting.

It is extraordinary what an amount of battering

a good ball will stand without materially

altering its shape, or the seams breaking; but

that it loses its capacity for spin is universally

admitted.

The second is not, I dare say, universally

admitted, but I have so often seen a long

batting stand dissolved after the tea interval

that, having been rather, though not violently,

opposed to it at first, I have quite come round
to the conclusion that, on the whole, it is an
advantage to the bowler, and therefore is a

commendable evolution.

Batting

I have been so venturesome as to advance

above the opinion that I don't see much im-

provement in the batting of the present day
over that of the past ; but I should explain that

I mean of the period since about 1904 as com-
pared with the preceding periods. I am not

including such a prodigy as W. G. Grace. I

don't suppose anyone claims to have been

better than the *' Old Man," but in the genera-

tion after him I consider MacLaren and Fry
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to have set the best example of correct batting

conceivable : unfortunately their imitators have

deviated from the straight path.

I have above pointed out that owing to the

bowlers putting their fields on the off-side and

using the off-break, the batsman were com-

pelled to try to make runs on the on -side, and,

as long as they kept the left shoulder up, and
presented the full face of the bat, there was

nothing to criticize: but another prodigy came
along, Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji, and the

attempt to copy his style produced, some
fifteen years ago, a deplorable evolution. His

exceptional eye enabled him with safety to
" glide " the ball with only a half-face of the

bat; and all the schoolboys in the kingdom
were tempted to emulate his remarkable per-

formances, with the result that a style, altogether

incorrect according to the best-known tutors

of the game, was gradually introduced. Instead

of keeping his left shoulder forward and left

elbow up, the batsman faced the bowler, so as

to be ready to place, or glide, the ball to the

on-side, thereby paralyzing his capacity for

the cut, off drive, and straight drive, and the

bowler was not slow to take advantage of the

opening by developing anew the old '' bias " or

break from leg.

At last, the old fogies could stand it no longer,
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and we raised our voices in anguish and protest

in 1910.

Let me say this much for myself; I hope I

am not so decrepit, nor so bigoted an admirer

of the past, as not to be able to adapt myself

to change of style and of opinion as the advance

of time requires, and if I could have felt that

the change of style, which some of us critics

deprecated, was necessitated by factors which

were not present from, say, i860 to 1890, I

would not have ventured to comment adversely

on it. But, except as regards one factor, which

I will allude to presently, I could not see that

there was anything necessitating a style which, in

its worst form, would make those great masters

of style and great tutors R. A. H. Mitchell, I. D.

Walker, and H. H. Stephenson, hold up their

hands in horror. This is what I wrote at the

time and published in Wisden's Almanack, 1910

:

" I regret to have to say so, but I do declare

that in the little first-class cricket I see nowa-
days I have seen more bad batting this year
than I can remember to have seen in any
previous year; and I fear that a bad style is

spreading, for I know from conversation with
young cricketers that this style is not condemned
by them ; and I therefore venture in the interests

of English cricket, and for the welfare of school

cricketers, now, while there is yet time, to raise

one voice at any rate against it.
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" I have already said that I cannot see m
the contingent factors anything to necessitate

this bad style. The wickets are unquestionably
far easier than in the period I mention. A
contemporary of mine wrote to me this year:
* I've been getting a lot of runs on tour, but
really on these modern bread-and-butter wickets
it is no credit to me.'

" The placing of the field does not necessitate

it, for that has not materially altered, except
for the preference of three short slips to two
short slips and a point—I mean a legitimate

point, not a deep cover-point square. The
bowling is not more accurate than it was; I

doubt if it is as accurate as in the days of

Willsher, Alfred Shaw, Attewell, Martin, and
others I could name.

'

'The only difference in the bowling is that there
are nowadays more * hammering ' fast bowlers
who try for the short-slip catch, but that in itself

does not necessitate the modern style which we
old-fashioned critics deprecate; and there are
more, but there always were swervers, and the
old style with the left shoulder up was quite
equal to resisting their peculiar form of attack.

** And now having advanced my premises,
let me make quite clear what I, at any rate,

am railing against. It is not getting in front

of the wicket when the ball requires that action,

but getting in front of the wicket unneces-
sarily, to the detriment of the batsman's
freedom of action, and not infrequently what-
ever the ball be—off, straight, leg, short, or
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pitched up; in fact^ being predisposed to get

in front, and all batsmen know how dominant
is predisposition. And it is not merely the
unnecessary getting in front of the wicket, but
it is the getting in front and facing the bowler
which is playing havoc with some of our young
batsmen whose eyes are evidently all right: for

I put it to the greatest admirers of the modern
style, and I put it with confidence that the

answer must be * No. Can you possibly cut or

drive as well when you are facing the bowler
as when you have the left shoulder up ?' If

the answer is, as I submit it must be, in the

negative, then surely it must be admitted that

by facing the bowler the batsman is limiting

his capacity for attack ; and, indeed, I go further,

and question whether he is improving his

defence except as regards one ball, which is the

factor I said I would presently refer to.

" As regards getting in front, I draw a dis-

tinction between getting in front and getting

in front unnecessarily. I say without any
hesitation that all of us, as long as I can remem-
ber, have got in front, and had to get there

for certain balls. To get well over a short to

good length ball outside the off stump you
must put your right leg in front; it is unavoid-
able. To keep the toe close to the bat when
playing forward at the pitched-up ball outside

the off stump it is unavoidable to put the left

leg in front, and therefore I, personally, have
never been able to agree with the extremists

against getting in front.
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" On certain wickets and against certain

bowlers it is impossible to stay there and score

without getting constantly in front. I imagine
the finest innings I ever saw played was
Shrewsbury's on an impossible Lord's wicket

against Spofforth's bowling from the Pavilion

end, breaking back and getting up constantly.

Shrewsbury played back to everything he
possibly could, and only attempted to score

off straight balls breaking to leg, and his eye

and judgment were such that he made, on one
of the worst wickets imaginable, 164. To do
this he must have been constantly in front, of

course, and it paid. So pray understand, my
young friends, that I am not declaiming against

getting in front per se : it is the bad habit of

a predisposition to get in front and face the

bowler on all sorts of wickets, and against all

styles of bowling, and for every ball, that I

venture to think is spoiling your play.
" And now I come to the one contingent

factor which I think has mduced this style of

play, and perhaps necessitated it; and that is

the fast swerving ball from the off. I have
played Walter Wright several times, and others

who had this swerve; and I do admit that a
batsman does strengthen his defence, at the

commencement of his innings, by intentionally

and dehberately getting in front and facing the

bowler at the commencement of his innings.
" The danger with this in-swerve is not somuch

that the off ball will swerve in and beat the

bat (though that, of course, is possible) as that
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the straight ball will swerve and bowl you off

your legs. Now, by getting in front you get

your legs out of the way, and may get a bye
or two; and will certainly upset both bowler
and wicket-keeper. You do not run much risk

of getting l.b.w., for it is not so often that the

off ball swerves on to the wicket, but that the
straight ball swerves to leg.

" This swerve, then, having a very limited

range of danger, I submit that to depart from
a style of play which has been the first principle

of good batting—I mean that principle which
includes the left shoulder up and the full face

of the bat, which, through many decades, has
proved its excellence so surely that every
cricket tutor of renown has advocated it

—

merely to meet more surely one rare ball is

altogether wrong and unjustifiable. The new
style is an exaggeration and distortion of an
attitude, occasionally adopted—and perhaps
for that one rare ball rightly—by the best

batsmen of recent years; it leads to a cross bat,

and less than the full face; it is insidiously,

dangerously attractive when used successfully;

but it is, in the opinion of us who protest,

reducing materially the capacity of some of

our brilliant younger cricketers to play success-

fully all sorts of bowling on all sorts of wickets,

and we hope that our agitation against it will have
such effect on the cricket tutors of the present

day that they will rigorously discourage it."

I am glad to notice—whether due to our

protests or not—a decided diminution in a
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style as horrible as the title by which it was
described

—

i.e., the two-eyed stance. But now,

ten years after those protests, another innova-

tion is creeping in, I fear—that is, the shifting

right foot. The right foot must, of course, be

shifted for certain balls; but the very reverse

of habitually. Hobbs does it, and, of course,

most successfully; but the majority of young
cricketers are not, and never will be, anywhere
near Hobbs, and to think they can reach his

excellence by imitating his style is a delusion.

I trust that the cricket coaches will discourage

the shifty foot as resolutely and as successfully

as they did the two-eyed stance.

Other than the above innovations, I do not

think there has been any noticeable evolution.

The great bats of the past, if they could play

with their pristine youth and vigour, would
hold their own without difficulty on the easier

wickets: amongst the cracks of to-day, R. A. H.
Mitchell would be as commanding, C. I. Thorn-

ton as powerful, W. Yardley as brilliant, W. L.

Murdoch as correct, Cuthbert Ottaway and
A. P. Lucas as stubborn, as any now playing,

and in my opinion W. G. Grace as unrivalled

as he always was.
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Fielding

In this department the evolutions have been
principally in three positions, all behind the

wicket. The long-stop has disappeared, and,

with a capable wicket-keeper, to advantage.

Notwithstanding this, he used to get to catches

which now sail safely over the wicket-keeper

and short-slips' heads, and on the leg side he

occasionally had a chance of running a man out

at the bowler's end. This change has been
brought about by the extraordinary improve-

ment in wicket-keeping. Better grounds and
better gloves have helped them, but apart from
those advantages, the wicket-keepers of to-day

unquestionably stand up to the bowling with

greater determination than in my earliest days.

That great cricketer and wicket-keeper, Edward
Gower Wenman, used gloves, I believe, little

thicker than lined dogskin, and did not pretend

to take every ball ; and from my own experience

as long-stop as late as 1890, I say unhesitatingly

that more balls passed the wicket-keeper then

than do now, though I have stood behind such

courageous wicket-keepers as E. F. S. Tylecote

and Edward Henty, who were quite indifferent

to hard blows. Probably there are fewer leg

balls bowled, and that would make a great

difference. I saw Fielder bowl at Gravesend
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once for an hour, and he bowled only one

ball to leg.

Of course, where the wicket-keeper stands

back, as he constantly does, for fast or swerving

bowlers, the long-stop would be superfluous;

but extraordinary performances have been done

by wicket-keepers standing up to fast bowling

through long innings of even 400, to whom the

line

—

"Though Jimmy Dean as long-stop would but seldom

grant a bye
"

—might well

—

mutatis mutandis—apply. I think,

therefore, that notwithstanding the advantages

of better gloves, and better grounds, we may
justly claim that the evolution in wicket-keeping

has been remarkable, though I am not going to

admit that I see more brilhant bits than those

when Pinder stumped A. W. Ridley off a leg-side

dead shooter of Allan Hill's on the Christ Church

ground ; or when Blackham caught and ran out

Leland Hone off a fast yorker of Spofforth's

between legs and wicket at Melbourne; or when
Pilling stumped Alfred Lyttelton off one of Cross-

land's fastest between body and wicket at Lord's.

The other noticeable alteration is the three

short-slips, which with a swerving bowler is

certainly a useful innovation. I forget now
how often I caught W. L. Murdoch at short-slip
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in the matches we played together, but I am
sure that if we had, in his days, had more short-

sHps, we should have shortened some of his

long innings. But I sometimes doubt whether,

especially when wickets are hard, the " short "-

slip theory is not overdone, and whether two
short and another long, about fifteen to twenty

yards from the wicket, might not be more
efficacious.

County Cricket

Finally, there is the extraordinary develop-

ment of County cricket, which I have dealt

with elsewhere, and the corresponding increase

of interest taken in County matches—so great

that it would be impossible nowadays to

arrange a representative North v. South match
without an understanding with the Counties

concerned to release their best men for the

match. They do so for England v. a Dominion
Eleven, and for Gentlemen v. Players, but they

would certainly decline for any other match,

interesting though it might be.

These, then, are the evolutions I have noticed

in my time, and I am happy to feel sure that

they have not hurt the game; and that it retains

the firmest hold on the admiration of the

British public.



CHAPTER VI

SOME GREAT PLAYERS

" Now, Muse, exert thy vigour, and describe the mighty chieftains."

James Love.

Does the rising generation care to read about

the giants of the past as I did ? I expect not.

There were very few in my time who could

have stood a cross-examination about the

Hambledon worthies—what cricketer had to

use a grooved bat-handle because his fingers

were stunted by a burn, which of them used to

rub his bleeding knuckles in the dust, which of

them " did allow he ne'er could pitch but o'er

a brow." I fancied I could see Sir Horace
Mann swishing off in his agitation the daisy-

heads at Dandelion in Thanet when the Kent
men were getting the worst; and what would

I not have given, or for the matter of that give

now, to see one over from David Harris—to see

that " graceful curve of the arm " and the " ball

raised to the forehead " ! and to hear the

encouragement from the Hambledon crowd,
" Go hard !—go hard ! Tich and turn

—

tich

and turn !" How many members of M.C.C.

know that there is a thumb-nail sketch of David
145
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Harris at Lord's, and where it is ? So far as

I know, the only likeness of him that exists:

I'll not say where it is, for fear of a raid. When
I saw it for the first time I could hardly

realize that we had secured such a prize, and
on the same sheet there are sketches of Lord
Frederick Beauclerk, old Lord Beldham, and
Tom Walker. Have they and their predecessors

a good pitch in the Elysian fields, and do they

welcome us as we join their ranks, and are they
satisfied that we have kept the game going in

the spirit in which they laid down its tradi-

tions ? I think we have done our best, and
therefore I hope so. The Peninsular War made
a sad gap in the annals of cricket. There was
some play, but the great patrons were immersed
in more serious affairs, and the big matches
gradually dwindled down, according to the

records, to just one or two; but there were some
great names: Lord Frederick Beauclerk, George

Osbaldeston (the Squire), Mr. Budd, and Mr.

Ward; and one whom we have to thank for

handing down to us an account of the Hamble-
don players—John Nyren. My cricket library

includes a few much valued old books, be-

queathed to me by Fred Gale (the " Old
Buffer "), but long before I received them
I had read of these and other old worthies,

in Mr. Pycroft's "The Cricket Field" and
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" Cricketana," from which I gleaned most of

my cricket lore, and much, too, of the theory

of batting. Mr. Pycroft used to pervade the

Brighton ground in my young days wearing a

blue Inverness cape with velvet collar. Now,
here is an interesting link with the past:

Herbert Jenner, the celebrated wicket-keeper

—

" Jenner, of wicket-keepers the King
"

—played in the great matches at Lord's from

1827 to 1836, and must have been born about

1806. My old friend and Captain, C. I. Thorn-
ton, tells me that when a very small boy of

about twelve, he was taken over to Great

Mongeham, near Canterbury, and played with

Herbert Jenner-Fust as he then was, a linking

up of nearly 100 years, as Jenner must have
been playing in 1820 or earlier, and Thornton
only left off in 1906. I cannot attempt to

rival such a reminiscence, but of the great

players of the sixties I had some knowledge.

I knew a good many by sight, and used to

discuss and compare their play with anyone
who would condescend to listen. And amongst
the oldest I actually played with William

Martingell
—

" Granny," as he was affectionately

termed at Eton, where he bowled in his latter

days and lived till his death. He was born

in 1818, and played for Kent from 1841 to 1852
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with the great players of the old Kent Eleven;
and as I played for Kent as late as 1911 in one
match, there is a linking up of active County
cricket of seventy-two seasons. Martingell was
a very accurate bowler of the Hillyer-Lillywhite

type, breaking slightly from the legs on to the

wicket. He told me he once bowled 100 balls

to Fuller Pilch for one run—for Surrey against

Kent, I suppose, for he was Pilch's pupil, but

he was born in Surrey, and after his engagement

with Kent ceased, went back to the County of

his birth. Pilch batting to him on that occa-

sion must have been something like A. P.

Lucas [" Bunny ") batting to Shaw and Morley,

when it used to be said that the bowler only

needed a mid-on and mid-off, as he played so

straight back; but, mark you, hard enough to

go to the boundary generally—there was no

letting the ball hit the bat with him.

Casting an eye to the future, I played in 1918

at Lord's, fifty years after my debut there for

Eton V. Harrow, with A. P. F. Chapman;
and if that most promising young player is

still—as I hope he may be—playing thirty

years hence, there will be an active linking

through myself to Granny Martingell of no
years.

These are, however, but the maunderings of

senility, pleasant enough to the aged, but
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probably skipped contemptuously by the

youthful; still, I venture to warn them lest the

evil days come when they may wish, as I do
now, that they had taken a pleasure in hearing

from an eye-witness of the style and the doings

of bygone generations of cricketers.

It has been the fashion of late to compound
imaginary " best " teams, selected from Elevens

of the period known to the compounder. I

suppose the composition served to pass the time

of compounder and consumer; but I confess I

could not arouse an interest in the result.

Comparisons are impossible, or at any rate

valueless; the conditions have changed so much.
Of what use is it for me, who have seen them
and played with some of them, to try to com-
pare Jackson and Willsher with Mold and
Charley Blythe, or George Parr and Alfred

Lubbock with George Hirst and R. E. Foster ?

How is it possible to draw any satisfactory

comparison between the old Hambledon Eleven

with the Kent Eleven of 1906, as complete an
Eleven in all departments as I ever saw, and
fired with ambition ?

But to know something of cricket as it was
played of old, and what the cricketers looked

like, and what were their special characteristics,

is a different matter, and bitterly do I now
regret that I never talked with my father about

II
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the play and the players of the period 1825-

1840. He was quite a good player himself, and

most anxious to help me at the game, but

most reserved, and I was then more enthused

with the present than the past. He bowled the

old-fashioned underhand with arm close to the

side and a slight off-break : not difficult to play,

but not easy to score off. The only thing in his

cricket talk of the past that I can remember

is his immense admiration for Alfred Mynn.
That feeling seems to have been universal, for

the Lion of Kent had evidently a most equable

temper and lovable nature, and we naturally

regret that we have not seen him and other of

the great players of the past; but to try to

compare the value of their exploits with those

of the greatest players of this generation seems

to me to be waste of time. For instance, in

1844 Alfred Mynn got 142 wickets, and scored

439 runs. Put that alongside of George Hirst

in 1906, when he took 208 wickets and scored

2,385 runs. It is impossible to bring these two
performances within comparable distance; but

they are both admirable, and that may well

content us. As I have said, possibly ad nauseam,

what causes the impossibility of comparison is

the heavy roller and the mowing-machine.

Spencer Ponsonby-Fane told me that un-

doubtedly, before the advent of these machines.
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the grass on the pitch was longer, and shooters

therefore more common, and we, even in these

days of bread-and-butter wickets, know well

what a difference an innocent-looking patch of

trefoil on the pitch will make, and how it will

convert an otherwise perfect into an almost

dangerous wicket.

But, though I have missed the opportunities

of talks with the old players, others have been

wiser. Here is a bit from Fred Gale's writings,*

which will be of interest, at any rate, to Kentish

people: he had a talk with Fuller Pilch at

Canterbury in 1875 (he had seen him play as

long before as 1841), and it is interesting to

learn how the country-side arranged for and
enjoyed cricket in those days:

" * Look at the names of our supporters: Mr.
Wykeham Martyn, Mr. Twisden Hodges, Lord
Sondes, Lord Harris, Mr. Selby, of Town
Mailing, and half a score more in the County,
and plenty of them outside the County, too;

Squire Chamberlayne, in Hampshire; Mr.
Charles Taylor and Mr. Goring, in Sussex; all

the Hoare family, in Surrey; Mr. Ward and
Mr. Bowdler, and lots more, at Lord's—why,
you might keep on counting till the end of your
life, and never name half of them. When they
wanted a match they would send for Ned

* Extracted from Baily's Magazine with the kind per-

mission of the proprietors.
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Wenman and me, and say, " We want a good
match; can you do it ?" Well, then we used
to reckon what it would come to, and they were
at our backs if there was any money wanted;
but we never asked for it if we made a good
thing. Now, don't you see, here was the

difference between those times and these : there

were few railways, and matches were scarce,

and some of our Eleven put on different sides

would draw all the country round for a two-
days' match in a nobleman's park; for instance,

Mr. Felix and Alfred Mynn were given one side,

and Ned Wenman and me and Adams the

other. Then, don't you see, we were out for a

two days' holiday, and the whole town enjoyed

themselves, and the principal innkeepers used

to arrange to have our company on different

nights ; and very often a lot of gentlemen would
come, too, and hear a song, for we had rare

singing about in the county; and if Mr. Felix

had his fiddle with him—for he could make
music on anything from a church organ to a

pair of tongs—it was a treat. I remember one

night when there was a concert, or theatricals,

or something, Mr. Felix was playing in the

band, and old Lillywhite was sitting behind him
and saw the music, and he said, " Muster Felix,

you are bound to have an overthrow or two
over all those crooked notes."

'

*' * But, Pilch, how about the cricket the next

day after a long evening ?'

" ' 1 used to manage that. Two glasses of

gin and water were about my allowance; and
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when some of the company were askmg me to
drink, I told the landlord, '' Let the gentleman
pay, and you leave the gin out of my glass;"

and nobody knew it^ but I was wetting my
pipe with cold water half the evening. Aye,
and haven't I seen some good company in

many a butler's private room when we were
playing a great match ! Aye, and drank rare
good stuff, too ! The gamekeepers used to
drop in by accident, and the ladies'-maids and
the housekeeper ; and I have known some of the
young gentlemen staying in the big house come
down and smoke their cigars, and talk cricket.'

" * Now, Pilch, let's run over some of the old
eleven.'

" ' All right, sir; now for the bowling. Alfred
Mynn and Hillyer, with Tom Adams, Martingell,
Hinkly, and Edgar Willsher somewhat later,

and Mr. Frederick Fagge for a change. Very
often we didn't want the change, if the ground
was strong enough to bear Alfred Mynn, for if

the ground was rotten he dug a grave with his
left foot. Ground and weather didn't matter to
Hillyer; rough or smooth, wet or dry, sand or
mud, he could put a ball on a sixpence, and he
did just what Ned Wenman told him. You
remember when the ground was a httle hard,
how Alfred would drop her short, and the ball

would cut right across from the on to the off,

and hum like a top. When he first began, ne'er
a man in England but his brother Walter would
long-stop for him, and I have something to say
about him presently, and long-stopping too.
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" * I think long-stopping is generally better
now, for the ground is rolled for long-stop, and
he is made one of the most important men in

the field.'
"

Fancy having to stop Alfred Mynn when the

ground for long-stop was not rolled. In a

preceding generation there was a celebrated fast

bowler, Brown of Brighton, and his long-stop,

Dench, used to protect himself with a stuffed

sack. We had to long-stop in my day on some
fairly rough grounds, but the roller had been
applied.

*

'
* Just think of Ned Wenman behind a

wicket; was there ever a better? He didn't

stop every ball, or every other ball perhaps,
for he left his long-stop to do his own work.
" What's the good of Mr. Walter Mynn for

long-stop," he used to say, " if I am to do all

his work and knock my hands to pieces ?—No;
let him do his work, and I will do mine." *

"

I met Edward Gower W^enman and Walter

Mynn once at Canterbury in the Week—large,

silent men—and also the Rev. Frederick Fagge,

who used to play sometimes as Mr. Fredericks.

Spencer Ponsonby told me that Bob Grimston

could not play him, and on one occasion, when
he had been bowled by Fagge, he returned to

the pavilion, threw his bat down, and said:

" I wish that Fagge was dead." " Oh no,
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Bob, no !" they remonstrated; " not as bad as

that !" '' Well, then, I wish they'd make him
a Bishop."

" ' I can see Ned Wenman now,' said Fuller,
* with his eye on the batsman's foot and crease,

without any pads or gloves; and as sure as a

man showed a sign of drawing his foot, he took

her close to the bails and just broke the wicket,

and looked at the umpire if he thought it was
out; and it was very seldom that e'er an umpire
said " No " to him, for he was a real good
judge.'

" ' There was another rare pull we had, for

it so chanced that there never was a better

short-slip than Hillyer, or than Alfred Mynn;
one hand was good enough for Alfred, for his

fist was about the size of a small shoulder of

mutton. Lord ! what a man he was when he

was about thirty years of age—six feet two,

and near upon eighteen stone, all bone and
muscle, when he played Dearman in 1838. He
was sleeping at Town Mailing, and he called me
into his bedroom when he was dressing to

play, and was standing without his shirt on,

and he said, '' Fuller, do I look fit to play

to-day ?" Why, he looked fit to carry a church
and a whole congregation round the town, for he

trained for that match as if he was going to fight.

" ' You remember the old Eleven ? Tom
Adams in the long-field and Mr. Felix point.

There was a pair for you. How often did you
ever see Tom Adams miss a catch, or miss
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throwing a wicket down, if Mr. Felix called to
him to throw in the chance of throwing a man
out ? and how often did you see Mr. Felix allow
an overthrow if he called on Adams to take
a shot ?—why, never, and that's about it.'

"

That reminds me very much of the Kent
Eleven of 1911. They all and very often threw
at the wicket, and with great success, and there

was always someone backing-up. And I do
believe—though it is quite contrary to my
bringing up—that this practice is excellent for

a young Eleven: it keeps them on the qui vive,

it makes the batsman cautious, and it is cer-

tainly exhilarating for spectators; but in this,

as in most things, the happy mean has to be
found, and it should not be resorted to when
the catch or long-hop suffices. Now for a lesson

from Fuller on batting.

" * When we came to our batting we managed
to all work together somehow. Ned Wenman
played back and out, and I was about the

most forward player in England; and between
us we puzzled the bowlers sometimes. My
play, as you know, was a good deal what they
called " Pilch's poke," because I relied on
smothering the ball, and drove her forward.

I never liked playing against Alfred Mynn, for

he and I were like brothers in the first place,

and m the second, he would drop 'em short

and put all the steam on if the ground was
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hard, for he knew my play; and people mayn't
think it, but a short-pitched ball, cutting right

across from the on to the ofi, is about the nastiest

stuff you can have; for if she shoots she wants
a deal of play to stop her, and if she jumps up
" knuckle high " it is a job to keep her away
from short-slip, or from popping up.

" ' But Mr. Fehx in his own day was my
man. He was not so safe as Mr. Charles

Taylor, of Sussex, or Joseph Guy, of Notting-

ham, or Ned Wenman, or perhaps me; but

when he got to work, and the ground and the

light suited him, it was a wonderful sight to

see him bat. He knew the whole science of the

game, and had a hand and eye such as no one
e'er beat him at; and when he saw a ball was
pretty well safe to keep outside the off stump,
it was a beautiful thing to see him throw his

right foot forward—for, as you remember, he
was left-handed—and do a little bit of tip-

toeing, with his bat over his shoulder; and if

he did get the ball full, and it missed the

watchers, you heard her hit the palings on the

off-side almost as soon as she left his bat.'
"

Sound advice all of it, and as sound for the

present day as for eighty years ago, and can

you not see Felix gathering himself for that

off stroke ?

" ' And what a temper Mr. Felix had ! and
what a laugh, too ! and didn't he like to go on
with old Lillywhite a bit ? He used to have a
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little joke when he came in; he would go into
the middle, and pick up a little bit of paper
or straw, or what not, and look up to old Lilly-

white, who was a little impatient, waiting with
the ball in his hand. " Good-morning, Mr.
Lillywhite ; halloa ! a cricket match on to-day,
eh ? and you a-bowling ?—well, let's have an
innings !"

Well, old Lillywhite would be a little bit

cross, perhaps, sometimes, and would answer
him a little sharp and, " You go and mind your
batting, Mr. Fehx, and I wiU mind my
bowling;" audit was wonderful to see the care
Mr. Felix took for an over or two. It was no
use sending him up one to hit with an England
or Sussex field round until Mr. Felix felt " set ";

but directly he knew that hand and eye were
master, to it he went, and if he got the chance
he did punish the bowling.'

Do you remember the match at Canter-
bury, Kent V. England, in 1842, Fuller ?'

Just what I do remember; there were four
or five good hands made in that match against

England, and so there were against us. Mr.
Felix and I and Alfred Mynn were in pretty
near a whole day against eight bowlers, and
over 750 balls were bowled in the first hands.
Tom Barker and Joseph Guy made the long
hands for England, and our side bowled almost
as many balls. Kent got 278, and England 266.

And then the ground was so cut up that Lilly-

white and Dean, without a change, got the lot

of us out for 44 in our second hands, and Kent
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lost by nine wickets.* When we got the 278,
one of the Kentish farmers offered thirty pounds
to one on Kent, and an officer at Canterbury
took him four times over, and old Top-boots did

sigh when he went home for his canvas bag
to pay up. A deal of money was lost on that
match; for though there was not much betting,

like as on a race-course, the farmers did like

their sovereign or five pounds on Kent, and
they were not happy till they got on a trifle.

They used to offer to take a sovereign from me
before going in, and pay me a shilling a run;
and a good thing I made of it sometimes. And
then—some of them—they would give me the
shilling a run and my own sovereign back, too,

if Kent won.'
"

That is good reading, isn't it ?

" How the hopmen eyed their hero, massive, muscular and
tall,

As he stood amongst the players like a King amongst
them all."

And here is the conclusion and a moral in one

:

" ' I know this, that we played for the honour
of the County and the love of the game first;'

"

and I venture to affirm that those are the

sentiments that animate cricketers still, the

* The famous Emilius Bayley, who carried his bat

through Kent's second innings for 17, recalled later that
" the Kent people thought we had sold the match, which

of course was nonsense, but Alfred Mynn was hissed in

Maidstone Market."
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honour of the side and pure love of the game,
both professionals and amateurs.

Now, in the course of the above conversation,

Fuller displayed some jealousy of the amateur
cricketer; they were like brothers, these cele-

brated cricketers, and they clung together and
opposed the introduction of new blood; and
went on playing so long that, as I suspect,

youngsters were discouraged, and as a result

there was eventually a collapse, so complete
that for years Kent did not recover it; and
Fuller indeed acknowledged that they went on
too long. There is a lesson in this for County
Committees. Every effort should, in my
opinion, be made to have a strong element of

amateur talent and of young ones coming on,

and the Captain must be ruthless in dropping

out the old 'uns when they have evidently

become passengers. One of the last things

Charley Blythe said to me, before he left for the

Front never to return, was that he would not

be fit for the County Eleven when the War was
over; he knew what there was of spin left in

his bowling, and that without that he would not

be good enough.

Now I suppose it will be regarded with some
astonishment when I say that when I took up
County cricket I was as one preaching in the

wilderness. I remember at an M.C.C. dinner
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being almost laughed at for a vehement exhorta-

tion to the Gentlemen to give up their country-

house cricket, and support their Counties;

rather different from what we see nowadays

—

amateurs ready to sacrifice everything in the

way of leisure and companionable society for

the honour of a place in the County Eleven.

In the great matches of the sixties one does

not find many amateurs playing for either All

England or the United All England, and not

much wonder, perhaps; there would have been

no companionship at all touring the country

with either of those professional teams. The
professional had to live, he could not make a

livelihood out of the few County matches that

were then played: and his only chance was to

join one or other of these teams and play against

odds if he had the ambition to distinguish him-

self. Look at the first England Eleven to go

to America, George Parr's team of 1859, ^^^ ^

right good team too, but entirely professional.

I yield to no one in admiration of the pro-

fessional cricketer, and I have for years exhorted

them to aim at the highest standard of con-

duct, and congratulated them on what they

have achieved; but I do believe in mixing up,

in having both amateurs and professionals

in the representative teams. An Australian

gentleman once said to me he hoped to see the
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professional cricketer eradicated from the

cricket-field: I unhesitatingly retorted I hoped
not, for it would mean the lowering of the

standard of cricket in England.

It is not inappropriate, I hope, to introduce

here something I wrote to The Times about

Amateurs and Professionals in 1909

:

"It is with considerable hesitation that I

respond to the invitation to write something
about the troublesome question of ' Amateurs
and Professionals ' in the more popular pastimes.

The cobbler must stick to his last, and I

naturally take ' Cricket ' as my guide; but I

am by no means sure that what suits cricket

will necessarily suit football and ' athletic

sports,' in which two pastimes the question,
' What is an amateur ?' seems to recur most
frequently, though the governing body of

Henley Regatta has also had to deal with it.

However, I trust no harm will be done or

offence caused by a consideration of the problem
as we find it to-day in the cricket world.

" Why is it, then, that in two of the most
popular pastimes—football and athletics—so

much ire can be roused over the question of

amateur and professional, while in a third

—

cricket—it is viewed with a calm indifference ?

Last year the world of Association football was
rent in twain over it; and humble and harm-
less individuals who, for the sport of the thing,

had patronized the Football Association were
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ostracised by that body because they thought

they might with equal justice patronise the

game as displayed by the Amateur Football

Association. Now the Rugby football world is

apparently convulsed by somewhat similar

causes. Why is it that we do not allow the

subject to trouble us in the cricket world ?

Have we reached Nirvana ? I think not

—

there seem to be plenty of enthusiasm and
activity still; or are we still struggling through
stages of development long anterior to that

reached by other pastimes ? Surely not, for

in cricket we have had an acknowledged and
welcomed professionalism for two hundred years.

May we not rather assume that we have passed

through the scathing fires, and may we not,

without arrogance, suggest that what may seem
indifference is in truth the wisdom of experience,

and possibly worth studying, and that from
our store of experiences may be gleaned some
facts that may help other pastimes to treat the

problem with less rancour ?

" Deep in the records of the Committee of the

M.C.C. will be found a sapient definition some-
thing to this effect :

' That cricketer is not an
amateur who makes a profit out of playing the

game.' That has a fine legislative ring about
it, but unfortunately it fails in an important
particular—it omits to define what is * profit '

;

and what that may be no man, despite Dr.

Johnson and W. and R. Chambers, and auditors

galore, can say for certain. However, it was
a very innocent and innocuous effort at defini-
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tion, and has been relegated to its appropriate
place on the pavement of good intentions. It

is at least twenty years since that axiom was
laid down, and it may be 2,000 years before

any cricketer will attempt to utilize it. And
why ? Because we do not see any urgent
necessity for keeping up a marked distinction

between amateurs and professionals—marked
distinction, that is to say, resting on remunera-
tion, for a much clearer line of distinction exists

—namely, the daily avocation, the profession of

theman ; that is perfectly well known, and there is

no need to seek for a more accurate definition.
* * The real distinction is not whether A

receives £5 or £2 for playing in a match, not

whether B receives £200 and his expenses, or

£50 and his expenses for representing England
in a tour; but does he make his livelihood out

of playing the game, is it his daily occupation

in its season, does he engage himself day in

and day out to play it from May i to August 31 ?

If he does, then he is a professional, and he
knows he is a professional; and he recognizes

as convenient, and bows to those social regula-

tions which distinguish the amateur and pro-

fessional at cricket ; and what are these ? Well,

little more than this, that the rule of the ground
should be observed; and that the guests should

accept the arrangements made by their hosts.

For instance, the arrangements as regards

dressing-rooms and sitting-rooms are not iden-

tical on all grounds, but whatever they be they

are accepted without demur.
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' * On some grounds, therefore, the amateurs
approach the wicket from a different gate in

the paviHon from that used by the professionals;

on others both use the same. It is simply, as

already said, a case of courteously accepting
the rule of the ground on which you play.

The dress of both classes is identical as supplied
by County Clubs, and the only way nowadays
that one can distinguish an amateur in the field

is that many of them prefer to play bare-

headed. From old practice the prefix * Mr.'

or the affix ' Esq.' is still used; but no one lays

any particular store by them ; and if the English
professionals—say, in an England v. Australia

match—asked that initials only should be used,

it would probably initiate a universal change
without anyone's feelings being the least hurt.

Therefore, after two centuries of comradeship
on the field, amateurs and professionals have
agreed that in the republic of cricket there

is no need to encourage disputations on the
definition of an amateur. What the professional

is is quite clear, as clear as day ; but he, knowing
that the amateur regards him as his comrade,
does not trouble his head what words should
be used to describe clearly what is the difference

between them as cricketers, because the differ-

ence is not irksome or undignified to him. In
the republic of cricket the prizes go to the best,

and the best can demand—perhaps successfully

—the best terms. Well, that is the reward of

efficiency, and * ca' canny ' is not likely to upset
that natural rule at cricket.

13
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" At this moment there appears to be a
dispute between some of the best Australian
cricketers and the AustraHan Board of Control
as to what proportion of the ' gate ' shall be
given to the members of the next team of

Australian cricketers. It is a purely local

question, and though a share may largely

exceed the highest income earned by any English
professional, the question of amateur and pro-

fessional will not be raised thereby. Our
visitors will accept such arrangements for their

entertainment as the English clubs make for

them without question, just as our English
teams accept those made for them on their

Colonial tours, whatever the social status of this

or that individual may be.
" We have, in my opinion, reached that very

enviable stage where 'Manners makyth man,'
not money, whether that be taken in the form
of ' wage ' or of * expenses.' We have all for

years past, of both classes, been trying to raise

the status of the professional cricketer, and
successfully; and the higher he has risen, the
closer have become the bonds of comradeship
between him and the * amateur,' and the rude
and abusive professional will now be avoided by
those of his own profession as markedly as by
amateurs. The game in its highest forms is

controlled by clubs of which the professionals

are valued employes; they do not as a general

rule seek membership, and therefore they do
not infringe on purely amateur cricket; but if

an amateur club does play against one which
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includes professionals among its players, the

status of the former is in no way affected.
" The above is the position as regards

amateurs and professionals in cricket, in my
opinion. I can imagine this description will

considerably startle some cricketers ; but I think

after strict examination they will admit its

correctness, and I hope they will be able to feel

thankful that we have arrived at such a stage.

If so, we may justifiably recommend it for the

consideration of the supporters of other pastimes

in case there are elements in it adaptable with

advantage to them. As to that I do not

venture to advance an opinion. I stick to my
last."

But though amateurs did not play in the

England and United All England Eleven, the

Southern Counties could always depend on

some, if not the very best, and in the sixties

Surrey had three of the very best—Messrs.

Burbidge, Miller, and Dowson.

" You may praise the pluck of Burbidge, as he plays an

uphill match,

You may thunder cheers on Miller for a wondrous running

catch."

Mr. Dowson is still alive, and well, I hope, and
has had the great satisfaction of seeing his son

playing in the Eton v. Harrow and some great

first-class matches. That was a very good
Eleven Surrey had about then, and I knew them
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well by sight, names, some of them, to conjure

with—Caffyn, only recently passed away, and
Julius Caesar; and Mortlock, who was supposed
to rival Jemmy Dean as long-stop; George

Griffith, known also as Ben, a left-hand bowler

and great hitter:

" If George Griffith gets a loose one, he can send it far

away "

he hit George Bennett four balls running out

of the Hastings ground for six each; H. H.
Stephenson and Tom Lockyer, with their merry
faces. I played with the former in a Kent v.

Surrey match at the Oval in 1871. Some of my
batting companions may have noticed me using

—as a warning not to run—the huntsman's cry,

" Yoi Baik!" I picked it up from H.H., as he

was familiarly called to distinguish him from

Edwin ("Ned") Stephenson, the Yorkshireman

;

H.H. was huntsman to the Due d'Aumale's

harriers for a number of years: his great repu-

tation as a cricket coach was acquired at

Uppingham, whence there came, during his

time there, some very fine players, and especially

some very good fast bowlers

—

e.g., Rotherham
and Stanley Christopherson. Rumour had it

that he made boys bowl so close to a wall that

if they lowered their action they barked their

knuckles. I may deem myself very lucky to
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have seen these and other good players in the

early sixties, owing to my being at home and
in London, and not at a preparatory school ; for

when I emerged from the status pupillaris most

of them had passed out of the active sphere, and

unless one played in first-class cricket one had
little opportunity of seeing the cracks. I was
playing good amateur cricket, but very little

for the County until 1875, and there was, as

compared with the present day, very little

County cricket. Of course, one saw some fine

cricketers in Gentlemen v. Players at Lord's,

and one played against a few for the Oxford

Eleven, but the general impression left on me
was not such enthusiasm, either amongst players

or spectators, as is. now displayed. Better

travelling facilities, no doubt, have contributed

much to making the game most popular; but

the want of them did not stop the keen ones

getting about to country matches. I remember
the Hon. and Rev. John Marsham walking all

the way from the Mote to Sharsted Court, some
sixteen miles, playing all day and walking back

again afterwards. To all County and other

matches at the Mote I used to drive the twenty

miles for years; and after a County match, was
always stopped near Leeds Castle by Frederick

Hollands, the old County bowler, to tell him
what had happened.
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So that one did not know the great North-

erners as intimately as one does now; and we
read with awe of the Homeric struggles between

Yorkshire and Notts at Trent Bridge and

Sheffield, and wondered how any batsmen could

keep up their wickets against such experts as

Grundy, Wootton, Shaw and Morley, Freeman
and Emmett, and wondered, too, if we should

ever be good enough to try to play them; and

perhaps the great day came when we found that

a clear eye and a straight bat are very useful

whatever the bowling be, and that no bowler

is unplayable. I did, however, see the great

Cambridgeshire triumvirate—Hayward, Car-

penter, and Tarrant—who enabled Cambridge-

shire to put an Eleven in the field for a short

time. I saw Tarrant bowl several times: he had

a level action, tore up to the wicket, and alto-

gether looked to be as violent as possible; it

was said that the post-mortem examination

disclosed that his heart was much misplaced,

being far to the right of its proper position.

I played against Hayward—
" You may bowl your best at Hayward, and whatever style

you try

Will be vanquished by the master's steady hand and
certain eye

"

—and Carpenter on the Christ Church ground

at Oxford, and the former had an apoplectic fit
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in the middle of the match. This was, of course,

not the Tom Hayward of the twentieth, but the

Tom Hayward of the nineteenth century; he

was quite as distinguished as his successor and
nephew, who was imported by Surrey, and led

to the importation, also from Cambridgeshire,

of Hayward' s pupil, Hobbs. The elder Tom
Hayward was held to be the best exponent of

forward, Carpenter of back play. The latter's

usual place in the field was point—at quite a

respectful distance, I fancy; at any rate, far

enough off to warrant his doing with safety a

bit of unnecessary swagger. I saw him, more
than once, when a ball hit hard on the ground
was coming to him an easy long hop, turn

himself round on one foot and be in good time

to take the ball.

But I must not too long linger over the players

of old, though indeed I love to; there seem to

me to be a glamour, a fascination over the cricket

of the earlier part of the last century that can

never return. I expect it is all imagination,

and there was not really much difference between
the cricketers of then and now; but they were
the builders, the builders of tradition and style,

and we owe them our reverence for having well

and truly laid the courses, which we find now to

be so firm and secure. Let us salute those who
have passed.



CHAPTER VII

CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES, 1872

Canada
" So here's to them singly or taken together:

A finer set never yet hunted the leather.

Once more, then, I pledge you, with pleasure extreme,

The health of ' The Gentlemen Cricketers' Team.' "

This trip was quite an event in the cricket

world, for it was the first time an amateur

Eleven had ventured abroad. Two professional

teams had previously been across the Atlantic

—

George Parr's in 1859, and Willsher's in 1868;

but to get together eleven amateurs who could

spare the time, even the comparatively short

time necessary for seven or eight matches, was

no easy task, and the attempt very nearly failed.

How it came to be undertaken, and how it was

carried out, are fully recorded in " Wickets in

the West," by R. A. FitzGerald, the Hon.

Secretary of M.C.C. and the Captain of the

English team, and I am going to crib freely

from that delightful account of our trip, partly

because I cannot compare with that prince of

cricket reporters, Bob FitzGerald, and very

much because I prefer that my old chief should

172
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have the credit of a story now nearly fifty years

old. He writes

:

" In the summer of 1871, two gentlemen
interviewed the Secretary of the Marylebone
Club at Lord's Ground. The one, Captain
Wallace, of the 60th Rifles; the other, Mr. J. C.

Patteson, of Toronto. They there and then
unfolded a cricket scheme, pointing out to the

Secretary where Canada was, and explaining

who the Canadians were. The precaution was
necessary, as great ignorance prevailed in

England at this time respecting its colony. The
scheme amounted practically to this: Mr.

Patteson was instructed on the part of the

Canadians to invite an English Twelve to play

a series of matches in the Dominion. The
Twelve were to consider themselves as visitors,

expressly invited by the several cricketing

bodies in Canada. The Canadians proposed to

defray all expenses connected with the voyage
out and home, and generally to provide for the

comfort and passage of the visitors throughout
the Dominion.

" It was hinted at the same time that the
expedition might be extended to the United
States, as Mr. Patteson expressed an opinion

that a visit to New York, Philadelphia, and
Boston, would be hailed with satisfaction by
the cricketers south of 49°.

" The scheme was left in a crude state through-
out the winter, and in the spring, when to think
of cricket is less like suicide, the Secretary took
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measures to ascertain the feeling of his young
friends about crossing the water with their

cricket-bags. It took; he received flattering

promises from more quarters than he expected;
he had at least sixteen promises to go anywhere
and do anything under his guidance. This was
flattering but perplexing. The invitation was
limited to twelve; his next step was to sound
the note of public opinion, and though he met
with obj ections in some quarters, he was advised
generally that an offer so made should not be
rejected. He thereupon took it up in earnest.

The cable announced his intention to the other

side of the water, and a speedy reply expressed
the satisfaction of the Canadians. The Secre-

tary looked through his sixteen acceptances, and
invited eleven of them to dine with him at

Lord's on July 2. All present swore a solemn
oath—which we will not quote—that they
would be true to the tryst; the day appointed
for sailing was August 8. The original selection

consisted of R. A. FitzGerald, W. G. Grace,

V. E. Walker, R. D. Walker, C. L Thornton,
A. Lubbock, A. N. Hornby, A. Appleby, Hon.
G. Harris, R. A. Mitchell, J. W. Dale, R. D.
Balfour. This list soon eliminated itself.

" Mr. Thornton saw a picture in a shop-

window of a ship in distress, and read an article

on sea-sickness, that did not convince him that

he would be the lucky man in ten who escaped
mal de mer. He excused himself accordingly.

W. H. Hadow filled the gap. R. D. Balfour
disappeared, and in his place C. J. Ottaway
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popped up; J. W. Dale then jacked up; and
agony first fell upon the Secretary's mind.
Bowling, it will be observed, was only repre-

sented by Appleby, and the more the manager
thought of it, the less he slept; until one night

he dreamed that W. M. Rose and lobs might
be serviceable. He acted at once on the dream,
and plucking the Rose from its blushing bride,

pinned him to the Twelve. C. K. Francis was
next * added to the list '—very luckily, as a
young lady afterwards remarked. All went
merry as a muffin-man's bell until August 5.

Dies ircB. Ye Gods !—three days only before

starting and two vacancies suddenly occurred.

The Messrs. Walker were struck down by illness.

The Secretary has not much hair to lose, but
he squandered that little in handfuls. What was
to be done ? Canterbury was at its height;

there wasn't a day for weeks to come that
hadn't its match; there isn't a cricketer, nowa-
days, that is not claimed by at least three clubs.

Into highways, into byways, by dint of hansom
cab, by wire and post, by everything that was
sacred, in the name of everything unmention-
able, drove, telegraphed, wrote, prayed, and
swore the Secretary. His prayers, or male-
dictions, were heard: Edgar Lubbock and F.

Pickering turned up trumps, but the Secretary
was not sure that two more might not turn up
at Londonderry after all. However, fourteen

were more to be desired than ten. Much eased
in spirit, on August 7 the manager went down
to Liverpool. The trysting-spot was the
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Washington Hotel; twelve noon, on August 8,

the hour appointed. Right glad was he to see
half a dozen cricket-bags in the hall, and more
to come, according to the porter. Could it be ?

The Eleven were mustered. Farrands, the
umpire, answered to his name; the expedition
was a reality. The twelve apostles of cricket

were committed to their work."

But I do not think it is necessary to deal in

detail with more than one of the matches we
played. The rest were not of high merit or

interest, and are only worthy of note in order

to reproduce the very remarkable bowling of

Arthur Appleby and W. M. Rose, and the con-

sistent scoring of W. G. Grace. Our opponents

were not equal to the task of playing success-

fully that very fine bowler, Appleby, who would
in these latter days have probably been selected

for England. Left-hand, fairly fast, and most
accurate in both pitch and direction, he was far

too good for the great majority of those who
formed the Twenty-twos we played, many of

whom can have had but little experience of

cricket, let alone first-class cricket. In the

match V. Twenty-two of Ottawa, " Appleby's

analysis for both innings reads thus

:

Balls. Runs. Wickets.

i8o .. 20 .. 17

I doubt very much if any bowler has ever

bowled through an innings against a Twenty-
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two for 3 runs only ;" for in the first innings it

reads twelve wickets for 3 runs !

Unfortunately the analysis is not given in

FitzGerald's book for each match: the aggregate

result where it is recorded shows:

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. Average.

Appleby .

,

. . 345 . . 164 . . 276 . . 96 . . 2-88

Truly remarkable; but surpassed by George

Freeman, who in 1868 took 126 wickets for

221 runs; average, 1-75.

I make out that Appleby took in the tour

125 wickets for 259 runs; average, 2-07.

" Passing St. Ann's, Appleby was heard
muttering to himself; he was evidently in pain

—a cocktail was applied in the right place—he
was composing—he was composed—he gave
birth to a song. Tommy Moore was on every-

body's tongue, but in nobody's pocket. The
following ode is, therefore, almost original, as

the poet himself could only recall the chorus of

the Canadian boat-song, * Row, Brothers, Row,'
etc., etc.

:

SONG OF THE FAST BOWLER
St. Mary Ann, 1872.

" Stand to your stumps ! the toss is won;
I shall bowl you all out, ere the day is done;
Breathes the Kanuk who can withstand
The ball as it leaves my big left hand ?

Field, Brothers, field, my rapids are near
To the sticks, and the shooters a way will clear.
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" Rose may bowl at the other end;
May the breeze I spurn his slows befriend

No matter to me, if against the hill,

I am told to bowl, why, bowl I will

!

Field, Brothers, field, my rapids are near
To the sticks, and the shooters a way will clear.

" Ottaway's fingers tingle now;
Edgar to long-stop will show them how;
Gilbert at point shall take his post.

Of chances offered he grabs the most.
Field, Brothers, field, my rapids are near
To the sticks, and the shooters a way will clear.

" One on the knuckles ! the wicket's rough,

Another on the shins; they cry enough !

Middle stump, off stump, into mid-air,

I can drop her short, if to swipe they dare.

Field, Brothers, field, my rapids are near

To the sticks, and the shooters a way will clear.

" Tormentor they call me, I know not why,
From my deadly length, or my wicked eye ?

Take me off, let another try;

Jealousy passes an Apple-by,
Field, Brothers, field, my rapids are near
To the sticks, and the shooters a way will clear.

" Let Francis hurl, with unbated zest;

The worst ball sometimes bowls the best

;

You'll want me again, ere the day is done,
And thank me, too, for the victory won.

Field, Brothers, field, my rapids are near
To the sticks, and the shooters a way will clear.

" The song was in the true spirit of prophecy.
Appleby might have been an ancient bard."

W. M. Rose was, I think, quite as good a lob

bowler as any of the period, and there were

several—Tinley, E. T. Drake, who used also to
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play under the pseudonym Mr. Ekard, Osbert

Mordaunt, and W. B. Money. Whether any of

them was quite as good as Walter Humphreys,
of Sussex, I doubt. He could break the ball a

good deal, even on fast wickets, either way, and
the grumblers used to complain that by not

rolling up his sleeves he concealed which twist

he was putting on. Of Rose's triumphant

career in Canada—he was not successful at

Philadelphia—FitzGerald writes: "Rosa para-

lyzed them ; the batsman at the wicket was no

longer the stout lad we had seen swiping at

practice. Gilbert crippled their hitting by his

activity at point ; Ottaway chained them to the

crease by the dexterity of his fingers." His

analysis for the tour where recorded sums up:

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. Average.

Rose .

.

. . 203-3 . . 56 . . 397 • • 71 • 5-59

I make out that he took in all 134 wickets

for 451 runs; average, 3 •37.

W. G. Grace, where the analysis is recorded,

took 53 wickets for an average of 3-86.

Evidently from the above there was a

slaughtering of innocents, but the fact was the

wickets were bad, and there were few of the

English team who could boast a high batting

average. I make out that W. G. scored 568 runs

for an average of 43: the next best aggregate

was 192 for an average of 14 ! Very meagre, it
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will be thought; but to get runs on difficult

wickets against fair bowling with twenty-two
in the field is a high trial; and W. G.'s per-

formance was quite up to even his own high

standard. We played eight matches—won
seven and drew one.

United States

It is not uninteresting to compare the best

averages and analyses of the Incogniti Eleven

which played in the United States and Toronto

in 1920, for they again bear out my contention

about the effect of improved wickets; but it

must be remembered that they were not playing

against odds:

Batting Averages.

Cartwright . 46-00

Burrows . 43-45

Fowler . 42-00

Jardine . 39-56

Shelmerdine . 33-02

Brocklebank .

.

. 33-42

Lee . 30-00

Bowling Analysis.

B. M. R. W. Average

Fowler . 922 .. 33 •• 471 .. 46 . . 10-23

Lowry . 312 .. 7 .. 209 . . 20 .
. 10-45

Cartwright 1,333 .. 47 .. 738 .. 50 . . 14-76

Burrows . . 1,093 .. 46 .. 577 .. 30 . . 17-90
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And now for the one match that is worth
recording in full, one of the best matches I ever

played in, and a most difficult one to win.

Amateur teams and mixed teams have on
several occasions since 1872 played at Phila-

delphia (but ? how many against twenty-two),

and perhaps one of the best was the Kent
Eleven: a very complete team in 1903 which
played and won four matches; and the Phila-

delphians have generally put up a good fight.

But only three teams besides FitzGerald's have
played against the odds of twenty-two—viz.

:

1879. Daft's Eleven V. Twenty-two of Merion. (Drawn.)

1897. Warner's Eleven v. Twenty-two Colts. (Drawn.)

1899. Ranjitsinhji's Eleven v. Twenty-two Colts.

(Drawn)

.

So I do not see how it can be disputed that our

performance in 1872 was very high class. I

do not think I shall be hurting the feelings of

either Canadians or Americans of other cities

and States if I say that Philadelphia is the

home of cricket in North America; and if

cricket is going to make any progress in America,

it will be due to the example of Philadelphia

and the true keenness for the game that is

ingrained there. But let us to the match:

'* We now arrive at the match which, both in

its results and in its preliminaries, was distin-

guished above its fellows

:

13
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" Saturday, September 21.—There could be no
doubt about the interest taken in the match.
Immense crowds set towards the ground. The
road might have been to the Epsom Downs on
the morning of the Derby. The raihoad was a

continuous train. On arriving at the scene of

action, one glance was sufficient to tell that

great attention had been paid to the wickets.

The soil is not the best. The sun was intensely

hot. Water had been liberally bestowed. The
ground belongs to the Germantown Cricket Club,

and is situated in a private demesne. It had
been enclosed by high palings. Ropes and
stakes marked the outer ring. By 11.30 every
bough had a boy on it, every hayrick a tenant.

The band of brazen instruments piled up its

music on the roof of the pavilion. The Grand
Stand was rapidly filling with the fair daughters
of Penn.

" The Captain lost the toss, and the Twenty-
two declared to go in. Harry Newhall and
Brewster, amidst the breathless attention of all

the spectators, went to the wickets. Rose and
Appleby bowling. To Appleby's bowling the

Twelve were thus placed: Ottaway at the
wicket; Edgar, long-stop; Grace, point; Fitz-

Gerald, short-leg ; Alfred, long-leg ; Harris, cover-

point; Hadow, mid-off; Hornby, mid-on; Rose,

short-slip; Francis, cover-slip; Pickering, long-

field. To the slows: Hornby dropped to long-

leg; Pickering, Edgar, and Harris to the long-

field; Francis, cover-point. This arrangement
was adhered to during the tour, with slight
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alteration. Brewster drew first blood off Rose
—a snick to leg, amidst thunders of applause.
This soon changed to a lower key, as, on the
first ball of Appleby, ' Harry ' retired, much
chagrined, and Welsh, who looked confidence
itself, was sent home with the next ball. You
might have heard the hearts beating in the
grand stand. Two wickets down for 2.

Brewster soon followed suit—three wickets for

5. Bob Newhall made 4; and the cheers which
greeted him at each run merely ushered on his

knell, a ripper of Appleby's squandering his

stumps. The Tormentor breathed blood to-day

;

he had now bowled 7 overs for 2 runs and four
wickets. Cadwallader was overpowered by the
Rose. * The mortality continued.' LoperBaird
succumbed to the seductive slows, and Appleby
administered a quietus to G. M. Newhall,
shattering his wicket completely. The fifth,

sixth, and seventh wickets fell for 11. Har-
greaves (Joe) then appeared, amidst fluttering

of scented rags In the Stand. He remained a
quarter of an hour in company with Large
(John). Joe yielded to * a gem of Appleby's ';

eight for 19. Morgan then joined John; made
a brilliant cut for 3 to the ropes. These two put
a brighter look on the American mug. Each
played carefully and well. The cricket was
excellent all round. The Captain grafted
Gilbert on John Hopper. The change at once
proved effective. Morgan was seduced by
Gilbert's high-and-home-easy, and was cleverly
stumped by the palHd Ottaway. Morgan only
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made 6, but he was deservedly cheered, as his

defence was good and much wanted during the

panic; nine for 30. Dan Newhall is a popular
cuss, to judge by the hearty greeting he received

on his appearance. An ironical cheer, however,
followed him back home very shortly, as Gilbert

bowled him from the second ball; ten for 30.

Law joined Large (John), whose term of office

had now expired. It had lasted an hour, during
which he made 14 runs. He had seen seven of

his compeers stricken down with unflinching

face, and he was greeted with quite an ovation
upon his return to the pavilion; eleven for 35.
' Three first-class batsmen,' to quote from a
local, were thus disposed of for cyphers. Charles

Newhall had made i when lunch was announced.
Fourteen wickets had fallen for 36 runs.

" An excellent luncheon was provided. After

which Cooper Baird joined Charles Newhall.
Some tall hitting took place. Baird was cleverly

run out by Francis, whose fielding in the m.atch

was superb at cover-point. Hargreaves (Tom)
fell into the Ojibbeway's clutches. The O. was
very nippy to-day; sixteen for 42. Gilbert's

high-and-home style seemed to puzzle the

Quaker quite as much as Rosa's. Appleby,
meanwhile, put in two successive stick-ticklers,

chawing up egregiously poor Charles Newhall
and Sanderson—the seventeenth, eighteenth,

and nineteenth wickets fell for 46. Magee
couldn't resist a dash at Gilbert's apparent half-

volley; a crash ensued; the stumps were in the

embrace of the Red Indian. Magee went home
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without a marmur; twenty for 51. Young Sam
Welsh now joined Hargreaves (John). They
enUvened the game vastly—Sam dashing out at

Gilbert, and giving him Yankee all round the

shop. John made two capital leg hits, and
things were beginning to look ugly, when John
and Sam got into two minds about a run which
did not require one to settle, and John was run
out. His II was the innings, so far, of the day.

Total 63. If the applause had been hearty as

each American champion walked to his wicket,

equally so was the greeting that awaited each
of the Twelve. Gilbert came in for the greatest

measure; but to one and all there was the same
kindly expression of welcome. Charles Newhall
and Meade commenced the bowling. Gilbert

and Ottaway, it was soon seen, were pegged to

their crease. The field was active and well

placed. An hour elapsed ere anything happened
of importance. The score increased slowly

—

when a terrific roar announced the dissolution

of the great man. He was bowled by Newhall
for 14—he had had a little luck with this little

lot. ' The applause from all parts of the ground
was terrific and deafening.' Charles Newhall
at that moment was a more popular hero than
Horace Greeley. First wicket for 30. The O.
soon followed. By a bad piece of judgment on
his own part or the Monkey's, he was run out
for 10, very carefully obtained; two for 32.
Alfred joined the Nimble One. They ran every-
thing in the semblance, ghostly or otherwise, of

a run; and when stumps were drawn at 5.45,
they were still in. Hornby, not out, 10 ; Alfred,
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not out, 6, and with extras. The total amounted
to 48.

" The attendance during the afternoon
steadily increased. There was not a spare seat

in the Grand Stand. Upwards of 7,000 spec-

tators were present. An honest English clique

occupied one corner, and a gentle interchange
of chaff with our American cousins was indulged
in. The utmost good-humour prevailed. The
first experience of a genuine American match
was very gratifying.

" To resume. The ground was encircled by
a deep throng at 12 noon, when Hornby and
Alfred went to the wickets. Misfortunes began
early. Alfred was run out, trying a second off

a fine hit to cover-point; three for 50. Hadow
succeeded, and shortly after the Monkey received

his death-warrant from Meade, who had changed
ends; for four 51. The Hon. George appeared,
' faced the bowling of Meade, scored one by a
leg bye, and on the over forward play to leg,

talhed only one.' We don't quite follow this,

but quote as printed. George made * a forward
cut for one, and then a single by a sharp cut

juggled by H. Newhall." George was well

caught in the slips by Dan Newhall ; five wickets

for 56 runs. Hadow was gradually gaining con-

fidence, and his commanding style was seen to

advantage ; runs came very slowly ; both bowlers

on the spot; another change in the ends took
place, and the first ball of Newhall ' took Hadow
square in the stomach '

; from this period the

wicket began to play badly. Francisco mean-
while had * legged ' and * slipped ' a few notches

;
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he was obliged to yield to Meade, who was
bowling splendidly ; six for 66. The band struck

up a lively air when Appleby went to the

wickets, but the Unassuming was not excited.

Hadow began to show his muscle, some splendid

drives to the off worth 4 each only realized i,

owing to the smart return. The Tormentor was
not troublesome, he was caught point for 2;

seven for 86. Edgar's turn now came; his style

provoked remarks in several papers. We read
that ' he took a position as unusual as ungrace-

ful, with his feet far apart, after the fashion of

some baseball strikers, and with his bat almost
perpendicularly placed.' Another report has it,

that ' this is the ruling style in Lubbock's
section in England, and it is often found very
effective.' ' Bets were offered that he would
not get 10, as he could not gather himself up
in good season.' The event proved the correct-

ness of the theory, as he was speedily bowled
for o; eight for 88. The remaining batsman
effected little, the Captain carrying his bat out
for I. Hadow had seen seven wickets fall; his

29 took him nearly two hours to put together;

he went in with the score at 50, and out, all

told, at 105. It was a very fine innings, and he
was deservedly applauded by the dense ring of

spectators. The Philadelphians were justly

proud of their exploit, and the prospects of a
good match revived. An hour was devoted to

lunch, and at one o'clock George Newhall and
Hargreaves John went in, the band striking up
a solemn tune. The Captain felt the importance
of the moment; runs must be made; catches
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must be made; his instructions were concise;

he no longer button-holed his Rose, he trusted
to the high-and-home-easy Gilbert. Newhall
made two fine cuts for 3, one off Appleby, the
other off Grace, his score had reached 9 when
he was bowled; one for 10. These 9 runs were
remembered in the sequel, a bad miss by the
Monkey at long-leg having given a life to

Newhall before he had scored one; the second,

third, fourth, and fifth wickets fell for 13. This
was as it should be, and the Captain felt

relieved. Hargreaves (John) saw seven of his

comrades succumb to the various chances of the
game; he played a good innings of 7; seven for

26. The bowling was well sustained, and the
fielding brilliant; runs were not amassed with
freedom. The fair occupants of the Grand
Stand gave vent repeatedly to little shrieks, as

one after another their champions retired crest-

fallen to the pavilion; eighth and ninth wicket
fell for 29. Hargreaves (Joe) was bowled for 4,

and sought the consolation of his brethren;

eleven for 32. No stand was made till Clay
appeared, and runs came quicker. He made
several dashing strokes, aided by Dan Newhall,
who was badly missed by Edgar, another bitter

souvenir in the future ' The stylish did not
cling to it.' The crowd was now becoming
demonstrative, and cheer after cheer greeted

every hit. Clay was ' caught in the fluke by
Hadow,' having with Newhall added 20 runs
to the score; sixteen for 61. R. Pease, ' usually

a splendid batsman, free hitter, and good
defender,' went to the wicket; 'he had been
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entered in the first innings for a blank score.'

He was not in luck, he added another round one

to his gross total; seventeen for 62. Dan
Newhall got hold of Gilbert and made 6 off him
in one over. He was stumped at last for 15;

a fine dashing innings, consisting of two 3's,

three 2's, and singles; eighteen for 70. Maiden
overs now set in with great austerity. Cooper
Baird ' hit heavily at Grace's first ball, and was
bowled ' for I ; the twentieth wicket falling for

74. Sud. Law * blocked one ball, the next he

was bowled.' Such are the affecting records

we have gleaned from the dailies. The second

innings resulted in 74 runs. This left 33 runs

for the Twelve to get on Tuesday. Speculation

was rife, and the following curious contrast was
published in one paper: ' In the match in 1868

between the All England Eleven and the

Philadelphians, the Englishmen had 32 to win
in the second innings, yet the Eleven only won
by two wickets.'

" Tuesday, September 24.—Another brilliant

summer's day. Play commenced at a quarter

past twelve; the Grand Stand was again filled,

and the ring round the ground unbroken.
Thirty-three runs did not look like a match, but
never was the old adage, that a match is not lost

till it is won, better exemplified. The Twenty-
two meant mischief ; there was no mistaking the

keen look, the business-like attitude of the field.

A glance at the wickets made Gilbert remark
that the few runs would take some getting; it

had worn tolerably well, but the intense heat,

and the ordeal it had gone through, had taken
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the colour out of it, and put a rough edge on
it, which was much in favour of fast bowhng.

" Gilbert and Ottaway soon appeared. A
general rustle of fans in the Grand Stand proved
the smothered excitement of the fair occupants.

Gilbert scored i run off Newhall's third ball,

and the fourth found its way unchecked to

Ottaway' s middle stump. Roars of applause
greeted the event. The sky was darkened with
broad and narrow brims, billycocks, and head-
gear of every hue; one for i. Hornby quickly

filled the gap, made one good hit for 3 to leg,

when another roar announced his capture at

short-leg; two for 8. Alfred filled the vacant
throne; runs were stolen rather than made;
over after over was bowled without the batsmen
leaving their wicket. The moments were worth
pounds in a cricketer's life. Alfred had made 3,

and Gilbert at last landed a 3 to leg; 15 runs

had been obtained in three-quarters of an hour.

Newhall's bowling rose dangerously high, and
it was difficult to avoid his rib-roasters. Meade
hammered away brilliantly, dead on the spot.

Alfred was then caught and bowled; three for 15.

Hadow approached amidst general acclama-

tions. He at once opened an account, scoring

three in his first over. Gilbert meanwhile had
been ' in luck.' There was a case for the umpire,

which was awarded in his favour, and he
narrowly missed capture amongst the slips. He
had displayed great caution, but it was not

destined for him to land the Twelve in triumph.

A roar that might have made William Penn turn

in his grave suddenly told that the Leviathan
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was out. The flutter amongst the ladies was
now as great as if they were sitting on a wasp's-

nest. The great man strode home; his 7 had
taken him nearly an hour; four for 18. George
came in with a jaunty air, and with Hadow
restored the aspect of the game, from the English
point of view. The field was slightly shaken,

hits at last penetrated the phalanx, and the

return was less direct to the wicket, though no
less sharp. The throwing~in was, as a rule,

remarkably good in the match. The score had
reached 29, and danger seemed to be averted,

when George was too impatient, and was caught
off a mounter of Newhall's at cover-point for a

most valuable 9; five for 29. Hadow soon
followed him, bowled by Meade for 6; six for 29.

The remaining four runs were fought out inch
by inch. Francis went in ' to do or die.' He
didn't—he died; seven for 29. There seemed a
chance for the Quakers yet. Nobody could sit

still in the Grand Stand. It was agony to

answer a question. It was almost insulting to

human nature to demand a light for a cigar.

Appleby, the Unassuming, walked leisurely in;

on him the Captain relied, and not in vain.

Edgar had filled Francisco's cell, and * as he
stood in his peculiar attitude, it seemed as if

he must be bowled out by Newhall before he
was on his legs.' ' But the said legs stood him
in good stead, for a leg bye off one of them was
worth a pocketful of greenbacks, and 30 runs
were up.' It must be mentioned that nearly
half an hour had elapsed without a run being
obtained. If the Captain had given orders to
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prolong the excitement to the utmost Hmits he
could not have been better obeyed. The end
was now near. The Unaffected let out at an
over-pitched ball of Newhall's to the off, and
4 to the ropes was scored, and the battle was
won. The pent-up excitement now broke loose.

Shouts of ' Well bowled !' 'Well fielded!' were
met by English counter-cheers of ' Well played !'

It was indeed a match that was worth the

winning, and it reflected httle disgrace on the

defeated. Score

:

ENGLAND v. PHILADELPHIA
Twenty-two of Philadelphia.

First Innings. Second Innings.

Brewster, b Appleby 4 c Rose, b Grace o

H. Newhall, b Appleby o c FitzGerald, b Grace o
W. Welsh, b Appleby o b Appleby .

.

I

R. Newhall, b Appleby 4 c Hornby, b Appleby o

J. Large, h w, b Grace 13 c Appleby, b Grace 7

J. Cadwallader, h w, b Rose 2 b Grace o
L. Baird, c Harris, b Rose .

.

O 1 b w, b Appleby .

.

6
G. M. Newhall, b Appleby .

.

O b Appleby .

.

9
Joe Hargreaves, b Appleby 2 b Grace • 4
W. Morgan, st Ottaway, b

Grace 7 c Hadow, b Grace I

D. Newhall, b Grace o st ottaway, b Grace • 13
S. Law, c Rose, b Grace 2 not out 2

G. Newhall, b Appleby 3 1 b w, b Appleby .

.

o
S. Meade, c E. Lubbock, b

Grace o b Appleby . . 2

R. Pease, h w, b Grace o b Appleby .

.

O
C. Baird, run out 3 b Grace I

Tom Hargreaves, st Ottaway,
b Grace o st ottaway, b Grace 3

R. Clay, b Grace 4 c Hadow, b Grace • 13
John Hargreaves, run out . . II c and b Grace 7
C. Sanderson, b Appleby o b Grace
H. Magee, st Ottaway, b Grace 3 b Appleby .

.

I

S. Welsh, not out 3 run out
Byes I, leg bye i 2 Byes • 4

Total .. 63 Total .. • 74
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English Gentlemen.

W. G.

First Innings.

Grace, b C. Newhall 14

10

9
9

C. J. Ottaway, run out
A. N. Hornby, b Meade
A. Lubbock, run out
W. H. Hadow, c Joe Har-

greaves, b C. Newhall
Hon. G. Harris, c D. Newhall,
b C. Newhall

C. K. Francis, b Meade
A. Appleby, c Magee, b
Meade

E. Lubbock, c J. Hargreaves,
b C. Newhall

W. M. Rose, c J. Hargreaves,
b C. Newhall . . . . o

F. P. U. Pickering, b C. New-
hall 7

R. O. FltzGerald, not out i

Byes 4, leg byes 7, wides 5 16

Total .. ..105

Second Innings.

c Joe Hargreaves, b C. New-
hall

b C. Newhall
c R. Newhall, b Meade
c and b C. Newhall

29 b Meade

c John Hargreaves, b Meade
b C. Newhall

2 not out

o not out

Leg byes

Total 34

" We append the analysis of the bowling:

The Twelve.

Rose
Appleby
Grace

First Innings.

Balls. Runs.
..64 .. 16

..145 •• 23

..84 .. 22

Maidens.
6

26
10

Wickets.
. . 2
.. 8

.. 9

Appleby
Grace

Second Innings.

..152 .. 24

..151 .. 46

The Twenty-Two.

26
19

.. 8

. . 12

C. Newhall .

.

Meade

First Innings.

Balls. Runs.
..212 .. 45
. . 208 . . 44

Maidens.
26
28

Wickets
.. 6

•• 3

C. Newhall .

.

Meade

Second Innings.

..73 .. 24

..72 .. 8 .

8

13

.. 4

•• 3

CO
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" Thirteen maiden overs were bowled at one
time in succession.

" To the bowhng of Appleby the victory of

the Twelve is eminently due. That the crowd
thought likewise is proved by the loud calls

for him to appear in the balcony. A local

reports that ' the innate modesty of this gentle-

man for a few moments deterred him from
presenting himself, but the clamour grew so

loud, that he ultimately consented to shoot,

like a blushing, evanescent meteor, through the

veranda.'
" We must conclude our account of Phila-

delphia with a brief review of the Official Hand-
book. It is an additional proof of the interest

taken in the match that this book met with a
large circulation.

" A sparkHng conceit, as it is termed, is

extracted from the Evening Bulletin. It is

the voice of the Cricket chirping to the

cricketer in favour of the noble game; it

summons young and old, gentle and simple to

the ground, and if not exactly sparkling, it is

a merry conceit. ' Jerks in from short-leg

'

is politely introduced in an appeal to the

ladies. There is also a report of a cricket

match by WilUam Shakespeare (now first

published)

.

*' The author professes to refute the general

opinion that cricket was not known in the time
of Queen Elizabeth, by many passages taken at

random from the Bard of Avon. The Bard is

supposed to be on the ground and to be pre-
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sented to the English Twelve, to whom he
addressed these words

:

" ' And you, good yeomen,
Whose limbs were made in England, show us here

The mettle of your pasture,' etc.

Henry V., Act III., Sc. i.

" He is shown the cricket-ball, upon which he
remarks

:

" ' A carbuncle entire, as big as thou art,

Were not so rich a jewel.'

Coriolanus, Act I., Sc. 4.

" We scarcely think that this opinion would
be shared by any but the most enthusiastic

lovers of the game; of Hadow, the Bard re-

marked :

" ' How oddly he is suited ! I think he bought his

doublet in Oxford, his round hose (0') in America, and his

bonnet in Madame Louise's.'

Merchant of Venice, Act I., Sc. 2.

" Now Haddocks is a harlequin, and every
Oxonian will recognize the appropriate allusion

to that fantastic costume. The Bard, however,
adds:

" ' Haddocks seems to be more noble in being fantastical

—a great man, I'll warrant.'

Winter's Tale, Act IV., Sc. 3.

" The spectators exhibiting nervousness at

the commencement of the game, William de-

livered the following lecture:

" ' Because you want the Grace that others have.

You judge it straight a thing impossible

To compass wonders.'

Henry VI., Part I., Act V., Sc. 4.
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" William nodded affably to the English

Captain, and said:

" ' Prepare you, General,

The enemy comes on in gallant show,
And something's to be done immediately.'

Julius Ccesar, Act V., Sc. i.

** The umpire having quoted

—

" ' The play's the thing,'

Hamlet, Act II., Sc. 2.

" and the batsman replying

—

" ' Aye, boy, ready.'

Romeo and Juliet, Act I., Sc. 5.

" William exclaims

—

" ' Make you ready your stiff bats:

Field, gentlemen of England, field boldly.'

Richard III., Act V., Sc. 3.

" Turning to Appleby, he whispered:

" ' Now be a Freeman.'
Julius CcBsar, Act V., Sc. 3.

" The Bard made a few flattering remarks to

Gilbert upon his appearing at the wicket, but
the great man did not cotton to the Bard, for

he muttered:

" ' Sir, praise me not:

My work hath not yet warm'd me.'
Coriolanus, Act I., Sc. 5.

" The Captain is reported to have whispered

in Gilbert's ear:

" ' We must do something, and in the heat.'

King Lear, Act I., Sc. 7.
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" ' Dispatch
Those centuries to our aid.'

Coriolanus, Act I., Sc. 7.

" Whereupon the Leviathan opened his

shoulders^ and made
" ' A hit, a very palpable hit.'

Hamlet, Act V., Sc. 2.

" An accident of a painful and dubious nature
having occurred to a player, an anxious sweet-

heart whines to this effect:

" ' Is not that Edgar lying on the ground ?

He lies not like the living ! my heart !'

Julius CcBsar, Act I., Sc. 3.

" Julius Caesar played at Philadelphia in 1859,
and is constantly quoted.

" Monkey is described as the stealthy runner:

" ' A snapper up of unconsidered trifles.'

Winter's Tale, Act IV., Sc. 2.

" Edgar, a very uncertain runner, is thus
portrayed

:

" ' Stand, and gc back.
Back—I mean, go—back, that is th' utmost

of your having.

Back.'
Coriolanus, Act V., Sc. 2.

*' Appleby is again introduced as a

" Marvellous good neighbour, in sooth, and a very good
bowler.'

Love's Labour's Lost, Act V., Sc. 2.

" The youthful Harris is favourably men-
tioned as the favourite with the girls on the

14
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Grand Stand, for upon being asked who is their

favourite

—

" ' Volumnia (replies) " Honourable George."
'

Coriolanus, Act L, Sc. i.

" We must conclude our remarks upon this

lively article with the following soliloquies of

the Captain, the Twenty-two, and the Com-
mittee.

" The Captain sings out:

" ' Come, let us to the field,

'Tis three o'clock, and, comrades, yet ere night

We shall try Fortune in a second fight.'

Julius CcBsar, Act V., Sc. 3.

*' Upon the conclusion of the match, the

Twenty-two, m chorus, howl

:

" ' Beaten, but not without honour;
In this glorious and well-foughten field.

We kept together in our chivalry.'

Henry V ., Act IV., Sc. 6.

" The Committee chime in with the feeling

words

:

" ' I will entertain them.'

Julius CcBsar, Act V., last scene.

" Considering that the Official Handbook was
the offspring of a few days' conception, it was
marvellously well produced."

I hope my readers will approve of these

lengthy extracts : they seem to me to be redolent

of cricket, I live the match over again as I read

them, and I cannot but think they will appeal
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also to cricketers of to-day who have not got
" Wickets in the West " in their Hbraries.

And now for a little moralizing. Is cricket

going to progress in the United States and

Canada ? I hope so, but I am doubtful.

FitzGerald wrote near fifty years ago:

" Will our tour have any good result ? We
are not confident that we shall in any way have
advanced the cause of cricket as against base-

ball. We have before alluded to the reasons which
give the latter game the call in American opinion.

But we do believe, and the local papers bear us
out, that a great stir was made by our advent,
and that many returned to cricket who had
abandoned it, and that some will take it up
who have never tried it. We cannot expect
that a new exhibition of first-class cricket will

have any important or immediate result. No
Canadian is likely to become a second W. G. if

he lives to be a hundred and plays till past four

score. But we trust that the root has been
planted in the schools; that the boys who
flocked upon the grounds will practise the
game, and that the great public interest taken
in our matches will provoke the authorities to
direct the juvenile mind towards the noble
game."

Has it progressed in the sixty years since

Parr's team played there ? I rather doubt it.

There are spots where the roots are so deep that
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the plant will not wither, but I am doubtful if

it is spreading very much. I am open to, and
shall be glad of, correction; I don't think it is

congenial to the temperament of the inhabitant

of North America. "It is English, you know,

quite English," not Scottish, or Irish, or Welsh,

but English as distinct from British. It needs

the doggedness of the English temperament, and
it needs something akin to the equability of the

English climate. True, it flourishes in India

and the West Indies, native races have taken

hold of it, and the British denizen of less equable

climates manages somehow to play it even under

very trying conditions, but in those countries

there is no severe winter, which seems to be a

determining factor. The great extremes of

climate in the Eastern States and in Canada
will always, I apprehend, be an active deterrent,

not against the production of very good, indeed

brilliant, cricketers, but against the game taking

root over a wide area, or in many cities. I

suppose Bart King is as good a bowler of his

type as any country has produced, and if you
will throw in a few points for after-dinner

speaking, he is certainly entitled to the descrip-

tion " brilliant." At any rate, he is unique in

having finished off a match as, I imagine, no

one else has. The story—it has been often told,

but can't be told too often—is that some
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cricketer had offended him seriously, and, in

a match in which both were playing, the

offender came in last to save the match.
" Boys," said King, " you can withdraw to

the pavilion; I don't need your help, I can deal

with this man and finish the match by myself,"

or words to that effect. His comrades did

withdraw, and he then bowled the batsman
out. I hope cricket will take on, for I believe

it to be of all pastimes the finest school for

youth; but I fear it is not exhilarating enough
for North America. The true cricketer loves

silence, interrupted only by well-deserved

applause for good play. Take notice of the

demeanour of the " gate " at one of our big

matches: how silent, how solemn ! at times you
can almost hear a pin drop. That appeals to

our temperament; I don't think it does to the

North American : to him it is funereal—he wants
something quick, hustling, which he can en-

courage with much vociferation. What did

Bob FitzGerald foresee fifty years ago ? Has
not the opening observation proved correct,

and the following hope failed of realization ?

I fear so. A great effort has been made of late

in Philadelphia: that most excellent sporting

paper, the American Cricketer, has for years

done, and is doing, its best to keep the great

merits of the game before the public ; and more
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than that, it has since it started stood for the

best traditions of the game and its most honour-

able attributes. May its influence spread wide,

and to those more equable climates of the West
Coast, where perhaps, so far as climate is con-

cerned, cricket has a better chance of taking

sound root.



CHAPTER VIII

AUSTRALIA

" Where the wattles their sweet perfume shed."

The Stockman.

It is almost forgotten nowadays that the first

team to visit England from Australia—viz., in

1868—was composed of aborigines, Australian

blacks, who had been taught by Charles

Lawrence, an old Surrey (by residence) and

Middlesex (by birth) cricketer, who went to

Australia in 1861-2 with H. H. Stephenson's

team and stayed there. Wisden records that

amongst his noteworthy exploits he bowled all

ten wickets in one innings of the All England

Eleven at Edinburgh in 1849, and that he

bowled Felix with a shooter which knocked all

three stumps out of the ground. A few of them
were quite good, and Johnny MuUagh was, I

believe, almost, if not quite, a first-class bowler.

They met with fair success—won 14, lost 14,

and drew 19 matches in the tour. I never saw
them, but played in 1879 against J. Mullagh at

Melbourne, a very elegant bat. His real name
was Muarrinim. During the tour in 1868 he

scored 1,679 runs. He died at Harrow, Victoria,

203
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in 1891, and was buried in the Harrow cricket

colours. A remembrance of their visit induced

a most unfortunate remark from the crowd as

Gregory's team of 1878 were driving through the

streets of Nottingham prior to their first match.

One of the " lambs " ejaculated audibly, " Why,
they ain't black !" which was heard and resented

by the team, until they were reminded of the

visit that preceded theirs. But, anyhow, the

ignorance of Colonial ethnology and geography

was in those days lamentable. I forget which
Colonial Secretary it was who after receiving a

deputation, said to the Under-Secretary: "Now
come and show me these d d places on the

map !" But it was quite characteristic of our

ignorance of how the various States of what is

now the Commonwealth of Australia were

situated geographically each to each : and it was
no uncommon thing for letters to be addressed

to Victoria, New South Wales, etc.

The visits of English teams to Australia had
not impressed us at home very much. The
results of H. H. Stephenson's tour in 1861-2

was: won 6, lost 2, drawn 4; of Parr's in 1863-4:

won 7, lost o, drawn 5; and of W. G. Grace's

in 1873-4: won 10, lost 3, drawn 2.

Between the time of the departure of W. G.'s

team and the arrival of James Lillywhite's in

1876-7 a race of veritable cricketing giants had
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sprung up, amongst whom Charles Bannerman,

Tom Horan, F. R. Spofforth, W. Midwinter,

J. McC. Blackham, W. L. Murdoch (then, how-

ever, a wicket-keeper and not much of a bats-

man), and Tom Kendall were shining lights.

Cricket had indeed made rapid strides. New
South Wales, with fifteen men, having beaten

Lillywhite's team by thirteen wickets, decided

to try their strength " man for man." The
match was commenced on January 15, 1877,

and was drawn in favour of the visitors. This

was the first even-handed contest which ever

took place between English and Australian

Elevens. Two months later Australia put a

representative Eleven into the field, and then

it was that English cricketers began to ex-

perience

—

'

' That stern delight which warriors feel

In foemen worthy of their steel ";

for Australia won by 45 runs. When the news

reached England, the defeat was attributed to

the uncertainty for which the game is so re-

markable. People did not realize for a moment
that we had been beaten fairly and squarely.

Yet it was so. The team representing Australia

was drawn entirely from New South Wales and
Victoria, South Australia at that time not being

a power in the world of cricket. For one man
in particular, that fine batsman Charles Banner-
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man, the match was a triumph. Going in first

with Nat Thompson, he scored 165 before a

blow from a fast ball delivered by Ulyett split

his middle finger in all directions and caused his

retirement. In the return, also played at

Melbourne, England won by four wickets,

despite Australia's second total of 259.

When, early in 1878, it became known that an
Australian team was about to visit us, the news
caused little, if any, excitement. Most English-

men had by that time forgotten the gallant

struggles of the previous year, and anticipated

easy victories for the home Elevens.

What, then, was our consternation when an
extremely good M.C.C. team were knocked out

for 33 and 19, and beaten by nine wickets ?

The match was finished in one day, and 105

was the gross total of all innings. It was
staggering : all we could hope for was that it was
not a true-played match, or that the wicket

—

obviously a most difficult one—had helped them
more than us. The ground was a quagmire, and
Boyle proved far more effective than he had
ever been on the hard wickets of Melbourne and
Sydney.

A humorous story is told of one of the most
distinguished players on the M.C.C. side: he
received so severe a blow that he had to be

taken home and put to bed ; where he was when
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his wife returned early in the evening, and

added insult to injury by assuming that he had

been drowning his sorrows in the flowing bowl.

But that their performance was no flash in the

pan was proved as the season advanced. It

was obvious they could teach us a lot about

bowling: it was a very wet year, when the

bowling had mastery over the batting; an

utterly horrible year, the prelude to those

seasons that ruined the agricultural interest. I

am sure my boots were never dry from early in

May to late in August; but of 17 eleven-a-side

matches they won 9, drew 4, and lost 4 ; beating

M.C.C., Yorkshire, Surrey, Middlesex, Leicester-

shire, Hull Town, Sussex, eleven Players, and

Gloucestershire, and losing to Yorkshire, Notts,

the Gentlemen, and Cambridge University.

Kent had not arranged a match, and I did not

meet them in the field until late in August at

Hastings, when on a difficult wicket I made the

acquaintance of Spofforth ('' The Demon ") and

Allan {" The bowler of a century "), and if the

latter had been able to bowl many such balls

as the first he gave me, he would have main-

tained his reputation better than he did; for

he suffered much from the climate, and got on

the tour only twenty-six wickets for 21-73 runs

each. That ball lives in my memory. It was

a good pace, curled round in the air from off to
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leg like a boomerang, and broke back from the

pitch over the oh stump. He was an unhappy,

ungainly cricketer, and I shall never forget the

contemptuous " You crab !" hurled at him by
one of his indignant comrades for some bungle

in the field. Of Spofforth I have much to say.

When asked, as I frequently am, who is the

best bowler I have played, I reply unhesi-

tatingly, " Spofforth," not because he got me
out so very often—I was pretty lucky against

him—but from watching him when I was in,

seeing him from the ring, and discussing bowling

with him. I consider he knew as much about

bowling as the cleverest bowlers I have known,

and on the whole could, I think, put his natural

gift and experience into execution more often

and more regularly than any other bowler I have

known. The pace of the ball compared with

the pace of the run up was, in the first place,

deceptive : you expected a much faster ball than

it proved to be, though his yorker was as fast

as anyone's, and with Boyle at short-leg close

in—and whoever saw a more brilliant field in

that place ?—and his own backing-up, a bats-

man had to smother the ball or else run a serious

risk of the ball popping up enough for one or

other to snap it.

Spofforth and I had two very curious, and

for him very serious encounters: on both occa-
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sions at Lord's in the years 1884 and 1886,

playing for Gentlemen of England v. The
Australian Teams. Early in the first innings

of each match, I hit a pitched-up ball straight

back at him; he followed the ball up so far that

he had little time to and did not get his hands

in the right place, and his right hand on each

occasion was so seriously hurt, that on the first

occasion I fancy he did not bowl again except

to finish the over left-hand along the ground;

and after the second injury he did not bowl

again for several matches.

I can support my opinion of Spofforth's pre-

eminence as a bowler by a condensed illustra-

tion of his very remarkable success in England.

Lillywhite's " Scores and Biographies " (vol.

xiv., p. 521) reports that in 1888 at a compli-

mentary dinner given to him in Melbourne the

chairman stated that during Spofforth's several

visits to England he had bowled 7,325 overs,

3,034 maidens, 1,241 wickets, costing 8-90 runs

per wicket. Surely a magnificent, even if a not

unrivalled, exploit, though I expect it is; but

here again the difference in the wickets must
be borne in mind. It is also recorded that

—

" For the first Australian team—that of 1878
—Spofforth obtained the enormous number of

764 wickets at a cost of 6-o8 runs each, taking
281 during the preliminary Colonial tour, 326 in
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England, 69 in America and Canada, and 88
during the final Colonial tour. In the same
series of matches H. F. Boyle obtained 331
wickets, T. W. Garrett 291, and F. Allan 217.

" For the second Australian team—that of

1880—Spofforth took 763 wickets at a cost of

5-49 runs each, obtaining 130 in the preliminary

Colonial tour, 391 in England, and 242 during

the final Colonial tour. In the same games
G. E. Palmer claimed 533 wickets and H. F.

Boyle 411."

Gregory's team had nothing to teach us in

batting; they were rather rustic—indeed, they

learnt a great deal here, and the improvement
in the batting of Australian teams dates from

this visit. They had another cricketer pre-

eminent, I consider, in his own department.

Blackham was certainly never surpassed with

the gloves. I have played with or watched,

Lockyer, the four P.'s—Pooley, Plumb, Pinder,

and Pilling—Hunter, Lilley, Mr. MacGregor,

Huish, Mr. Halliwell, and several others, all

brilliant, but none surpassed Blackham in

accuracy, and none equalled him in his constant

energy and intuition.

Their fielding was, of course, good—Australian

fielding always is, and to my fancy always is

better than the fielding of cricketers of all other

parts of the world, because they throw so much
farther; I mean, so many more of them throw
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a very long ball. Watch two or three Austra-

lians throwing long catches—when a wicket is

down—and I think most people will agree with

me about this. Their proficiency in this respect

I attribute to climate. The Australian abo-

rigines were, and I dare say are still, great

throwers, and the Caucasian in the Antipodes

has acquired through the e^ect of climate a like

elasticity of the throwing and bowling muscles

with the result—and I don't see how it can be

disputed—that, comparing respective popula-

tions, Australia has produced many more bowlers

of the highest class than any other cricketing

country.

Immediately after Gregory's team, full of

honours, sailed on their return, an English team,

generally known as Lord Harris's, embarked for

Australia; and as its performances cannot

compare with those of the English teams that

have followed it, it is only fair to myself and
my comrades to explain how it came about that

a team so very far from being representative of

the best English cricket went at all.

Originally it was intended that an amateur
team should go at the invitation of some gentle-

men in Australia, and if a team as good as that

which R. A. FitzGerald took to Canada in 1872
could have been got together, there would have
been nothing much to grumble at; but as the
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season advanced, any chance of this vanished,

and finally the Messrs. Walker—V. E., R. D.,

and I. D.—who had undertaken to get up the

team, were prevented by domestic bereavement

from going themselves. They then asked me
to take command, and with the help of several

of my Kentish comrades, a team of no more
than ten amateurs was got together. Frank

Penn joined us subsequently and played seven

innings. It was then, with the agreement of

Australia, decided to take two professionals

—

Tom Emmett and George Ulyett, both quite

at the top of their form and expected to be of

the greatest use. And, indeed, Tom Emmett
was, but Ulyett was something of a failure,

missing catches and playing some childish

innings. Still, he got an average of just under

25 and 65 wickets for 11-52. He was a great,

hearty, rosy Yorkshireman, extremely active,

and at times during his career a most punishing

bat, usually a sure catch, and at times, again,

a difficult fast bowler; he was one of the off

swervers, and for an over or two so unable to

control the swerve that I used to place a sharp

long-leg to save the inevitable four, for some

of his balls went far wide of long-stop. I was

standing at mid-on close to him when he made
his memorable catch late one evening of the

England v. Austraha match at Lord's in 1884.
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Boiinor hit a ball back at him terrifically hard,

which he caught with his right hand.

I suppose most cricketers have, at any rate

once in their lives, made one of these extra-

ordinary catches, showing how quickly hand
responds to eye. I made one in Canada in

1872, and the eye judged the pace so accurately,

and the hand gave way so exactly to the pace,

that it was like catchhig a ball of wool. I have

always held that good boxers ought to be good

wicket-keepers—the eye is so quick and hand
corresponds so readily that it can easily accom-

modate itself to any deflection, however abrupt.

I am sure A. N. Hornby can remember putting

on the gloves with Jem Mace at Melbourne in

1878. Though not tall he was a pocket Hercules,

muscular, hard, and as active as a cat; but,

though doing his best, I do not think he touched

Mace's face once, though it was always within

easy reach. Jem's eye was so quick that he

simply moved his head this way and that,

hardly using his guard at all.

Besides Emmett and Ulyett, we had as

bowlers S. S. Schultz of the Uppingham,
Cambridge, and Lancashire Elevens—a remark-

able boy bowler, but he had been so over-

bowled at Cambridge that he had lost his

accuracy and was not successful; C. A. Absolom,

who had been a tricky and successful bowler

15
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once, but at this date his bowling can best be

described as " high-home-and-easy "
; and A. P.

Lucas, who, not claiming to be or indeed being

in England a bowler of first-class calibre, became
before he left Australia, from having to bowl
constantly, of quite the first class. That is a

somewhat meagre list to start with on an

Australian tour ! and we had no wicket-keeper.

Leland Hone had kept in amateur matches in

Ireland, and he worked very hard and did his

best, but he would never have claimed to be fit

to represent England. We were, however, a

very good batting and very fair fielding side:

in Vernon Royle we had a magnificent cover-

point, and Absolom was a capital short-slip,

and Hornby and Webbe could always be relied

on. Tom Emmett carried us in the bowling

department. Of the many cricketers I have
played with I never played with a keener or

merrier one than dear old Tom. He was as

hard as a board and as active as a cat, and his

bowling was full of life, and difficult. He came
up to the wicket fiddling his arm as if he was
sparring, and delivered the ball as far away
from the wicket as the return crease would
allow, so that there was a natural break back
apart from any finger spin, about which the

cognoscenti talk so much nowadays, and as if

it were something new.
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I have elsewhere described his infatuation for

the off theory, and I suppose he did bowl more
wides than any other first-class bowler of his

day. He was never downcast, always hopeful,

and full of really humorous chaff. A story of

him which I have told on many political plat-

forms is worth producing here without repeat-

ing how I weaved it into the political matter.

We were going to Sheffiield in 1879 ^^ P^^Y
Kent V. Yorkshire, and on the way my friend

and comrade F. A, Mackinnon said he was most
anxious to see Tom and hear why he had not

returned to him his deck-chair, which, as he
was returning by America, he had entrusted to

Tom to bring home by the Canal. Directly we
met Tom he asked him, and Tom replied in

broad Yorkshire:
" Eh, Mr. Mackinnon, haven't ye got your

chair ? A took the greatest care of that chair,

A wouldn't let anyone sit in it but maself ; and
A used to put it up top o' deck-house every
night. But whether it was the rolling o' the

ship, or whether some heavy chap got hold of

it, A don't know; but anyway, it got vara
shaky, and at last Quartermaster he said to me,
' Emmett,' he says, ' that chair is a pairfect

disgrace, and I won't have it on my deck any
more.' So A had to chook it overboard, but A
put a label on it with your address, and there
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was a good breeze aft, and A thought you might

have got it by now."

In his latter days I was happy to be instru-

mental in getting for Tom the situation of

professional bowler at Rugby, and of being able

to recommend him, not only for his eminent

capacity as a cricketer, but also because I'd

never heard him say, or seen him do, anything

that would bring the least harm to boys.

Our trip was naturally full of disappoint-

ments . how could it be otherwise, composed as

it was ? Still, we generally got the other sides

out somehow, and generally scored well our-

selves; but we did think longingly of some of

the excellent bowlers we had not been able to

bring. Amongst those we played against, the

most distinguished cricketer was Evans, held to

be the best bowler in Australia, notwithstanding

what Spofforth had done in the recent tour;

and he was unquestionably very good, and

extremely accurate, but he was not at his best

when he subsequently came home. I fancy the

climate affected him- and there was no other

opportunity of comparing the two: on their

respective performances in all countries I should

say that Spofforth unquestionably held the field

as a bowler, but Evans was the better bat and

field.

On p. 219 will be found the batting and
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bowling averages of this Eleven, not because

there is anything in them individually or collec-

tively of special merit, except Emmett's bowling,

but because they do illustrate so clearly how
cricket has been affected by the roller. Austra-

lian grounds forty years ago were not very good,

except that of the Melbourne Club; indeed, the

turf at Sydney was so rotten that special

arrangements were made to avoid playing on

the same wicket all through a match. A
parallelogram was marked out, and within that

each Captain could choose a new wicket.

How small the batting averages are compared
with those of leading players to-day; and only

one century ! Of course, we were up against

some of the finest and trickiest bowlers in the

world; still, on the average wicket of to-day I

am positive we could, whatever the bowling

was, have made longer scores. Why should we
have been worse bats than those of 1900-1920 ?

Vision has probably not become keener, and
style certainly has not improved. There could

not be more correct players than Hornby, Lucas,

Penn, Webbe, and Mackinnon. Then why were

our scores and averages so far below those of

to-day ? Surely it must be the grounds, and I

submit that the bowling analyses of Emmett,
Ulyett, and Lucas is good evidence of my con-

tention. Emmett's was a most remarkable
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AVERAGES

Batting Averages in All Matches.

Times Most in

Innings.
\

1
1

Not
Out.

Runs. All Inn-
ings.

Average.

A. N. Hornby . . . . 19 2 574 104 33-13
Lord Harris 19

1

I 513 89 28-9

A. P. Lucas 19
i

2 431 90 25-6

Ulyett 18
i 454 71 25-4

F. Penn 7 ' 177 56 25-2

V. F. Royle . . 17
1

2 359 78 23-14
A. J. Webbe .

.

18 . I 321 62 18-15

Emmett 16 1 3 226 41 ' 17-5
C. A. Absolom .

1
16 1 2 224 52 l6-o

S. S. Schultz . . 12 ; 3 118 53
,

I3-I

F. A. Mackinnon 12 . 3 112 46 1
12-4

L. Hone ^5
;

1
123 23 i 9-6

H. C. Maul
/

•
;

9
!

I 69 22 ' 8-5

Wicket-Keeping.—L. Hone caught 14, stumped 11; A. J. Webbe
caught 2, stumped 4.

Catches Made.—C. A. Absolom and V. F. Royle, 15; A. J. Webbe
and L. Hone, 14; A. N. Hornby, 12; A. P. Lucas, 9; Lord Harris,

8; Ulyett, 7; Emmett, 5; F. Penn and H. C. Maul, 3; S. S. Schultz

and F. A. Mackinnon, 2.

AVERAGES

Bowling Averages in All Matches.

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. Average.

Emmett
Ulyett
A. P. Lucas
C. A. Absolom
S. S. Schultz
V. F. Royle
A. N. Hornby
Lord Harris
A. J. Webbe
F. Penn

1027-1

584-3
426-1

175-2
206-1

31
129
43-2

5

3

514
290
151
48
60

4
55
13
o
I

1,164a

7676

1

682

I
309

i
2X2
59c

2041^

726

' 1

137
65
41
x8

17
3

10

3

8-68
11-52
16-26

13-3
18-6

19-2

20-4

24

In addition to the above, at Launceston, in the second innings,

7 wickets were down for 38 runs, of which Ulyett got 3, S. S. Schultz

2, and Emmett i, but the analysis has not been received.

a, includes 33 wides, i no-ball; b, includes i no-ball; c, includes

1 wide; d, includes 3 wides, i no-ball; e, includes i wide, i no-ball.
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performance, for, as far as I can remember, the

only slow wicket was in the second innings of

New South Wales on February lo. For a fast

bowler Ulyett's performance was meritorious:

1 1* 52 is a very low average per wicket for a

fast bowler nowadays; and Lucas, as I say,

only became very good by having to bowl
constantly.

Obviously we could not be expected to do
great things with such bowling, and when I

help to select teams for an Australian tour

nowadays, and see the wealth of bowling that

is always provided, I am astounded at our

temerity in venturing on the tour at all, and
not a little surprised that we did as well as we
did.

The summary of results and averages on

pp. 218 and 219 is taken from Lillywhite's

Annual.

In 1880 another Australian Eleven came
home, but they asked no one's good-will in the

matter, and it was felt that that was a dis-

courteous way of bursting in on our arrange-

ments; and the result was that they played

scarcely any Counties, and were not generally

recognized. We had to make some protest

against too frequent visits. However, towards

the end of the season C. W. Alcock implored me
to help to make things pleasant before they left.
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and to get up and captain an England Eleven,

which I did; and considering the lateness of the

season, and that some of the amateurs were on

the moors, we got together a very good, and

indeed a representative team. The match
excited immense interest, and not only was the

Oval crammed as full as it could hold, but the

roof of every house round was piled with

spectators. Until this year (1920) on the same

ground in the Kent v. Surrey match, I have

rarely seen a bigger crowd. The result was quite

satisfactory for England; but the Australian

team was not thoroughly representative, and
Spofforth was prevented playing by an accident.

Before they returned to Australia they had the

high honour of being entertained by the Lord
Mayor at a Mansion House banquet, at which

the opportunity was taken of relegating to the

limbo of forgetfulness all past disputes. I was

not playing against them in 1882, and had,

therefore, the greater misery of looking on

when they beat us at the Oval by 7 runs. The
English side was so strong in batting that some
one of the best bats had to go in tenth, and in

the second innings Charley Studd, one of the

crack bats amongst amateurs, had to accept that

unenviable place; it was said that he was very

nervous, and I could quite understand his being

made more so by Ted Peate's running. Peate
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had gone in last, and he was trying to get Studd
to run for the most ridiculous things. At last

the end came; and meeting Peate afterwards, I

asked him why he had been so on the jump,
to which he replied: "A wasn't afraid for

myself; A was afraid for Mr. Stood; A knew
A could play old Spoff "! Peate was a most
graceful and extremely good bowler, and full of

humour.
I played against Australian Elevens in several

subsequent years, and in 1884 had the delightful

experience of captaining the Kent Eleven in a

victory over their very strong side, the only

match won by a County that year. These were
the matches of long ago, when the Bannermans,
and Giffen, and Palmer, and Percy McDonald,
and Massey (whose splendid son I had the

pleasure of meeting and playing with during

the war), were amongst the cracks besides

those already named, names to conjure with in

those days, and great names still.

Now, if I were asked how I would compare
Australian and English cricketers, I should say

there is scarcely any difference. They have an

immense advantage over us in climate; their

muscles do not get tied up with damp cold as

ours do. They can play—whether they do or

not—for a longer period in the year than we:

in Victoria, New South Wales, and South
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Australia, they never have, I beHeve, such wet

summers as we have sometimes to put up with.

And there is a something else—I doubt if any-

one can say what it is—that enables the bowler

to do more with the ball in Australia than can

be done in England: at any rate, that is my
fancy, and I think I may claim that it is proved

by results

—

i.e., by the greater number of really

first-class bowlers who emerge from a much
smaller cricketing population.

The Australian Tour, 1920-1921.

I add a word before these pages go to press

on the result of the Test Matches in Australia,

1920-21. The public have, I think, been more
disappointed than they were entitled to be.

I do not think the Committee of the M.C.C.

were hopeful of winning the rubber, for we
knew that our bowling could not compare with

that of the last M.C.C. team. It was as good
a team as we could get together, and we hoped
they would make some very big scores; but

we knew the bowling was not up to pre-war
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Test Match form, and that the team was short

of outfields. There is, however, no occasion

to be despondent; Colonel Douglas has been
visited by exceptionally bad luck. If he had
won the toss in the second match, it is as certain

as anything can be certain at cricket that Eng-
land would have won that match, which might
have made a lot of difference. And the number
of casualties has been out of all proportion to

what might reasonably be expected. English

cricket, and especially amateur cricket, has

not recovered from the war. Bowlers in par-

ticular take time to arrive at excellence. Fielder,

for instance, was bowling for several years at

Tonbridge before A. Maclaren picked him out as

worthy of inclusion in his Eleven for an Austra-

lian tour. Barlow and Johnny Briggs, both
eventually most accurate bowlers, with plenty

of spin, played for Lancashire for years before

they reached the first rank.

For four years we have not been making any
bowlers; and some of those we had m pre-war

days have dropped out, hence the weakness in

this department of the 1920-21 M.C.C. team.

Of this weakness the Committee was fully con-

scious; and we therefore at once published

our opinion, when most of the team had been
selected, that it was ''the best we could get

together, but not up to pre-war form."
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But there is no need for despair. We shall by
degrees recover, and the Ashes—the mythical

Ashes, not the real ones: they never leave

their resting-place here—will be wafted back

again.



CHAPTER IX

INDIA

" The ball no question makes of Ayes and Noes,

But right or left as strikes the Player goes

;

And he that tossed thee down into the Field,

He knows about it all—he knows, he knows."

Omar Khayydm.

In the chapter on Canadian Cricket I have

claimed that cricket is specially English, but

acknowledged that other races have in a few

places in the world made it their favourite game
—I cannot say " national," for certainly in India

it is scarcely possible to describe the peoples of

India as a nation. But there is one exception,

for it might be applied—and accurately, I

should say—to the Parsis, for they certainly

have made it their national game, and it is

largely due to their initiative, enterprise, and
example that the other two religious sects, the

Hindus and the Mahomedans, have also taken

to the game. The Parsis deserve the greatest

possible credit for what they have done to make
the game popular in India; and I think they

226
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would agree with me that to no individual is

credit more due than to the late Mr. J. Framji

Patel. It required much courage and enter-

prise to bring a team to England as he did in

1886; he might have anticipated a certain

amount of ridicule, for at that date quite a

number of Parsi cricketers had not discarded

their national dress, and to English eyes it

would look ridiculous to see a number of

cricketers in the field with apparently their shirt-

tails flying in the breeze. Then there must
have been doubts as to climate, for though the

cricketers of Western India are accustomed to

wet wickets—for cricket there is played not in

the cold (!) weather, but during, and immedi-

ately after, the monsoon, i.e., June, July, and
August—they are not acclimatized to anything

so uncongenial as one of our cold summers ; and,

lastly, they must have had grave doubts how
they would fare against English teams in

England

—

omne ignotum, etc.—and they might
well imagine that the cricketer in England
was a far more terrible opponent than in

Bombay. To cross the " black water " was
no small undertaking, but they faced it

gallantly.

The result of their visit in 1886 can hardly

have encouraged them. They played 28

matches—lost 19, drew 8, and won only i.
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The best individual performance was that of

Dr. M. E. Pavri, who took 170 wickets for 11 -66.

He was a very good all-round player, and played
occasionally when resident in Eno:land for

Middlesex. In 1900 he made 1,028 runs for an
average of 34, and took 169 wickets for 13 runs

each.

The Parsi Eleven of 1888 showed some im-

provement. They played 31 matches—lost 11,

drew 12, won 8.

After a long interval an all-India team, under
the patronage of H.H. the Maharajah of

Patiala, visited England in 1911. They played

23 matches—lost 15, drew 2, won 6.

To many Englishmen it may seem quite a

simple thing, given the means to secure space

for and the materials of the game, to play and by
example to encourage it to spread. Believe me,

it was no light task for these pioneers. It is

true that the Parsis were playing cricket as long

ago as 1848, and apparently trying to spread

the game amongst Hindus and Mahomedans,
for it is recorded that " during the matches with

the native soldiers the robust, stalwart sepoys

took pride in hitting the ball as high as they

could, and then, instead of running, would gaze

in admiration, with exclamations of ' Wah-
Wah !' at the result of their prowess, and get

run out /"
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A story is told that in a Parsi match against

a regimental team about the year 1883, one of

the former side, a good batsman, was out

without a run. He retired, put on a different

dress, tied a handkerchief round his head

to prevent identification, and presented him-

self at the wicket again. He then made
a big score and won the match. The ruse,

however, became known, and the Bombay
Gazette remarked, "If everything is fair in

love, why should it not be so in cricket as

well r
An amusing feature of early Parsi cricket was

that the captain of the losing side was invariably

made to acknowledge the fact in his opponents'

score-book.

As early as December, 1878, the (Bombay)

Parsis journeyed to Calcutta to play Calcutta.

The Lieut.-Governor of Bengal, the Hon. Sir

Ashley Eden, witnessed the game. The Viceroy,

Lord Lytton, arrived just too late—just after

stumps were drawn.

It was not until 1877 that they were ad-

mitted to the privilege of a match with the

Bombay Gymkhana on the ground reserved

for that club by the Government of Bombay;
and between that date and 1890 they ad-

vanced so rapidly that they defeated George

Vernon's Eleven, which was on tour in India;

16
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and it was shortly after then and at that

stage of their cricket history that I became
acquainted with them, for I had not played

against them in England either in 1886 or

1888.

But the playing of cricket was not regarded

with favour by the leaders of Indian thought, so

far as one can judge of their views by the

attitude towards the game of the native

Press. I am referring, of course, only to the

period with which I am intimately acquainted;

and I repeat that it required some courage

to push cricket into real popular prominence.

It was popular enough amongst the masses,

but it needed a lot of coaxing before the

classes would admit that there were such

moral lessons to be acquired by youth from
playing it as to justify their giving their

patronage.

It was estimated that some 12,000 persons

were looking on at the match in 1890, and
when I saw Lord Hawke's team playing the

Parsis in December, 1892, there must have
been quite that number of spectators; and
so interested and excited were they, that

when after a very close finish the English

team won, numbers left the ground in floods

of tears.

To illustrate what I mean by the opposition
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that had to be overcome, I will give two facts.

About 1895 the Bombay Gymkhana had a

Hindu lad as bowler in their employ, a very

well-behaved, useful young fellow whom the

members liked very much. At the end of the

season he gave notice to leave. They expressed

their regret, offered to raise his pay, and to do

anything they could to induce him to stay.

Nothing could change his intention, and after

much trouble they ascertained his reason—viz.,

that he had been warned he would lose caste if

he continued to play with beef-eating English-

men. So much for the native. Now for the

Englishman, and I will tell what I had person-

ally to put up with by a brief paraphrase of a

speech I made at a function to which I was
invited in 191 1—after His Majesty King George's

Durbar at Delhi—by the students of the

Ferguson College at Poona, to this effect: I

imagined from their inviting me to take part in

a meeting which had to do with athletics that

they did not realize how I was treated when
Governor some twenty years previously; that I

was abused by the native Press as if I had done
all I could to lead youth astray; that because I

occasionally took part in a game of cricket—at

the outside, ten days in the year, on the private

ground of Government House at Poona—I was
grossly neglecting my duties. Whereas I might
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have been lying on a sofa, smoking cigarettes,

and reading French novels; and because they

would not have known what I was doing I

should have been free from condemnation; but
because I took part in an honest, healthy, active

pastime, thereby encouraging Indian youth to

do the like, I was not fit for my position. These
remarks aroused both astonishment—memories
are short—and merriment, but it was no laugh-

ing matter at the time to one who believed that

what the youth of India needs is some healthy,

active pastime as a counter-attraction to pice

and politics. In this war waged against me by
the native Press, it was an asset of no little

importance that one of the three racial com-
munities of Western India, the Parsis, should

be in alliance with me and the European com-
munity; and therefore I bear in most grateful

memory their staunchness, and in especial

the somewhat humble but always loyal and
active support of J. Framji Patel. He was
a true patron of cricket in its best sense,

for by his own example in the field he

encouraged the younger generation to play

the game earnestly as a great educational

medium, yet enjoyably as a pastime, keenly

for the single honour of success, and with

good temper for the greater comfort of all

concerned. I feel sure that the countenance
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and encouragement now given to the game by
wealthy Indians of Western India is in no
small measure due to the sensible way in

which he advocated the advantage to young
men of having the opportunity of taking

part in a healthy, active, manly, honest

pastime.

The position, therefore, when I arrived in

India was that the Parsis had established a

position of equality with a strong English

Amateur Eleven, but of the four religious

sections they and the British were the only

two which deserved consideration; neither the

Mahomedan community nor the Hindu com-
munity were sufficiently advanced. My advent,

as perhaps can be imagined, gave the oppor-

tunity for much criticism, some of it quite good-

humoured, and some quite humorous suggestions

—Ally Sloper, for instance, in the costume of a

Hindu was depicted as welcoming me on arrival

;

but at a very early date I had made up my mind
positively that I would take no part in cricket

of a public character. I did play once, and
only once, away from the private ground at

Ganeshkhind, the Government House at Poona,
and had the good luck to make a century on
the Poona Gymkhana ground. I still think

that I was quite right in so doing. I was quite

sure that it would be much better that I should
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be in a position of absolute impartiality, and

should not take the risk of being a party should

any disputes arise, as they sometimes do even

in cricket matters. As a matter of fact, I very

soon found that it would have been difficult to

find the time for anything more than the few

one-day matches which the Government House

Staff played at Ganeshkhind. Nothing could

have been more enjoyable than our matches

there. It may be a surprise to many to learn

that in Western India cricket is played in the

same months as it is played in England in the

summer. The reason is that after the heavy

monsoon rains the monsoon leaves behind it a

thick, damp atmosphere which moderates the

fierceness of the sun's rays, and by wearing a

topee and a spinal pad and keeping one's sleeves

turned down, one could play cricket quite

comfortably. General, now Sir Neville Lyttel-

ton, who had been Military Secretary to my
predecessor, Lord Reay, had commenced to

prepare a pitch at Ganeshkhind, which was

completed by Colonel Frank Rhodes, who was

my Military Secretary. The first two years we
had to play upon matting, and our fast bowler

of the band, Sharpe, was rather dangerous, but

I had several inches depth taken out of the

pitch and filled up with good river-side mould
and Harriali grass, with the result that we had
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an excellent grass pitch in my latter years.

The surroundings were charming, everything as

green as in an English spring for some weeks.

The Deccan hills looming up in the distance, a

ground which sloped away slightly on three

sides from the pitch, and a few red-coated

chokras (little boys) on the boundaries to run

after the fours, a small party of guests, and
the band, combined to make the ground and
its surroundings very typical of cricket in

England; and we had for several years an

extremely good Eleven, as will be seen from

the following results

:

1890.

Matches Played. Won. Lost. Drawn.
6 4 I I

AVERAGES
Runs. A vera

Lord Harris . 215 30

Capt. Cox . 169 21

Dr. aiartin • 85 21

Col. Rhodes . 138 19

Capt. Jervis • 151 18

ANAL'irsis

Wickets. Aveyag

Corpl. Sharpe • 27 6-15

Lord Harris . 24 IO«I
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1891.

Matches Played.

8

Won.

5

Lost.

2

Drawn.
I

AVERAGES

Lord Harris

Col. Rhodes
Capt. Jervis

Dr. Martin

••

Runs.

. . 229

. . 190

. . 129

•• 143

Average.

25

23

18

15

ANALYSIS

Corpl. Sharpe

Lord Harris

Col. Rhodes

Wickets.

••39
..36
..13

Averagi

9'io

10-23

15-5

1892.

Matches Played. Won. Lost. Drawn.

13 9 . I 3

AVERAGES

Capt. Poore

Col. Rhodes
Lord Harris

Rtms.

.. 647
• . 502

•• 327

Average.

80

50

46
Capt. Cox -- ••371 41

ANALYSIS

Corpl. Sharpe
Sergt. Lyons
Lord Harris

Wickets.

..60

..19

..27

Average.

7-^3

989
13-52
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1893.

Matches Played. Won. L06t. Drawn.

12 . . 7 . 4 I

AVERAGES
Runs. Average.

Lord Harris .. 568 47

Col. Harris . . 291 20

Capt. Stockdale 272 19

Capt. Fowle • • 239 17

ANALYSIS

Wickets. Average.

Corpl. Sharpe •• 34 9-7

Capt. Stockdale .

.

•• 34 12

Capt. Fowle .. 41 12

1894.

Matches Played. Lost. Drawn.

13 8 5

AVERAGES
Runs. Average,

Lord Harris .490 35
Capt. Poore . 272 27

Col. Harris .288 24
Sur.-Major Martin •255 21

ANALYSIS

Wickets. Average

Corpl. Sharpe 8 18

Capt. Poore ..27 20

Col. Harris .. 17 24

I had one, to me, very interesting meeting.

I bovv^led in practice one day to His Honour Mr.

Lyttelton Holyoake Bayley, brother of the
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celebrated Emilius Bayley, a Judge of the High
Court, Bombay, who had played for Kent in

1846, as had his brother in earlier years.

I went down to Bombay to see the Parsis

play the Bombay Gymkhana in my first year,

with the result that I suggested to the English

cricketers that the Parsi Eleven was quite good
enough to play an Eleven of the Presidency,

instead of being held to be only good enough to

play the Bombay Gymkhana, which had a

limited membership. There was some difference

of opinion, I fancy, but they kindly yielded to

the Governor's suggestion, and I do not think

that there was ever any question but that I was
right, nor was the change regretted; and on the

first occasion of a match being played at Poona,

I took the opportunity of enquiring whether the

English side would welcome their Parsi op-

ponents as my guests at luncheon, and whether

the Parsi Eleven would consent to take a meal

with Europeans, for the Parsis have to a certain

extent adopted caste customs, and are influ-

enced, or were influenced, to a certain extent

by caste prejudices. Both sides were good
enough to agree to my suggestion, and I believe

it was recognized then as paving the way to

more intimate relations between the European
and the various native communities. When
years afterwards, in 191 1, I was the guest of
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Lord Sydenham, then Governor of Bombay, in

his camp at His Majesty's Durbar at Delhi, the

change that had taken place in that interval

was very remarkable, for I found there not only

Indian gentlemen of each religious persuasion

taking their meals with Europeans in the mess

tent, but actually, one certainly, and I think

two, Hindu ladies. During my five years in

India the Hindu and Mahomedan communities

came on very fast, and before I left I had the

pleasure of inducing the Government of Bombay
to set aside sites on the sea-front in Back Bay
for each of the three religious communities,

putting them, therefore, on an equality with

their European cricket comrades, who had the

Bombay Gymkhana ground. But before that

happy result was reached there were, I have
no doubt, difficulties to be got over as regards

combination. For instance, one day driving

through the compound surrounding Govern-

ment House at Poona, I saw a match going on
between a Hindu Eleven and the Governor's

band, and, on interrogating one of the members,
I found that they were an Eleven of very high-

caste Hindus. Asking what number they had
in their club, I found they had only twelve. I

suggested it was rather difficult to keep up
cricket with such a small membership, and they

told me that their patron did not approve of any-
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thing but his own caste being members of the

club. Nowadays, though I personally have no ex-

perience of it, a tournament takes place annually

in which the best Eleven of each community
takes part, and the European does not by any
means necessarily win the rubber. During part

of my five years in India my old school-fellow,

Lord Wenlock, who had been a Wet Bob at

Eton, but was always quite a good cricketer,

was Governor of Madras, and we arranged a

visit one year of the Madras Eleven to Poona,

another, of the Bombay Eleven to Madras.

Poor Wenlock had a very serious accident while

playing cricket one day. The ball hit him in

the mouth, driving his lips through his teeth,

and in writing him a letter of sympathy I could

not help adding that I should advise him in

future not to put his head where his bat ought

to be.

I have no doubt the prowess of Kumar Shri

Ranjitsinhji, now the Jam of Nawanagar, did

a good deal to encourage Indians to take up
the game, and, as is well known, several have
since distinguished themselves on English

cricket-fields. There is no reason why they

should not. They are active, have good eyes,

and as regards batting have only to cultivate

the patience of the Englishman to equal him in

that particular department, and I see no reason
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why they should not produce some extremely

good bowlers. Whilst I was there I saw a

Parsi named Writer bowl against the Presidency

Eleven and against Lord Hawke's Eleven, and
considered at the time that for a few overs he

was quite as difficult as that distinguished

Nottingham bowler, George Wootton, and the

action was extremely similar; but he could not

keep it up as an English professional does,

and it is in the matter of patience that I

think the Indian will never be equal to the

Englishman.

When I first went there the amount of time

wasted in the calls for, and the drinking of,

water by the Parsi batsman was quite ridiculous,

but they got over their weakness, and I suppose

are as well able to play a long innings in their

own climate without constant resort to drinks

as an Englishman. Where I was disappointed

with the Parsis was in their fielding. I should

have thought that with their activity and what
appeared to be rather long arms they would
have been specially good fields, but they were

not, I consider, as good as Englishmen, and
nowhere near as good as Australians. That
cricket is going to stay in India there cannot be

a shadow of doubt; it has taken hold all over

the country, and chokras can be seen playing in

every village with any sort of old bat and ball
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that they can lay hands on. I should hope
that it will do something to get over any racial

antipathy; for instance, it must, I think, bring

the several races together more and more, and in

a spirit of harmony that should be the spirit in

which cricket is played. Unquestionably it

arouses excitement and enthusiasm, and extreme

ambition that one's own side should succeed,

but it also ought to lead to friendliness, and
that is what is needed in India. East will

always be East, and West, West, but the crease

is not a very broad line of demarcation—so

narrow, indeed, that it ought to help to bring

about friendly relations. Mr, Framji Patel, in

his '* Stray Thoughts on Indian Cricket," claims

for me that I was the " Guru " of Indian

cricketers. If so, I am very proud that I should

be looked up to by them as their " Guide,

philosopher, and friend." Certainly no one can

be more anxious than I am to help them, and
if—as is, I believe, said—my example in playing

cricket, notwithstanding the adverse comments
to which I have referred, did influence a wider

patronage being given to the game, then I am
amply repaid for having had to put up with

that criticism.

I had the pleasure years after I left Bombay
of playing against the Indian Eleven in 191

1

for the Kent Eleven. It was very high-class
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cricket for them and they acquitted themselves

very creditably. I thought there was un-

questionably a marked improvement in their

play compared with what I had known it at

first; but, notwithstanding their multitudes, I

doubt if they are going to turn out a team
of all India as good as the best of our County
Clubs. If they could come home more fre-

quently and see the best cricket, or if a good
mixed team of Englishmen could more frequently

tour through India, it would lead unquestion-

ably to better play there, but either is very

difficult to arrange on account of the expense.

It was, in my time, almost impossible to take

a " gate " in India, though many thousands

looked on at the big matches on the Maidan
at Bombay, and in England the public will

not go to look on at anything but the very

best cricket. Such tours have to depend a

good deal on the patronage of a few wealthy

individuals or an enthusiastic and wealthy
club.

At the moment that I am writing, M.C.C. is

in receipt of petitions from every part of the

world—Europe, Asia, and America—for visits

of English teams. I wish and I hope sincerely

it might be possible to satisfy these require-

ments, but it is far from easy to find players

who can spare the time, and who can a^ord to
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pay a part of the expenses. Unless the peti-

tioners can make arrangements as regards

finance, I fear the difficulties are not easily

surmountable, which is much to be deplored;

for unquestionably interchange of visits between

the Old Country and the Dominions, Depend-
ences, and Colonies is eminently desirable, and
good conduct and good temper are productive

of sympathy, and of a tightening up of the ties

which hold us together.



CHAPTER X
COUNTRY CRICKET AND THE WANDERERS

Country Cricket
" Well, dem as stood by looked plaguedly queer.

As if struck wid a national wonder,

To think, as dey said, such a bumpkin as I

Should come up fur to make 'em knock under."

Kentish Cricketer.

Just before the war a lament on the future of

cricket was pubHshed over a name of great

distinction in Cricket circles, and I took the
opportunity of remonstrating against a view,

as I thought, so unnecessariiy pessimistic, and
wrote

:

" What I deplore is these jeremiads over the
supposed decadence of the game and its popu-
larity. I am happy in feeling sure that they
are not based on fact. What I see after fifty

years of watchful enthusiasm for the finest game
in the world is an enormous increase in the
opportunities for enjoying it, for both spectators
and players; and yet with so many grounds
added to those of even twenty years ago, there
are not grounds enough for those who have the
means, the time, and the inclination to play, if

there was room for them."

245 17
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Now, I could quite easily show, if I went into

statistics, that so far as Kent is concerned, not

only have cricket matches increased in number,

but the number of matches of high quality have

also largely increased, so much so, that the

cricket grounds where such matches can be

played—that is to say, conveniently situated

for the train service and for the lodgment of

the visiting teams—are fully occupied on leisure

days. My earliest recollections of cricket in the

County outside of my own immediate neigh-

bourhood were connected with a club named
the Kentish Stars, started by the late Lord
Falmouth and his brother, and I wonder whether

lads of the age that we were, all of us at Public

Schools, are as independent and have the same
opportunities nowadays as we were and had.

Of course, we could only play in the summer
holidays and our programme was limited. The
matches were of quite a good class. Those
whom I best remember as playing were W.
Yardley, C. L Thornton, W. W. Rodger and
his brother Robert, George Marsham, C. R.

Alexander, and others not so well known sub-

sequently in County circles as were the above.

We played such matches as against the Royal
Engineers, Mote Park, Town Mailing, and other

military and local clubs; and to show how good
the class of cricket was, I remember very well
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playing in a match at Town Mailing against

Bob Lipscomb, South Norton and his brother,

Bradbury Norton, all of whom were playing at

that time for the County, and our making a

very good fight. Nowadays we do all we can
to encourage schoolboy cricket, but it is all

arranged for the lads, and consequently they
have not to display that independence without
which we should not have had the cricket I have
described.

Hayle Place then, and Hayle Cottage sub-

sequently, the residence of Mr. George Marsham
and his aunts and sisters, have for all my cricket-

ing life been a home for Kentish cricketers on
their visits to Maidstone and its neighbourhood,

but, of course, a club such as that would in-

evitably break down unless some individual

had the opportunity and the time to be con-

stantly bringing in fresh blood. There was no
one to do that, and the club disappeared many
years ago ; but there was plenty of other cricket

to be got, and the principal supporters in my
neighbourhood were Capt. the Hon. George
Milles, afterwards Lord Sondes, who had cricket

matches going through the whole summer at

Lees Court, and Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen at

his mother's residence. Provender, and the

amount of interest taken in the doings of these

private clubs, or rather I should say these
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private Elevens, was keen, and the cricket was
quite useful in discovering promise. I cannot

say, in their case or that of the Belmont Eleven,

that we confined ourselves to the immediate

locality. There is a pretty fond delusion, I

think, nowadays, that in the old days the

country club was confined to the cricketers close

around the residence of the patron. In my
experience the patrons went far and wide to

pick up good players. County players if possible,

although they might be living twenty miles

away. At the present day, judging from the

reports of matches in the County papers, there

is an enormous amount of parish cricket going

on. Almost every parish, or where the com-

munity is too small a combination of parishes,

has its weekly matches. I do not think the

standard is very high, judging by the trials that

the County Club gives to young players of

supposed promise. The fast bowler of the

locality, on being tried at headquarters, gener-

ally descends to little better than fast medium;
but I do think that the laments which I con-

stantly see in the papers about a falling off in

the amount of parish cricket are quite un-

founded. I should judge that with the im-

proved means of locomotion cricket has in the

country districts increased in volume enormously.

There was a homeliness abotit these matches of
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olden times which was very genial. If the

ground was too wet, two sides would be formed,

and some goal-running would take place; and
if it was too wet to do anything, a sing-song

would be organized in the tent where the

ordinary was served.

What has not improved is the umpiring,

though I think it is perfectly honest now as

compared with some of my early experiences.

One umpire who had invariably stood in the

matches played on the patron's ground was an

employee, and on being asked once how it was
that he had given a certain decision, he replied

with some surprise, " Couldn't give me master

out, yer see, sir !" Perhaps even a more
deliberate case was that of an old County player

standing in a match when C. J. Ottaway was
playing. He kept on tempting the field to

throw at the wicket. At last one did and hit

the wicket. " Not out !" was the decision, and
at the end of the over this umpire came up to

Ottaway and said sotto voce, " You really must
be more careful, sir; you were clean out that

time !"

Another umpire I well remember who used
to stand for a distinguished peripatetic club,

if he had the opportunity of giving a decision

when the last man was in in a close match,
almost invariably gave his decision in favour
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of the side he was standing for; and he would

whip up the stumps so quickly and walk

away that little time was left for any re-

monstrance.

But country-house cricket was largely de-

pendent upon the patron continuing to take

an interest. As soon as his leadership failed

the games would collapse. Nowadays, I think,

there is very much more continuity in the clubs

that I know of. A single patron is no longer

necessary ; it is a group of keen cricketers which

maintains the club, and ensures continuity, and,

as I said before, the means of communication

are so good now that almost every village

is able to arrange matches with their neigh-

bours. And this should have a double effect:

an increase in the number of cricketers in the

country, and an increased interest in cricket

generally.

The Wanderers
" Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,

But not expressed in fancy; rich, not gaudy "
! ! !

Hamlet.

When we pass to a higher grade, the best

amateur cricket after County cricket, the same

thing is noticeable. I do not think I can say

that outside the suburban areas cricket grounds
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have increased in number, but unquestionably

more use is made of them ; indeed, in August in

Kent it is difficult to fit in all the matches that

peripatetic clubs seek to play, whilst within the

suburban area cricket grounds are certainly

more numerous, and benevolent societies are

doing their best to add to them every year.

The striking merits, as well as the attractiveness,

of the game are having a great effect.

The American Cricketer, in a recent article,

expatiates on the great advantage to the school-

boy and collegian of being taught to play.

The writer shows that it is par excellence the

amateurs' game; it is managed by amateurs,

whereas baseball and football have fallen into

the hands of professional promoters who aim

undisguisedly at being out for a profit. It is

the game of middle age as well as of youth.

The athlete has to give up football and baseball

at an early age, partly because directly he loses

his youthful activity and skill he is no longer

a popular object—he does not " draw," and

therefore is of no use to the promoter, and also

the game itself is no longer attractive to him
when he finds he is losing his activity and skill;

whilst cricket, being played for the joy of, and
admiration in, the endless varieties of the game,

can be taken part in and enjoyed well into

middle and perhaps, I might be excused for
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adding, even old age. The writer does not

think that " hustle " is necessary for the citizen

of the United States, and that if the great

colleges and schools will but encourage cricket, it

will spread, because the young man of business

now takes more leisure; he takes his half-

holiday, and he will want some healthy occu-

pation; and what finer, manlier, more honest,

gentlemanly game can he resort to than

cricket ? He also claims that cricket can

be played to the best advantage by men
not highly trained, the highly trained man
falling off rapidly in agility when he leaves off

training: hence the cricketer is long-lived in

the game.

All that is very encouraging reading, and
we may well be proud that our ''national"

game has so impressed itself on those who,
like the writer, earnestly desire to give

the young American an athletic occupation

which will encourage esprit de corps, the

sacrifice of self, and the rejection of everything

ignoble.

And towards this general recognition of its

merits how much have not the peripatetic clubs

done ? They have been the missionaries of

good cricket in the backward areas; on all

grounds where their colours, more or less

kaleidoscopic, have brightened the field, they
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have sown the seed on fruitful soil, and they

may well be proud of what they have accom-

pHshed. And the palm—it will, I think, be

generally acknowledged—should be given to

I Zingari, the oldest of all the Wandering clubs,

and wanderers over the widest field. Ireland

at one time they annually visited, in England

they know no boundaries, and their flag has

flown in Paris, Egypt, and even British India:

and how old are their colours—ah, who can

say ? The present title of the commander of

the I Z, army—viz., " The Governor "—was

first assumed by Spencer Ponsonby-Fane, after

the death of Billy Bolland, the Perpetual

President, and of John Loraine Baldwin, the
" Founder and Annual Vice-President in Per-

petuity." After Spencer's death he was suc-

ceeded by the Earl of Dartmouth, who became,

of course, " The Governor (first wicket down),"

and he, in response to an appeal to help me
with the origin of the Black, Red, and Gold,

writes me

:

" The Order of the Nahda.—This is an order,

I understand, that was given to deserving

recipients by the Emir Feisul during the war, as

described to me. The colours of the order are

black, red, and yellow, and are held to mean
* Out of darkness, through the Red Sea, into

light ' :
' Out of Egypt through the Red Sea into

the promised land.'
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" Which suggests the origin of the famous
interpretation of our own more famous colours:
* Out of darkness, through fire, into Hght

'

(' fire,' not ' blood,' as sometimes suggested).
" This gives the added value of extreme

antiquity to our already lengthening history,

and shows that Moses was the first governor
of a wandering band all of whom were not
cricketers; and that subsequent Governors are
his hereditary descendants, the last of whom
wishes you and yours all the compliments of

the season."

I had the good fortune to play with, or to

know intimately, most of the founders of I Z.,

and a merrier crew it is impossible to conceive.

Very good cricketers many of them, and keen to

win, but so merry with it that they were indeed

welcome at all the great cricketing country-

houses, and on all the regimental grounds

where a decent team could be mustered. I

don't know that there is quite as much jollity

about cricket nowadays—we are all so terribly

in earnest—as I remember in the I Z. and B.B.

cricket of my youth. I Z. were the founders

of Canterbury Week; the Ponsonbys and John
Baldwin had known De Chair Baker at Cam-
bridge. They wanted somewhere in the country

where they could get some good cricket, and
having been members of the A.D.C. at Cam-
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bridge, they wanted to include some acting.

Kent always extended a hearty welcome to

cricketers, Canterbury was naturally suitable

for a pilgrimage, and so it came about that this

most attractive cricket festival was started;

and the best of the Zingari cricketers would

play on the field all day, play on the boards at

night, and keep up the fun at the Old Stagers

supper to latish hours. Most distinguished

cricketers have played in the Week on the

St. Lawrence Ground, and many of our most

popular actresses and actors have been in " the

cast " presented annually, except during the

years 1914-19.

The example of I Z. soon found followers.

Wandering clubs cropped up like mushrooms.

Public Schools, Universities, and Counties

started their special and appropriate associa-

tions, and selected more or less noticeable

colours, and by degrees permeated all cricketing

areas in England. Some, of course, were short-

lived; there was not in those days cricket

enough for all, and each needed a sound system

of organization to ensure continuity. Of those

who have lived and maintained activity, my lot

has been cast mostly with I Z., the Band of

Brothers (better known as B.B., which seldom

plays out of Kent, and is an amateur nursery

for the County Eleven) and the Eton Ramblers.
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Unfortunately, perhaps, the rule of I Z. that

members may not play against the Club pre-

vents matches between I Z. and the other great

amateur clubs; and at one time—not now, I

think—this caused some dissatisfaction and
seemed a pity. However, the demand for visits

from amateur Elevens is so great that there

is nowadays more room for all. One very

notorious defection, producing much indigna-

tion at the moment, was when Alfred Lub-
bock was made a Zingaro during Canterbury

Week and played against B.B. A curious

incident occurred in the match. Alfred came
in, and Pontifex, a quite good bowler, was about
to bowl to him, when he dropped the ball,

walked across and took Alfred by the hand, and
said, " Alfred, old fellow, I must bowl you
out," walked back, and did bowl him out first

ball!

Of course, the good stories about I Z. cricket

are innumerable. Here are two which are not

only good but true

:

Our Royal Family, though always great

patrons of the game, have not yet excelled at it.

Frederick, Prince of Wales, eldest son of

George II., was really fond of the game—and
indeed, as one report has it, met his death from
the blow of a cricket-ball—but there is nothing

to show that he played it well. The Prince
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Regent also constantly honoured great matches
with his presence, and the crowds were con-

sequently so great that the grounds had to be

roped round. In the last century I Z. received

a command to play at a royal residence, and
His Royal Highness honoured I Z. by playing

in the Eleven. All had gone most successfully,

nothing untoward had occurred, and there only

remained the innings of the local Eleven to be

played. Bob FitzGerald summoned his merry
men round him in anxious conclave. Was it

possible that there might still be a catastrophe ?

Had they not managed everything admirably ?

Could an errant fly somehow find a loophole

into the ointment ? Alas ! yes, there was one
ghastly possibility. His Royal Highness might
have a catch; and—oh, horror !—he might miss
it, in the afternoon, just before tea, with half

the County families looking on. Ghastly,

ghastly possibility ! It would be the worst of

luck, but it might happen. What was to be
done ? The ready invention in emergency of

the Captain was equal to the occasion: " You,
Billy, will stand quite close to His Royal High-
ness, and if a catch does go to him, you will

rush in, and bump him enough to enable us, if

he does miss it, to throw all the blame on you."
The gallant Zingaro—need I say he was a

Kentish man ?—undertook the horrid task. Of
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course, a catch did go to His Royal Highness

—

the Fates took care of that right enough.

Billy did rush in, the catch was dropped, and

there the delinquent stood, profuse with

apologies, remonstrated with by His Royal

Highness, and cussed volubly by all his com-

rades. " WTiat in Heaven's name did you

want to snatch it for ? His Royal Highness

had got it all right ! Sheer selfishness and

conceit," etc.

The other story is of a most genial and

hospitable Irish Viceroy who was devoted to

cricket, and could play a bit; and to prepare

himself for the I Z. match he got over Shaw and

Morley to bowl to him at the net. Gossip had

it that he gave up putting a shilling on the

wicket after about fifteen minutes' practice.

The conundrum in His Excellency's case was

how to secure as surely as possible his getting

some runs. Again the I Z. Captain was full of

resource. The bowler was not to bowl straight

;

His Excellency's partner at the wicket was

squared to shout " Run " the first ball His

Excellency touched and come racing down the

wicket; the fieldsman was to throw at his

wicket hard and wide, and there was to be no

one backing up. There could be no rehearsal,

but the play went smoothly, and by these means

His Excellency was secured a nice little score
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when lunch was announced, of which he would

not partake: a glass of water and a biscuit

sufficed. But I Z. could not afford to give

away any more runs, and it was agreed that

normal arrangements must be resumed. The
fatal ball was delivered, the wicket fell, and
His Excellency retired muttering " Ah ! lunch,

lunch."

B.B. was founded by some officers of the

East Kent Yeomanry, amongst whom the most

prominent were the Leigh-Pembertons, and for

some years played a few matches annually in

East Kent. They were a jovial, somewhat
boisterous crew, out to enjoy themselves when
they did assemble. In the chapter on Dress

I have described how easy, comfortable, and
simple it is : this description would hardly apply

to some of the costumes I have seen the Brethren

arrayed in

—

e.g., white knickerbockers, B.B.

stockings, and a dirk hanging over the left hip,

and again, a huge brown sombrero hat and a

red shirt. But as the founders got old, and
dispersed, the Club was nearing collapse, when
some of my cricketing friends helped me to

revive its fortunes, and since then B.B. has not

only been a most active cricketing force in

Kent, but has also brought the two Divisions

of the County together in the best spirit of

comradeship and brotherhood. I regret that I
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never asked any of the founders how the graceful

colours of the Club—light blue and black

—

came to be selected; but I have a fancy that

they were chosen by Lady Honywood; and I

have always encouraged in myself the idea that

perhaps the blue was meant to be Kentish grey,

and the black as a token of the uniform of the

Royal East Kent Mounted Rifles. However,

whatever the origin, the flag flies all over

Kent, and the anxiety amongst young amateurs

to be numbered amongst the Brethren is

great. Neither is B.B. satisfied with its own
cricket: it tries its best to encourage the

young idea, and has established a nursery for

BaBes, who are enjoined to look to their

Batting, Bowling, Bustling in the field, and
Behaviour.

And last, but far from least—indeed, it

should have come first of my memories after

leaving school—comes the Eton Ramblers

Cricket Club, who play wherever they get

the chance. And who would not welcome

them ? for, indeed, their good cricket, their

keenness, and their camaraderie, must make
them welcome guests. They feel they

have the reputation of Eton on their

shoulders, and they proudly bear the honoured

burden.

Colonel Fred Bathurst and Alfred Lubbock
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were the moving spirits of the Ramblers about

1869, and I had the good-luck to be included in

the jolly band who played round West Kent.

The Normans and the Lubbocks had been great

supporters of cricket there for years, and their

story is told, far better than I can essay, in that

best of cricket books, " The Annals of the West
Kent Club," by PhiHp Norman, himself a

County player, though I suppose not so good a

bat as his brother Fred. Who amongst us that

had the privilege of enjoying it will ever forget

or cease to be grateful for the hospitality of Sir

John Lubbock (afterwards Lord Avebury) and
Lady Lubbock during the Rambler Week ?

Again, I have a fancy that Lady Lubbock may
have had something to do with selecting the

gorgeous colours—the purple, crimson, and
green—of Eton Ramblers. The eight brothers

had all been fair to good cricketers, except

Beaumont, who was better on the river

and in the hunting-field than between the

wickets; and all were devoted to it, and kept

the flag of Eton Ramblers flying bravely in

those early days when the membership was

very small.

But far above them all was Alfred Lubbock.

He was as great an athletic hero to the Etonians

of his day as was Alfred Lyttelton to those of

a later cycle. He was, to my fancy, the beau-
18
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ideal of athletic form and beauty : to see him in

the tennis court was a glorious spectacle; his

movements in all athletic exercises were full of

grace and vigour, and in the former he was
greatly superior to Alfred Lyttelton. In his

last year at Eton it was the tradition of my
time that, as Captain of the Oppidan Wall
Eleven he " kicked up and touched," I forget

exactly how many, but an extraordinary number
of " shies " in the match with Collegers. He
did not excel at so many games as Alfred

Lyttelton. There were no racquet courts at

Eton in his day, and the work of a City man is

so much in the daytime that he had little

opportunity for the assiduous practice of

tennis, without which excellence at that game
is impossible; but if he had gone to a Uni-

versity when he left Eton instead of into

business, I can imagine his equalling that

Admirable Crichton of athletic society. As
a batsman there were few superior to him.

He was so tied to business that he could

take part in but little first-class cricket before

Gentlemen v. Players; but he was neverthe-

less one of the first chosen for the Gentlemen

for several years, until he had to give up first-

class cricket altogether; and so fine were

his eye and his style that he could play first-

class bowling with scarcely any practice, and
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his fielding was always a great asset to his

side.

I hope and believe it was the good-fellowship

and good cricket of those early Rambler days

that laid down a tradition, which has been

instrumental in making Eton Ramblers one of

the most successful of the great peripatetic

clubs. It kept the flag flying during the war
by hook or by crook, or it would be fairer to say

by the devoted energy of H. Hughes-Onslow,

now Hon. Treasurer of Eton Ramblers, who,
notwithstanding heavy official duties, managed
also to attend to its financial affairs; and in

addition at Fourth of June to hearten up the
*' old 'uns " and encourage the " young 'uns

"

by collecting from highways and byways
Ramblers enough to put one or more Elevens

in the field: indeed, on one occasion three

Rambler Elevens were playing in Agar's Plough
and Upper Club. And Ramblers have always

been ready, when funds permitted, to assist

Eton cricket; their last contribution, partly by
the Club, partly by individual members, made
in honour of Ramblers who fell in the war, being

the erection of a shelter for the use of the boys
playing cricket and football in and about
Dutchman's Farm.

It is by means of these great amateur clubs

that the high standard of cricket is maintained,
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and enjoined on those whom they meet in the

field They are most valuable educationalists;

they preserve tradition—that indefinable in-

fluence which counts for so much in the preserva-

tion of honoured and valued institutions; and

therefore they deserve all support, both physical

and financial.



CHAPTER XI

MUSINGS

'* As I lay a thynkynge, a thynkynge, a thynkynge."
Ingold$by Legend.

The Honour of the Game

A MOST valued friend thinks I ought to write

a chapter on what he describes as the " psy-

chology of the game." I appreciate the com-
pliment, but hardly see the need. The
psychology of the game is accurately condensed
in far less than a chapter—in fact, in those few
words, " That is not cricket." The brightest

gem ever won by any pursuit: in constant use

on the platform, in the pulpit. Parliament, and
the Press, to dub something as being not fair,

not honourable, not noble. What a tribute for

a game to have won, but what a responsibility

on those who play and manage it ! It is natural

that a people so devoted to sport and pastimes

as the British should have brought sporting

expressions into their phraseology, but that one
pastime should be picked out by common
consent as descriptive of all that is straight,

fair, and honourable is a very extraordinary,

265
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indeed I think I might claim an unrivalled,

distinction. It was not always so. Pycroft

tells us how the " Legs " sat under the railings

of the Pavilion at Lord's, and where there is

betting there may be buying; and difficult

though it would be for one " bought " man
seriously to influence the results of a match at a

game where chance is such an important factor,

still Pycroft in his " Dark Chapter " gives proof

positive that cricketers did take money to play

badly at the latter end of the eighteenth century.

Alfred Mynn was once accused of not doing his

best; and I, even at a much later date, have
actually heard it discussed whether a player

had been got at: his play had been so erratic

that suspicions were aroused. I did not, and
do not, believe it; I thought there were other

and sufficient causes for his eye being out.

But at the date Pycroft refers to it was a

regular practice, and he quotes a witness as

saying:

" You see, sir, . . . matches were bought,
and matches were sold, and gentlemen who
meant honestly lost large sums of money, till

the rogues beat themselves at last. They over-

did it; they spoilt their own trade; and, as I

said to one of them, * A knave and a fool make
a bad partnership; so you and yourself will

never prosper.' Well, surely there was robbery
enough; and not a few of the great players
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earned money to their own disgrace; but, if

you'll believe me, there was not half the selling-

there was said to be.
" I'll tell the truth : one match up the country

I did sell,—a match made by Mr. Osbaldeston
at Nottingham. I had been sold out of a

match just before, and lost £10, and happening
to hear it, I joined two others of our Eleven to

sell, and get back my money. I won £10
exactly, and of this roguery no one ever sus-

pected me; but many was the time I have been
blamed for selling when as innocent as a babe.

In those days, when so much money was on
the matches, every man who lost his money
would blame someone. Then, if A missed a

catch, or B made no runs,—and where' s the

player whose hand is always in ?—that man
was called a rogue directly. So, when a man
was doomed to lose his character and to bear all

the smart, there was the more temptation to

do like others, and after * the kicks ' to come
in for ' the half-pence.' But I am an old man
now, and heartily sorry I have been ever since

:

because, but for that Nottingham match, I

could have said with a clear conscience to a

gentleman like you, that all that was said was
false, and I never sold a match in my life; but
now I can't.

" You have heard of Jim Bland, the turfsman.
" Well, one day in April, Jim Bland traced

me out in this parish, and tried his game on
with me. ' You may make a fortune,' he said,

' if you will listen to me : so much for the match
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with Surrey, and so much more for the Kent
match '

' Stop/ said I :
' Mr. Bland, you

talk too fast; I am rather too old for this trick;

you never buy the same man but once; if their

lordships ever sold at all, you would peach upon
them if ever after they dared to win. You'll
try me once, and then you'll have me in a line

like him of the mill last year.' No, sir, a man
was a slave when once he sold to these folk:
' Fool and knave aye go together.' Still, they
found fools enough for their purpose ; but rogues
can never trust each other. One day, a sad
quarrel arose between two of them, which
opened the gentlemen's eyes too wide to close

again to those practices. Two very big rogues
at Lord's fell a-quarrelling, and blows were
given; a crowd drew round, and the gentlemen
ordered them both into the Pavilion. When the
one began, ' You had £20 to lose the Kent
match, bowling leg long hops and missing
catches.' ' And you were paid to lose at

Swaffham.' ' Why did that game with Surrey
turn about—three runs to get, and you didn't

make them ?' Angry words come out fast; and,
when they are circumstantial and square with
previous suspicions, they are proofs as strong as

Holy Writ."

Cricket then needed the cleansing fires, and
has passed through them and emerged refined,

the scum and the dross scraped and cleared

away; and as chicanery and fraud have been
eliminated, so also I hope that mean tricks have
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been steadily and effectively discouraged. But
that, again, was not always. Pycroft again

tells us how this or that wicket-keeper would

use a dodge to get the batsman to step outside

the crease ; and it is a fact that for years in the

last century the Oxford University Eleven

would not arrange a match with one County
owing to one of their Eleven having been

cheated out by the County wicket-keeper. The
batsman, very stupidly I always thought, asked

the wicket-keeper what the umpire's decision

had been on an appeal, instead of asking the

umpire to repeat it. The wicket-keeper said

the decision was " Out," the batsman walked

away, and the wicket-keeper put the bails off.

The County Committee supported their em-
ployee, consequently there was not another

match for years. And in my youth it was not

thought dishonourable to resort to mean little

tricks and dodges; and even as recently as just

before the war one heard charges going about

in connection with tossing, very much to the

discredit of the person accused. I hope such

things are being discouraged in all quarters and
in all classes of the game, for " they are not

cricket."

It is, I suppose, not realized nowadays what
a desperate fight I carried on for several years

against unfair and doubtful bowling actions; I
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must use the personal pronoun in this matter,

for I did have to do most of the fighting single-

handed. I think I was considered by quite a

considerable section of cricketers as a tiresome

crank when I carried things so far as to refuse

to captain the England Eleven v. Australia, and

the Gentlemen v. Players at Lord's, if certain

bowlers were selected to play. But it seemed

to me at the time, and M.C.C. supported me
in due course, that either the law must be

altered and throwing allowed—and there was a

small section that even advocated that—or the

throwing actions, and indeed the doubtful

actions, must be penalized. There was no half-

way house. I did not take the drastic action

above mentioned, and others equally drastic

when I induced the Kent Committee to refuse

to put its Eleven in the field in a return match,

until I was sure that I could not look for support

from the umpires. Thoms, the leading umpire

of the day, said to me: " We are not going to

do anything, the gentlemen must do it "; and

Thoms was a resolute umpire, and of great

position in the Cricket world in his day.

Cricketers of to-day have no idea what the state

of things was. Imitation at cricket is un-

avoidable, and throwing and doubtful actions

could be seen in almost every match one looked

on at. Something had to be done. Verbal
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condemnation of doubtful actions, and verbal

encouragement to the umpires by M.C.C. had
no effect at all—not even the alteration of the

law throwing on the umpire the responsibility

of adverse decision if he was in any doubt, until

years after one umpire did no-ball a County
bowler in a big match. But before that the

evil had been all but killed by public opinion,

and the '' chuck " when resorted to was only

occasional; and at the present day I think we
may congratulate ourselves that the most
thorough discouragement is promptly advanced
at the first symptom of a doubtful action:

certainly at Lord's a practice bowler if he

cannot or will not change his ways, after

being warned, has to seek an engagement
elsewhere.

In connection with the subject of what my
valued friend describes as '* psychology," I am
tempted to disinter some long-past scribblings

of my own which seem to me not inappropriate.

I hope there are a few good lessons in " Warn-
ings to Young Cricketers," and we must surely

want the boy to grasp at the earliest age, and
hold fast by all his life, the honourable tradi-

tions of the game. We all, whose lot is cast

in pleasant places, ought, I think, to appreciate

and respect the half-holiday cricketers, who
form the great mass of the cricketers of the
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country, for their keenness and their insistence

on adherence to the laws of the game are quite

admirable. And in " Last Over, Gentlemen,"
I hope there are a few suggestions that I ven-

ture to think touch us all, and may lead us to

keep cricket a happy as well as an honourable
pastime.

The Luck of the Game

There is one most important factor which
has been unaffected by the evolution of time

which is elementary, for it was present at the

birth of cricket, and constant, for it cannot be
eliminated—viz., the luck of the game; and I

doubt anyone being able to suggest another

game where luck is such an important factor,

because cricket being composed of so many
different actions, luck has a wider field of

opportunity. When I was saying farewell to

Colonel Douglas and his team in September,

1920, I wished them good luck— (i) in the toss;

(2) in the weather; (3) in the catches—that is, of

course, the difficult ones: sometimes they stick,

sometimes they do not; and it would be good
luck if they stuck in our and hopped out of our

opponents' hands; (4) in the umpire's decisions.

And I submit that those are four elements of

the game where luck can be and is in many
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matches a most important, in some a deciding

factor.

(i) There is no need to dilate on The Luck

of the Toss : I think most Captains will agree

with me that they would, as a general rule,

prefer to win it; though there are, of course,

occasions when one prefers that the Captain of

the other side shall have the responsibility of

deciding whether or not to go in. It is so

easy to make a mistake as to what a new wicket

will do in the first innings, still more so what it

will be like two or three days hence. On one

of the very few occasions that I put the other

side in—viz., Surrey at Maidstone—I did so

because it was obviously going to start as a

slow wicket, and I thought it would improve.

We won the match easily, and the cognoscenti

complimented me on my foresight. As a

matter of fact, I made a serious mistake, the

wicket did not improve—in fact, did not change

—it remained slow easy the whole time, and
we won because we were the better side on that

class of wicket. A wicket looks like being fast;

we win the toss with delight, and take the

innings with confidence, and to our horror it

turns out to be one of those most difficult of

all wickets where " she " does very little, but

does it fast : the wicket on which Alfred Shaw
did his superb feat for Notts t;. M.C.C. : 166 balls,
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7 runs, 7 wickets. During the match he sent

down 95 overs, of which 71 were maidens ! At
one period he took 5 wickets for no runs in

81 balls. He did the same feat—viz., 7 wickets

for 7 runs—a little later for Notts v. Leicester-

shire. I have often blamed myself since for

thinking that I could play him in that match
in orthodox style when others had entirely

failed. Of course, it was one of those wickets

where the only chance of making even a moder-

ate score is to hit, to run in, and try to put

the bowler off his pitch, or stand still and hit

—

at any rate, to discard orthodoxy. Oh, there's

no doubt, to win the toss is a great advantage,

and it is no use theorizing about the doctrine

of chances and the certainty that in the long

run wins and losses will equalize themselves.

Derbyshire once lost every toss during a season's

cricket. I once played bridge at home for

several days with a pack of cards which won
every rubber until it got too disreputable for

further use, and so it never had the chance of

equalizing.

Years ago I proposed to the Counties that in

County cricket the loser of the toss in the first

match should have the option of going in first

in the return match, but they would not have
it; and some of the representatives talked, in

my humble opinion, nonsense, if nothing worse.
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about its presenting temptation to the ground-

man to prepare a wicket so as to hinder the

visitors making a long score ! I see that

AustraUa, having won the toss on each of the

first three Test Matches in the 1920-21 tour, it

is now being suggested " down under " that

some such arrangement should be made for the

first four Test Matches, and the toss be resorted

to again for the fifth. Much as I admire and
value the luck of the game, I still think this is

an evolution that is commendable.

(2) The Luck of the Weather.—What a delight-

ful subject for cricket ''shop!" What should

we do without this excuse for failure ? Indeed,

what would the game be without its luck ? It

is that which in the long run has been very,

if not mainly influential in eradicating the

gambling inclination ; it is the romantic element

of cricket, the uncontrollable influence, the

desirable factor, the mistress to be worshipped
if one only knew where her altar is hidden.

Surely we do not want to limit its influence too

much. Ingenuity will some day render possible

the covering of the whole of the pitch, and
running the covering on the moment rain

threatens. Surely we do not want to see cricket

played on wickets as hard and smooth as a

marble slab ? It was against that very danger

that M.C.C. fulminated its discouragement of
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Nottingham marl. Such covering as protects

the footholds and enables the bowlers to stand,

and therefore the game to begin the earlier, is

an excellent evolution; but, for Heaven's sake,

let us bear always in mind the axiom, " Give

the bowlers a chance," even though one or other

side may have the bad luck of the weather.

(3) The Luck of the Catches.—This is a quali-

fied form of luck : it is only a sort of luck, for

missing catches is bad play, and is an element

which can be controlled. Still, it is good luck

for the man who is missed, so I include it; but

there is nothing to be said on the subject.

There are two essential factors in catching

—

getting to the catch, and holding it. The
former needs a little, not very much experience

;

the latter is, in my opinion, purely a matter of

eye. There is a spot in the hand which when
touched causes the fingers to close and hold

like a vice. If your eye is keen enough to get

the ball on to that spot it is a certainty: if the

eye is not keen enough, then there is no cer-

tainty, and the luck of the game comes in.

(4) Lastly, there is The Luck of the Decisions.

The theorist might hold there ought to be no

luck in this, but every cricketer knows there

is; and anyone who has occasionally stood

umpire knows how difficult it is to watch the

exact pitch of the ball, to be quite sure it has
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pitched on a straight Hne, to be quite sure it has

not risen or is rising higher than the top of the

stumps. An umpire has to be alive and on the

lookout for every ball during six hours' cricket

—

no hght, as well as a very difficult, task: the eye

gets tired, and, well, there are mistakes made,

and there's an end of it.

I was caught in Kent v. Derbyshire twice in

one season by the same wicket-keeper off the

same bowler off exactly the same spot—viz.,

the extreme point of the thumb rubber—and

given on each occasion " Not out " by the same

umpire: no doubt he could not see the very

slight impact, and would not trust to the

sound. That is the kind of incident where the

luck comes in, is by no means uncommon, and

will always be a factor.

Now, this is a case where the umpire on

appeal has decided that the batsman is not out,

and therefore the batsman, though he knows
he was out, has no business to retire from the

wicket; for all he knows, some one of his

opponents may have infringed some law which

has affected the decision. But how about those

cases where the batsman knows he is out, but

the umpire has not been asked for a decision ?

Ah, that indeed is a most difficult question,

and I have heard it argued from both points of

view. The purist holds that the fact that the

19
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question has not been put to the umpire ought

not to weigh with the batsman; that when he is

obviously out it is not correct to stand and

force the question to be put; so then, if he

knows he is out, he ought to go out. The
opposite view is evidently held by practically

every cricketer, for I suppose there are very

few cricketers who have seen anyone give up
his wicket voluntarily for the above reason;

and I suggest that the best excuse that can be

advanced for this practice is that the batsman

cannot know for certain that some law has not

been infringed by the opposite side. In a

snapshot of myself playing at Lord's in 1918 the

wicket-keeper is shown trying to stump. My
bat and foot are well grounded, but supposing

I had touched that ball so slightly as not to

cause an appeal, and being a purist had retired,

I should have been wrong according to the

camera; for the wicket-keeper's left leg has

apparently infringed Law 42.

I think I have made the best fight I can for

the practice, and must leave it at that, which

practically means that on the whole cricketers

of every age and degree have agreed to " leave

it to the umpires."
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A Few Warning Notes for Young
Cricketers

To the Batsman.—Don't, when your turn
comes to go in, keep the field waiting because
you have not taken the trouble to put your
pads on when the batsman before you went in.

Don't come back when you are half-way to

the wicket because you find one of your gloves

wants a button.

Don't, when you are at the wicket, go through
a variety of attitudes to show how you could
play an imaginary pitched-up or short ball, but
be content with playing it correctly when it is

bowled.
Don't think you ought to get a fourer off the

first ball; rather be content if you can stay at

the wicket without getting a run in the first

half-hour.

Don't tell your partner to run when it is his

call, and don't refuse to run when he can see

best where the ball has gone. As a rule the
striker should call for hits in front of the wicket,

the non-striker for those behind the striker's

wicket.

Don't run down the middle of the pitch : run
well to the side of it.

Don't rub your elbow when the ball has hit

you on the hand; it is unfair and ungentlemanly.
Don't talk to the wicket-keeper, and don't

encourage him to talk to you; conversation is

distracting.
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Don't, when you have been bowled out, say
it was the worst ball ever bowled; it detracts

from your own merits.

Don't say it was bad luck when you are out,

but try to make out where the fault in your
own play lay.

To THE Bowler.—Don't cultivate a low
action; get your hand as high as you can.

Don't be satisfied with bowling straight and
a good pitch; try and vary the pace without
showing the batsman what you are trying to

do. It is the highest art of bowling. On a
perfect wicket, direction and pitch are useful,

but unsuccessful.

Don't appeal to the umpire unless you are

satisfied that your appeal is justifiable. You
may think that the batsman is nearly out, but
that does not justify an appeal.

Don't turn sulky because after bowling five

consecutive maidens you are taken off. If the

Captain is mistaken in doing so, it is his fault,

not yours.

To THE Field in Every Position.—Don't
think you know better than the Captain; go
where he puts you; but don't stand in your
place rigidly: watch the ball as it is bowled
and try to anticipate the hit that is to

follow.

Don't run in when a ball is hit in the air,

rather run back; if you have misjudged the

distance, you can run faster forwards than
backwards.
Don't hold the ball when you have picked it
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up, try to throw it in straight to the wicket, but

throw it in anyhow, rather than hold it.

Don't think one hand is enough to field a

ball with: you have been given two, use them.
Don't, when you miss a catch, think to gain

the sympathy of the spectators by tearing your
hair or grovelling in the dust ; save another run

by throwing the ball in as quickly as possible,

and abase yourself in your own estimation as

much as you please afterwards.

Don't go to sleep.

To THE Captain.—Don't consider the feelings

or the reputation of your best bowler; you are

playing to win the match, not to support his

reputation; so take him off when you think best.

Don't be satisfied with telling off each man
to his proper place; see that each is on the exact

spot you think suitable.

Don't blame the unsuccessful fieldsman;

sympathize with him, and his efforts will be
encouraged.

Don't allow any sharp practice on the other

side, and don't try to obtain a point by it

yourself.

Don't go in a place where you cannot judge
how the bowlers are doing. Better place a

worse man in your favourite place, than form a_

false estimate of the chances of success in the
bowlers.

To All.—Don't play for yourself, play for

your side.
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The Half-Holiday Cricketer

I have a very keen sympathy for the half-

hoHday cricketer. I regard him as one of

the keenest of all cricketers, for he has dis-

appointments arising from failure quite as
painful to him as those which his more suc-

cessful brother in arms, the County player,

has to bear, and often, very often, his pitch

is, metaphorically as well as literally, a
rough one.

Not for him the luxurious pavilion, where, at

any rate, the flooded-out cricketer can be warm
and comfortable ; not for him the well-regulated

arrangements by which he is conveyed without
trouble to himself to the cricket ground, more
likely an anxious rush from the office stool to a

crowded train; not for him the many oppor-
tunities of earning distinction that a three

days' match gives; not even the certainty,

to the batsman at any rate, of one innings,

and to the bowler the probabihty of being
put on.

Very often the ambition of the keen club

cricketer is disappointed through no fault of his

:

the other side collapses and he has no chance
of bowling, or the first two or three batsmen of

his own side are so successful that, in order to

win, the innings has to be declared, and he has
to go without a chance of making a score, and
that on his one afternoon in the week. And
when this happens not infrequently, must he
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not be very keen to stick to a game which,

whatever its merits, has that great disad-

vantage, that the success of two or three of the

side deprives the rest of the active exercise

which they yearn for in their brief leisure ?

BeHeve me, my less fortunate brothers of the

cricket-field, I can and do appreciate these

peculiar disappointments you have to bear, and
heartily wish you could, and would, evolve

some method of playing a half-holiday match
which would give a greater chance to most of

the side, without eradicating that care upon
which good play depends. Yet what a great

game it must be that you do remain keen, not-

withstanding this serious drawback; that you
prefer to go on playing this game as it has been
handed down to us, rather than adopt some of

the suggestions for giving both sides a better

chance of batting, and of giving more of the

side a better chance of having something
to do.

And I think you are right, for it is highly

probable that the innovations suggested would
result in possibly a quicker game, possibly more
hilarity, certainly for the majority more activity,

but it would not be " cricket " as we know it

and love it, with all its science, all its self-

denial, but something that might be better

described as " tip and run." What a con-

servative people we are: baseball would suit

the half-holiday club cricketer far better than
cricket, it gives far more opportunity of indi-

vidual activity to both sides than cricket, but
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you will not have it, you stick to our national
game, and to the regulation methods of playing
it ; and, believe me, those of us who realize your
disappointments honour you for your love for

the old game. And you do well to love it,

for it is more free from anj^thing sordid, any-
thing dishonourable, anything savouring of

servitude, than any game in the world. To
play it keenly, honourably, generously, self-

sacrificingly, is a moral lesson in itself, and
the classroom is God's air and sunshine.

Foster it, my brothers, so that it may attract

all who can find the time to play it, protect

it from, anything that would sully it, so that

it may grow in favour with all men.

''Last Over, Gentlemen"

With what different feelings do we hear,

according to circumstances, the knell of another

day's cricket.

Baked by heat, blinded by the evening sun,

bowlers weary of bowling without success;

wicket-keeper no longer eager to take each ball

clean, but satisfied with stopping the majority

with his legs; one half the field mad with the

other half for missing chances, and the latter

jealous of the former for their luck in keeping

clear of mistakes : under such circumstances how
we welcome the umpire's " Last over, gentle-

men." He has, of course, given the most
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ridiculously bad decisions—indeed, how he can

be regarded as either impartial or competent
is inconceivable; but at last he proves himself

a friend in need, and puts an end to our

miseries.

Or, on the other hand, when everything is

going our way, when our slogger is giving un-

accepted chances in every direction, filling us

with glee, and our opponents with gloom, and
the tens jump up almost as fast as that stupid

boy at the telegraph, who will put the figures

upside down, can find and hand the right ones:

how willingly would we, under these conditions,

prolong the day's proceedings ! Or when the

other side have got the sun in their eyes, and
we are holding extraordinary catches, and the

bowlers can put the ball just where they like,

and there is a '' spot " at each end: under such

circumstances how we grudge the stumps being

drawn: "the umpires are suspiciously anxious

to whip off the bails; their watches must be

fast, and they ought to have set them by the

town clock. At any rate, whether that is so or

not, how ridiculous it is to ' draw ' so early on
these fine summer evenings; there is nothing

the matter with the light. These people never

could have played our bowling, but of course

they must find some excuse "; and so on, and
so on. There is no occasion to make a long

tale of it ; it is an old story, and all know it by
heart . And then having survived the purgatory

of " changing " in a hot and crowded dressing-

room, found our boots, with only five spike
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marks in them, and rescued our hat from under
the heaviest man on the side, the revival of

hope commences.
We begin to get cool, we begin to get hungry,

and the thought of a comfortable meal and a
soothing smoke induces kinder feelings for the
sinners to whom are attributable our mis-
fortunes of the day.

" After all, that was a good pitched ball,

and perhaps did get him ' in two minds
'

;

and certainly that catch did curl a bit in

the air. Ah, well ! they don't often make mis-
takes; let us be charitable, and say some kind
word that will put things on the old friendly
footing.

" Besides, there's to-morrow; the match isn't

lost yet. The luck must turn some time or
other, and perhaps the umpires will be more
impartial." And the poor umpires, so seldom
right, so often abused—have they much to
blame themselves for ?

Very little generally. Eyes will get a little

weary, thoughts will recur to the sick wife, or

the debt that is due, and may cause a momentary
want of attention, but the decisions, right or

wrong, have been honestly given without
fear or favour; so sleep the sleep of the
just, good umpires, even though your feelings

have been hurt by hard looks and indignant
mutterings.
And after that " last over " is bowled, and

we have time to think over the day's doings,

what lessons there are to be learnt.
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Did we tell the strict truth when we came
out and said that we did not feel the ball touch
anything ? Have we not rather a suspicion

that there was a something, which certainly

justified the appeal ?

Was it altogether amiable to pass poor
by each over after he had missed that catch,

without some kind word which would have
cheered him up and dispelled his hopeless-

ness ?

And why did we slog at that ball ? Of
course, it was very hard luck that that one
ball in the whole day should have shot, as

it certainly did, notwithstanding what the

Captain says about " half stump high."

Still, it was stupid, and may have lost the

match.
Heart searchings such as these must come to

every cricketer, and it is well they should. By
them we note and record our mistakes; by them
we shall know in future that we must always
be keeping watch over our own weaknesses,

as well as always looking out to seize every
chance.

So in time with patience and experience it

may happen that the days may come when
*' last over " will be called, and we shall be able

to think with just satisfaction that there has
been a minimum of mistakes.

" Last over " is called at various stages in

man's life, and eventually will be called for the

last time.

At each stage and at the last, he will be
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fortunate who can point to but a few mistakes;
at each stage and at the last, he will be happy
who finds that his friends regard them leniently,

and who can honestly say that, whether or not
it has proved good enough, he has done his best

to " play the game."

/
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Heame, George Gibbons, 87, 89, 91,

96, 97, 109; accident, no
Heame, Herbert, 104
Heame, Tom, 68
Heame, Walter, no
Hedley, Captain, no
Henty, Edward, wicket-keeper, 77,

80, 90, 142
Hickmott, E., 90
Hickton, 90
Higgins, W. C, 23; at Oxford, 25
Hillyer, bowling, 122, 153
Hinkly, 153
Hirst, George, 149; score, 150
Hobbs, 141
Hodges, Twisden, 151
Holden, Captain, Secretary of the

Notts County Cricket Club, 94
Hollands, Frederick, 169
Hone, Leland, 143; member of the

team for Australia, 214; score, 219

Honywood, Lady, 260
Horan, Tom, 205
Hornby, A. N., 50, 89, 107, 117, 213;
member of the cricket team for

Canada, 174; plaj's in England
V. Philadelphia Match, 182-198;
member of the team for Australia,

214; score, 219
Hornby, Mr., 105
Hughes, 115
Hughes-Onslow, H., Hon. Treasurer

of Eton Ramblers, 263
Huish, 210
Humphrey, Tom, 69
Humphreys, Walter, 179
Himter, 210

I Zingari, 7, 253-255; matches, 14,

36, 83; colours, 253; fovmders of

Canterbury Week, 254; stories of,

256-259
Incogniti Eleven, in the United

States, 180
India, popularity of cricket, 226;

attitude of the native Press, 230-

232
Indian Eleven v. Kent Match, 242
Inter-University cricket matches, 33

Jackson, 149
James of Hereford, Lord, 44
Jardine, batting averages, j8o
Jenner, Herbert, wicket-keeper, 147
Jervis, Captain, score at cricket,

235-237
Joel, Jack, 20
Jones, Ernest, 62
Jones, R. S., 94, 96, 97, 99
Jupp, Harry, 60, 67; stories of, 68, 69

Keen, Billy, 99
Kelson, G. M., 66; story of, 67
Kemp, Mauley, 97, loi
Kendall, Tom, 205
Kent County Club, amalgamation
with the Beverley Kent Club, 76,

81; amount of subscriptions, 84
Kent cricket in 1875, 85-91; in 1876,

91-93; in 1877, 93-95; in 1878, 95;
in 1879, 96; in 1880, 97-100; in

1881, 100; in 1882, loi; in 1883,

102; in 1884, 103-105; in 1885,
105-108; in 1886, io3-iio; in

1887, no; in 1888, 110-112; in

1889, 112-114
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Kent Eleven, 149, 156; v. Austra-
lians, loi, 104, 222; V. Derbyshire,

277; V. England, 158; v. Indian
Eleven, 242; v. Lancashire, 83,

95, 105; V. M.C.C., no, 112;

V. Middlesex, 109; v. Notts, 92, 94,

112; V. Surrey, 107, 16S; v. Sussex,

65, 89; V. Yorkshire, 215
Kentish Stars Club, 246
King, Bart, bowling, 200; story of,

201
Knatchbull-Hugessen, Herbert, 38,

80, 83
" Knickerbockers" military club, 116
Knight, G., memorandum on round-
arm bowling, 120

Lacey, F. E., 46
Lancashire v. Kent, 83, 95, 105;

V. Old Traftord, 66
Large, J., plays in England v. Phila-

delphia Match, 182-192
" Last Over, Gentlemen," 284-288
Law, S., plays in England v. Phila-

delphia Match, 182-192
Law, W., 33
Lawrence, Charles, 203
Lazzaroni Club, colours, 6

Lee, batting averages, 180
Lees Court, cricket matches at, 247
Leicestershire v. Notts, match, 274
Lilley, 210
Lillywhite, Fred, 158
Lillywhite, James, 63; team, 204
Lillywhite, John, 70, 122
Lillywhite, Cricketer's Annual, 106,

220; "Scores and Biographies,"

209
Lipscomb, Bob, 247; appearance, 74;

bowling, 77
Lipscomb, F., loi; emigrates, 108
Lob bowling, 127
Lockyer, Tom, 168; wicket-keeping

gloves, 38
London and Counties Press Associa-

tion, V
Longman, G. H., 5, 20, 23
Lord's, 35-48; cricket matches at, 24;

pavilions, 36, 39; boundaries, 40;
extensions, 41, 43; removal of the
old tennis court, 41 ; erection of the
mound stand, 42; policv of the
M.C.C., 43

Lords and Commons t'. I Zingari
Match, 83

LowTy, bowling analysis, 180

Lubbock, Alfred, 14, 50, 149, 256;

at Lord's, 36; member of the cricket

team for Canada, 174; plays in

England v. Philadelphia Match,
182-198; member of the Eton
Ramblers, 260; athletics, 261-263

Lubbock, Beaumont, 261
Lubbock, Edgar, 7, 11, 19; member

of the cricket team f')r Canada, i75

1

plays in England v. Philadelphia

Match, 182-198
Lubbock, Sir John, 261 ; see Avebury
Lubbock, Lady, 261
Lucas, A. P., 148; batting, 141;
member of the team for Australia,

214; score, 219
Lvons, Sergt., score at cricket, 236
Lyttelton,Hon. Alfred, 10, 143 ; story

of W. G. Grace, 61
Lvttelton, Lord, in; see Cobham
Lyttelton, Gen., Hon. Sir Neville,

military secretary to Lord Reay, 234
Lytton, Lord, Viceroy of India, 229

M.C.C., institution, 45-48; powers,

45-47; attitude on alterations of

the laws, 47, 133; circular on the

preparation of wickets, 125; team
of 1920, 223-225; V. Australia, 206;

V. Kent, no, 112; v. Notts, 273;
V. O.U.C.C, 29

Mace, Jem, 213
MacGregor, Mr., 210
Mackinnon, F. A., 86, 104, 215;

score, 219
MacLaren, A., 3; batting, 134
Magee, H., plays in England v. Phila-

delphia Match, 182-193
Maidstone, meeting at, 82
Maitland, W. F., 116
Manchester Ship Can.al Bill, 106
Mann, Sir Horace, 145
Marchant, Frank, 102, 112
Marsham, George, 95, 246
Marsham, Hon. and Rev. John, 169
Martin, Dr., score at cricket, 235-237
Martin, F., 109, in, 112
Martingell, William, 147, 153; bowl-

ing, 122, 148
Martyn, Wykeham, 151
Maude, John, 20, 24; bowling, 31
Maul, H. C, score, 219
McCanlis, Capt. W., 78, 79, 103, 114
McDonald, Percy, 222
Meade, S., plays in England v. Phila-

delphia Match, 1R2-193
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Meek, H. E., 40
Melbourne Cricket Club, 217; ground,

131
Melbourne Punch, extract from, 124
Middlesex v. Gloucestershire, 61;

V. Kent, 109
Midwinter, W., 205
Miles, A. C, 5
Miles, Napier, 5
Miller, Mr., 167
Milles, Capt. the Hon. George, 89,

247; see Sondes
Mitchell, R. A. H., v, 109; at Eton,

7-10; cricket matches, 8, 14;
weight, 8; pupils, 10, 12, 20;
bowling, 13; injures his knee, 14;
batting, 15, 136, 141; member of
the Committee of the M.C.C., 16;
characteristics, 16; portrait, 16;
at Lord's, 36 ; member of the cricket
team for Canada, 174

Mold, 149
Monej', W. B., 11, 179
Mordaunt, Osbert, 179
Morgan, W., plays in England v.

Philadelphia Match, 182-192
Morley, Fred, 29, 53, 92, 170
Mortlock, 168
Mote Cricket Club, 72, 169
Mullagh, Johnny, 203
Murdoch, W. L., 143, 205; batting,

141
Murray, John, vi

Mycroft, VV., 90
Mynn, Alfred, 152, 153, 266; lines on,

62; pads, 118; score, 150; weight,
155:

Mynn, Walter, 154

Nash, 105
Newhall, C, D., G. M., H., and R.,

play in England v. Philadelphia
Match, 182-193

Norman, Philip, " The Annals of the
West Kent Club," 261

Norton, Bradbury, 78, 247
Norton, South, 75, 77, 247; sobri-

quet, 78
Notts V. Kent, 92, 94, 112; v. Leices-

tershire, 274; V. M.C.C., 273;
V. Yorkshire, 176

Nyren, John, 146

Old Trafford v. Lancashire Match, 66
Osbaldeston, George, 146
Oscroft, Bill, accident, 32

O'Shaughnessy, 96; death, 97
Ottawa V. England Match, 176
Ottaway, C. J., 10, 31, 33, 77, 85,

249; at Eton, 17; athletic career,

18; batting, 141; member of the
cricket team for Canada, 174;
plays in England v. Philadelphia
Match, 182-198

Oval, the, 4.3, 124, 129, 221
Oxford, cricket at, 25-34; v- Cam-

bridge Match, 30, 32, 33, 116

Palmer, G. E., 210; bowling, 126
Parr, George, 74, 149; team in Aus-

tralia, 204; in America, 161, 172,
199

Parsis, cricket matches, 226-230,
238; fielding, 241

Patel, J. Framji, team, 227; patron
of cricket, 232; "Stray Thoughts
on Indian Cricket," 242

Patiala, H. H., the Maharajah of,

228
Patterson, W. H., 60, 84, 97, 100,

108, no, 112
Patteson, J. C, 173
Pauncefote, B., 31
Pavri, Dr. M. E., score, 228
Pawley, Tom, 114
Pease, R., plays in England v. Phila-

delphia Match, 182-192
Peate, Ted, 221
Pelham, F. G., 13; see Chichester
Penn, Alfred, 94, 96, loi
Penn, Frank, 86, 90, 93, 95, 97, 100;
member of the team for Australia,

212; score, 219
Pentecost, 101
Perkins, Henry, 44
Philadelphia v. England Match, 181-

198
Pickering, F. P. U., 19, 89; at Oxford,

25; member of the cricket team
for Canada, 175; plays in England
V. Philadelphia Match, 182-198

Pilch, Fuller, 15, 148; talk with Fred
Gale, V, 151-159; batting, 56-58;
story of, 76; on batting, 156

Pilling, 143, 210
Pinder, George, 27, 143, 210
Platts, Jack, 98; bowling, 32
Plumb, 210
Ponsonby, Fred, 71
Ponsonby-Fane, Hon. Spencer, 71,

150; Governor of I Zingari, 253
Pontifex, story of, 256
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Pooley, 210
Poona, Ferguson College at, 231
Poore, Capt., score at cricket, 236,
237

Powys, W. N., bowling, 33
" Princes," cricket ground, 17
Private Banks Cricket Club, 87
Pycroft, Mr., " The Cricket Field,"

146, 266-268

Ranjitsiuhji, Kumar Shri, 58, 240;
batting, 135

Rashleigh, W., 108, no
Raynor, G. S., 96
Reay, Lord, 234
Remnant, George, 95
Renny-Tailyour, Capt., lox
Rhodes, Col. Frank, 24 ; military

secretary to Lord Harris, 234;
score, 233-237

Richardson, H. A., 77
Ridley, A. W., 10, 20, 27, 32, 143
Rodger, J. P., at Oxford, 25
Rodger, Robert, 246
Rodger, W. W., 77, 246
Rose, W. JNI., 50; member of the

cricket team for Canada, 175;
bowling, 176, 178; score, 179;
plays in England v. Philadelphia
Match, 182-198

Rowley, E. B., 107
Royle, Vernon F., member of the
team for Australia, 214; score, 219

St. Lawrence cricket ground, 70,
73; purchase of, 113; Club, 76

St. Vincent, Lord, 33
Sanderson, C, plays in England v.

Philadelphia Match, 182-192
Schultz, S. S., 106; member of the
team for Australia, 213; score, 219

Selby, Mr., 151
Sevenoaks, the Old Vine Cricket

Ground, 113
Sewell, Tom, 78, 79
Shakespeare, William, extracts from,

195-198
Sharpe, Corpl., score at cricket, 235-

237
Shaw, Alfred, 29, 128, 170; score, 273
Shaw, J. C, 29, 59, 92
Shaw, Monson, 78
Shaw, V. K., 86
Shelmerdine, batting averages, 180
Silcock, Frank, 126
Sneak bowling, 18

Sondes, Lord, 76, 151, 247
Spofforth, F. R., 123, 205; bowling,

124, 208; "The Demon," 207;
injures his hand, 209; score, 209

Steel, Allan, 105
Steevie, ground-man at Lord's, 37
Stephenson, H. H., 136, 168; team

in Australia, 203, 204
Stockdale, Capt., score at cricket, 237
Strood, 83
Studd, C. T., 6, 10, 221
Summers, accident, 32, 38
Surrey Eleven, 167; v. Kent, 107, 168
Sussex V. Kent, 65, 89
" Swerving," 96
Sydenham, Lord, Governor of Bom-

bay, 239
Sydney cricket ground, 217

Tabor, A. S., 23, 33
Tarrant, bowling, 77, 170
Tayler, Chevallier, portrait by, 16
Taylor, Charles, 151, 157
Thompson, Nat, 206
Thorns, the umpire, 270
Thornton, A. J., 103, no
Thornton, Charles Inglis, 12, 33, 39,

67, 77, log, 246; batting, 18, 85,
141; Eleven, 23; reminiscence of
H. Jenner, 147; member of the
team for Canada, 174; refuses to
go, 174

Thornton, Rev. R. T., 102, 107
Times, The, extract from, 162-167
Tinley, Chris, 11; lob bowling, 178
ToUemache, M. A., 24
Tonbridge Cricket Ground, 113;

establishment of the Nursery, 113
Tonge, J. N., 108
Town Mailing, cricket match at, 247
Trent Bridge, 170
Tritton, W. F., 18
Troughton, M. A., 77
Tufnell, C. F., 96
Tylecote, E. F. S., 86; score, 31, 102;

wicket-keeper, 100, 142

Ulyett, George, member of the team
for Australia, 212; memorable
catch, 212; score, 219

Umpires, decisions of, 249, 277
United All England Eleven, 27;

V. All England, 38, 115
United South of England Eleven, 63
United States, cricket in, 180, 199-

202
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Vernon, George, defeat of his Eleven
by the Parsis, 229

Voules, S. C, 12

Waghorn, Mr., " Cricket and Sojres,"

39; DawTi of Cricket, 39
Wales, H. R. H., Frederick, Prince of,

40; fondness for cricket, 256
Walker, Donny, 5; at Lord's, 36
Walker, I. D., 19, 136
Walker, R. D., member of the team

for Canada, 174; illness, 175
Walker, Russy, 26
Walker, Tom, sketch of, 146
^\'alker, V. E., member of the team

for Canada, 174; illness, 175
Wallace, Capt., 173
Wandering Chibs, 255
Wanostrocht, Nicholas, 115
Ward, Mr., 146, 151
Warre, Dr., Headmaster of Eton, i, 17
Wathen, A. C, 78
Wathen, W. H., 78
Wayte, Mr., 2

Webbe, A. J., member of the team
for Australia, 214; score, 219

Wells, E. M., bowling, 65
Wells, H. G., 66
Welsh, S., and W., play in England

V. Philadelphia Match, 182-192

I

Wenlock, Lord, ui; Governor of
Madras, 240; accident, 240

I

Wenman, Edward Gower, 142, 152,

I

154. 155
Wicket-keepers, 142

I

Wicket-keeping gloves, 38, 90, 117

t

Wickets, preparation of, 125; im-
!

provement, 128
Willes, Jack, 119

[

Willes, Miss, round-arm bowling,
: 119

I
Willsher, Edgar, 65, 77, 149, 153;

I batting, 66; bowling, 67, 69;
no-balled, 70, 119, 123

' Wilson, Cecil, loi
Wilson, Leslie, 102, no, 112

j
Winchester v. Eton Match, 21, 96
Wisden, Messrs., v

I

Wisden' s Almanack, 136-140
Wood, H., 86

I

Wootton, George, 29, 97, 109, 170;

I

bowling, 241

I

Wootton, James, 97, 99, 104, 108
Wortley, Stuart, portrait of W. G.

I
Grace, 64

Wright, Walter, iii, 112

Yardley, W., 77, 87, 92, 246; batting,

141
Yorkshire v. Kent, 215; v. Notts, 170
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